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Europa series

 � Top: Solid Cedar
 � Back & Sides: solid Indian Rosewood
 �Neck: Honduras Cedar
 � Fretboard and bridge: Indian Rosewood
 � Engraved headstock: Indian Rosewood
 � Binding: Rosewwod with Birch purfling
 �Van Gent gold-plated machine heads with Rosewood button
 �Nut width: 52 mm
 � Scale: 650 mm
 �Nut/saddle: bone
 � Finish: glossy
 � Equipped with Sonata by Royal Classics Spanish strings

CLARINDA 44CG - All solid classic guitar with cedar top in 
glossy finish (Made in Europe)

Toledo EUROPA is a new series of classical guitar entirely made in 
Europe. Clarinda 44CG is an all solid regular size classic guitar featuring 
cedar top, Indian rosewood back/sides and golden Van Gent tuners 
with rosewood button. The full resonance of its all solid woods, the 
hi-end craftmanship and the meticolous set up provide a instrument 
with unmatched value both for advanced students and professionists.

100%
Made in
Europe

 � Top: Solid Spruce
 � Back & Sides: solid Indian Rosewood
 �Neck: Honduras Cedar
 � Fretboard and bridge: Indian Rosewood
 � Engraved headstock: Indian Rosewood
 � Binding: Rosewwod with Birch purfling
 �Van Gent gold-plated machine heads with Rosewood button
 �Nut width: 52 mm
 � Scale: 650 mm
 �Nut/saddle: bone
 � Finish: glossy
 � Equipped with Sonata by Royal Classics Spanish strings

CLARINDA 44SG - All solid classic guitar with spruce top in 
glossy finish (Made in Europe)

Toledo EUROPA is a new series of classical guitar entirely made in 
Europe. Clarinda 44SG is an all solid regular size classic guitar featuring 
spruce top, Indian rosewood back/sides and golden Van Gent tuners 
with rosewood button. The full resonance of its all solid woods, the 
hi-end craftmanship and the meticolous set up provide a instrument 
with unmatched value both for advanced students and professionists.

100%
Made in
Europe

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E665E €725,08 £674.32

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E664E €725,08 £674.32

With the EUROPA series Toledo launches its classic guitars built entirely in Europe. Characterized by a full and full-bodied sound, it counts on a 
meticulous set that serves perfect playability even to the beginner. Embellished with a glossy finish and golden mechanics, it is an instrument of 
great value in its market range.

String instruments

7VAT excluded

CLASSICAL GUITARS

Toledo EUROPA is a brand new series of classic guitars entirely made in Europe. Material choice, craftmanship, varnishing and set 
up: each step is made with the porpouse of creating high value instruments. 

Woods, carefully selected and stocked in climatized chambers to grant the perfect humidity and temeperature in each phase of 
the process, are crafted with traditional liuthiers techniques fully supported by modern technologies.

Europa series

Wood and finishes
All EUROPA series feauture solid cedar/spruce 
tops, while back and sides are made in Indian 
rosewood, mahogany or beech. These woods 
are used in different combinations both in 
luxury glossy and elegant open pore satin 
finishes, bringing to life a complete array of 
instruments including classical and flamenco 
guitars. 

Full respect for the environment
Each guitar is sold with its own origin certificate 
in compliance to the latest CITES regulation on 
rosewood (where used).

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E665E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E664E


100%
Made in
Europe

Europa series

 � Top: Solid cedar
 � Back & Sides: Mahogany
 �Neck: African mahogany
 � Fretboard and bridge: Rosewood
 � Binding: Beech
 �Gold-plated machine heads with perloid button
 �Nut width: 52 mm
 � Scale: 650 mm
 �Nut/saddle: ABS
 � Equipped with Sonata by Royal Classics Spanish strings

JULIA 44CG CTEJULIA 44SG

CODE MODEL DESCRIPTION MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E301E JULIA 44SOP Solid spruce top classic guitar in open pore satin finish €267,30 £248.59
E300E JULIA 44COP Solid cedar top classic guitar in open pore satin finish €267,30 £248.59
E302E JULIA44CG Solid cedar top classic guitar in glossy finish €299,31 £278.36
E303E JULIA 44SG Solid spruce top classic guitar in glossy finish €299,31 £278.36
E304E JULIA 44CG CTE Solid cedar top classic guitar in glossy finish - Cutaway vers. w/preamp €523,40 £486.76
E675E JULIA 34COP Solid cedar top 3/4 classic guitar in open pore satin finish €267,30 £248.59

JULIA 44COPJULIA 44SOP JULIA 44CG

JULIA series

Europa series

 � Top: Solid cedar
 � Back & Sides: Beech
 �Neck: Maple
 � Fretboard: Maple
 � Bridge: Maple
 �Nickel-plated machine heads with perloid button
 �Nut width: 52 mm
 � Scale: 650 mm
 �Nut/saddle: ABS
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Equipped with Sonata by Royal Classics Spanish strings

ISABELA 44COP - Solid cedar top classic guitar in open pore satin finish (Made in Europe)

Toledo EUROPA is a new series of classical guitar entirely made in Europe. Isabela 44COP is a regular size classic guitar featuring 
solid cedar top and beech back/sides. Boasts open, well balanced tone and a meticolous set-up providing great playability also 
for beginners. Enriched by an elegant open pore satin finish, Isabela 44SOP spots an unmatched value in its market segment.

100%
Made in
Europe

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E299E €244,89 £227.75

 � Top: Solid Cedar
 � Back & Sides: solid Indian Rosewood
 � Thin line version
 �Neck: African Mahogany w/truss rod
 � Fretboard and bridge: Indian Rosewood
 � Engraved headstock: Indian Rosewood
 � Binding: Rosewwod with Birch purfling
 �Van Gent gold-plated machine heads 
with Rosewood button
 �Nut width: 48 mm
 �Radiused fretboard
 � Scale: 650 mm
 �Nut/saddle: bone

BEATRIZ HTL COP - All solid hybrid cutaway guitar with cedar 
top in open pore satin finish w/preamp - Thin Line version 
(Made in Europe)

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E997E €728,28 £677.30

 � Top: Solid Cedar
 � Back & Sides: solid Indian Rosewood
 �Neck: African Mahogany w/Truss rod
 � Fretboard and bridge: Indian Rosewood
 � Engraved headstock: Indian Rosewood
 � Binding: Rosewwod with Birch purfling
 �Van Gent gold-plated machine heads with Rosewood button
 �Nut width: 48 mm
 �Radiused fretboard
 � Scale: 650 mm
 �Nut/saddle: bone
 � Finish: open pore satin

BEATRIZ H COP - All solid hybrid cutaway guitar with cedar 
top in open pore satin finish w/preamp (Made in Europe)

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E996E €715,47 £665.39
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E301E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E300E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E302E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E303E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E304E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E675E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E299E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E997E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E996E


Conceived and built according to the traditional Spanish concept, the Ramon Garcia series combines the beauty and timbre of selected woods with 
fine craftsmanship. All models have a solid cedar top that gives a warm and full tone. Bands and bottom are, instead, in Mahogany or in rosewood. 
The flat handle offers the best playability comfort in complex executions. Maple BINDNG enriches the line. All models are equipped with D’Addario 
EXP strings for a natural and long lasting sound.

 � Body shape: cutaway
 � Top: solid cedar
 � Back and sides: rosewood
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: rosewood
 � Bridge: rosewood
 � Binding: maple
 � Preamp: Belcat BS-4000 with tuner
 �D’Addario XP strings
 � Finish: gloss natural

JCE-NATALIA CUTAWAY

 � Top: solid cedar
 � Back and sides: rosewood
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: rosewood

 � Bridge: rosewood
 � Binding: maple
 �D’Addario XP strings
 � Finish: gloss natural

J-NATALIA

 � Top: satin solid cedar
 � Back and sides: satin mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: rosewood
 � Bridge: rosewood
 � Binding: satin maple
 �D’Addario XP strings
 � Finish: satin natural

J-ALEJANDRO

 � Top: solid cedar
 � Back and sides: mahogany
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: rosewood
 � Bridge: rosewood
 � Binding: maple
 �D’Addario XP strings
 � Finish: gloss natural

J-IGNACIO

Ramon GarciaRamon Garcia

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
F864F €303,72 £282.46

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
F665F €374,31 £348.11

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
F666F €230,05 £213.95

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
F664F €249,18 £231.74

ToledoClaic Guita

 � Top: spruce
 � Back and sides: agathis
 � Fretboard: rosewood
 �Machine heads: chromed
 � Size: 3/4
 � Finish: glossy natural

TC601-34

 � Top: spruce
 � Back and sides: agathis
 � Fretboard: rosewood
 �Machine heads: chromed
 � Finish: glossy natural
 � Size: 1/2

TC401

TC series

 � Top: Solid satin Sitka spruce
 � Back and sides: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: rosewood
 �Machine heads: chromed
 � Size: 4/4
 � Finish: satin natural

TC980MT

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
I508I €167,21 £155.51

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
F910F €108,14 £100.57

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
I315I €104,25 £96.95

 � Top: spruce
 � Back and sides: agathis
 � Fretboard: rosewood
 �Machine heads: chromed
 � Finish: glossy natural
 � Size: 7/8

TC801-78

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E417E €112,09 £104.24

 � Top: glossy spruce
 � Back and sides: glossy mahogany
 � Fretboard: rosewood
 �Machine heads: chromed
 � Size: 4/4
 � Finish: glossy natural

TC902

CODE FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
J255J glossy €121,21 £112.73
H902H satin €112,09 £104.24
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=F864F
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=F665F
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=F666F
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=F664F
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I508I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=F910F
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I315I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E417E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=J255J
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=H902H


PRIMERA  Spruce

First steps are the most important when learning to play an instrument. Toledo PRIMERA has been conceived to ease the apprentice. The soft 
keyboard ease the fingering and results in comfortable playing, helping the student to perform melodies and chords since the first steps. The 
SPRUCE version features a spruce top and Blackwood bridge/fretboard, recreating the feeling and look of real Rosewood fully respecting the 
environment and complying with the latest CITES regulation. Accurate set-up provides great playability thourghout the fretboard.

 � Spruce top for improved tone and visual appeal
 � Back and sides: plywood
 � Fretboard and bridge in Blackwood provides the feeling and the visual appeal of real rosewood respecting environment and complying CITES regulation
 �Machine heads: standard
 �Accurate set-up ensures great playability throughout the fretboard
 � Truss rod
 � Finish: natural

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E060E PRIMERA SPRUCE 44-NT 4/4 €69,68 £64.80
E061E PRIMERA SPRUCE 34-NT 3/4 €68,78 £63.97
E062E PRIMERA SPRUCE CE 44-NT 4/4 CE €101,37 £94.27

PRIMERA SPRUCE Series

 �Cutaway version
 � E-2T preamp with tuner and jack/XLR out

*

 � Top: plywood
 � Back and sides: plywood
 � Fretboard: hardwood
 �Machine heads: standard
 �Accurate set up
 � Truss rod

PRIMERA STUDENT

Toledo PRIMERA STUDENT was conceived to help the students in their first steps. The soft fretboard ease the fingering and results in comfortable 
playing, helping the student to approach the instrument in the right way.

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MRSP GBP

E778E PRIMERA STUDENT 44-BK Black €65,98 £61.36
E783E PRIMERA STUDENT 44-BLS Blue Sunburst €67,39 £62.67
E777E PRIMERA STUDENT 44-NT Natural €65,98 £61.36
E784E PRIMERA STUDENT 44-PK Pink €67,39 £62.67
E782E PRIMERA STUDENT 44-RDS Red Burst €67,39 £62.67
E781E PRIMERA STUDENT 44-SB Sunburst €65,98 £61.36
E785E PRIMERA STUDENT 44-WH White €65,98 £61.36

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MRSP GBP
E791E PRIMERA STUDENT 34-BK Black €64,95 £60.40
E788E PRIMERA STUDENT 34-BLS Blue Sunburst €66,37 £61.72
E779E PRIMERA STUDENT 34-NT Natural €64,95 £60.40
E789E PRIMERA STUDENT 34-PK Pink €66,37 £61.72
E787E PRIMERA STUDENT 34-RDS Red Burst €66,37 £61.72
E786E PRIMERA STUDENT 34-SB Sunburst €64,95 £60.40
E790E PRIMERA STUDENT 34-WH White €64,95 £60.40

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E780E PRIMERA STUDENT 12-NT Natural €64,47 £59.96

PRIMERA STUDENT 4/4

PRIMERA STUDENT 3/4

PRIMERA STUDENT 1/2

PRIMERA  Plus
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E060E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E061E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E062E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E778E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E783E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E777E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E784E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E782E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E781E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E785E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E791E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E788E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E779E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E789E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E787E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E786E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E790E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E780E


PRIMERA  classic pack

 � PRIMERA 44NT classic guitar (4/4 size) or PRIMERA 34NT classic guitar (3/4 size)
 �CCT-20 clip tuner for easy and effective tuning in every situation
 � Picks
 � Bag with frontal pocket, handle and straps
 �Color box

PRIMERA-GP - Guitar pack classico 4/4 o 3/4

PRIMERA guitar pack is the best way to enter the magic world of guitar! A complete pack including a PRIMERA classic guitar, CCT-20 clip tuner, picks 
and gig bag. Available both in 3/4 and 4/4 size in natural glossy finish.

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L508L PRIMERA-GP-44NT 4/4 €70,52 £65.58
L509L PRIMERA-GP-34NT 3/4 €67,39 £62.67

Shadow SeriesSoundSation

 � Body: solid sitka spriuce (top) + mahogany 
(back & sides)
 �Neck: set-in mahogany
 � Tastiera: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 20
 �Machine heads: Grover Black
 � Bridge: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 �Machine heads: gold with black satin button
 � Body binding: mahogany + maple
 � Back strip: mahogany + maple

BA200-MBK

SHADOW series were born to gather quality construction, tone, style and outstanding visual appeal. The black satin finish, the Gold machine heads 
with black satin button and the solid top deliver remarkable quality and look.

 � Body: solid sitka spriuce (top) + mahogany 
(back & sides) Matte Black
 �Neck: set-in mahogany
 � Tastiera: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 20
 �Machine heads: Grover Black
 � Bridge: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 �Machine heads: gold with black satin button
 � Body binding: mahogany + maple
 � Back strip: mahogany + maple
 �Compact size (83cm total length)
 �Diapason: 29.7cm
 � Equipped with d’Addario EXP

BA200-COMPACT

 � Body: solid sitka spriuce (top) + mahogany 
(back & sides)
 �Neck: set-in mahogany
 � Tastiera: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 20
 �Machine heads: Grover Black
 � Bridge: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 �Machine heads: gold with black satin button
 � Body binding: mahogany + maple
 � Back binding: mahogany + maple
 � Preamp: Fishman SON-GT2
 � Equipped with d’Addario EXP
 �Colour: Matte Black

BA200-CTE

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E680E €218,90 £203.58

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E681E €214,34 £199.34

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E682E €291,86 £271.43

 � Body: solid sitka spriuce (top) + mahogany 
(back & sides)
 �Neck: set-in mahogany
 � Tastiera: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 20
 �Machine heads: Grover Black
 � Bridge: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)

BA200-COMPACT CTE

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E956E €287,30 £267.19
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L508L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L509L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E680E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E681E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E682E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E956E
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 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots, 20 frets
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with maple inlay
 �Mahogany Armrest for superior comfort
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Scale length: 648mm
 �Original GROVER chromed machine heads
 � Shape: Grand Auditorium cutaway
 � Finish: open pore satin

MEZZALUNA  SERIES - Armrest Grand Auditorium cutaway acoustic guitar w/preamp

Mezzaluna is a Grand Auditorium acoustic cutaway guitar featuring Armerest ergonomic contour for superior comfort and even more beautiful 
visual appeal. Available in solid mahogay/spruce top and equipped with Fishman SON-GT2 and original Grover tuners, Mezzaluna series gathers 
craftmanship, materials, details and unique voice.

CODE MODEL TOP MRSP USD
R706R MEZZALUNA-AR-MOP Top: solid mahogany €299,46 £278.50
R707R MEZZALUNA-AR-SOP Top: solid spruce €299,46 £278.50

EQUIPPED WITH
D’ADDARIO

 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany with 12th fret joint
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Mahogany slot headstock mahogany with maple inlay
 � Blackwood bridge
 �Vintage classic machine heads
 � Shape: parlor
 � Scale: 610mm
 � Finish: open pore satin

DELTA CROSSROAD - Parlor acoustic guitar in open pore satin finish

Soundsation entitles a guitar series to the mighty delta blues, one of the earliest styles of blues born in the Mississippi’s delta area during the 
20’s and the 30’s. The Delta Backroads series evokes all the magical aura and mistery of this unique style with quality crafted guitars in parlor size, 
featuring stunning voice and iconic look. Available in different versions and finishes.

CODE MODEL TOP MRSP USD
R703R DELTA CROSSROAD-MOP Top: solid mahogany €196,09 £182.36
R704R DELTA CROSSROAD-SOP Top: solid spruce €196,09 £182.36
R705R DELTA CROSSROAD-SGSB Top: solid spruce - Finish: glossy sunburst €211,30 £196.51

EQUIPPED WITH
D’ADDARIO

Armrest Grand Auditorium cutaway 
acoustic guitar w/preamp

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R706R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R707R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R703R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R704R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R705R
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 � Shape: compact traveller
 � Top, back and sides: mahogany
 � Fretboard and bridge: eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 �Headstock with engraved logo
 � Short scale: 90.7cm (36”)
 �Width: 8.5-9.8cm
 �Nut: 43mm
 �Diecast machine heads (chrome)

BACKROAD - Traveller acoustic guitar in open pore finish

Backroad series brings you an array of traveller acoustic guitars with shorter scale and smaller dimensions. Enterily built in mahogany and refined 
with a beautiful open pore finish and available in passive or active version with E2-T preamp. Light, compact, sturdy and beautiful, wherever you 
may wander, Backroad series will be there with you!

CODE MODEL COLOR MRSP USD
R708R BACKROAD-MOP mahogany open pore €136,12 £126.59
R709R BACKROAD-BDOP brown denim open pore €138,57 £128.87
R710R BACKROAD-MOP-E mahogany open pore - Preamp: E2-T w/tuner and balanced/unbalanced out €164,36 £152.85
R711R BACKROAD-BDOP-E brown denim open pore - Preamp: E2-T w/tuner and balanced/unbalanced out €166,96 £155.27

EQUIPPED WITH
D’ADDARIO

 � Shape: mini jumbo cutaway
 � Top, back and sides: linden
 � Fretboard: eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 �Headstock with engraved logo
 � Total lenght: 101cm (40”)
 �Width: 9.8cm
 �Diecast machine heads (chrome)
 � Preamp: E2-T w/tuner and balanced/unbalanced out
 �Hand wiped special finish, each guitar is unique

SAGUARO SERIES - Hand wiped cutaway acoustic guitar w/preamp

Saguaro acoustic series gathers playability, quality craftmanship and unique visual appeal using a special hand wiped finish. The E2-T preamp with 
built in tuner and balanced/unbalanced out delivers the flexibility you need for recording in studio and performing on stage.

CODE MODEL COLOR MRSP USD
E991E SAGUARO-HW-CE GR Color: hand wiped green €123,80 £115.13
E992E SAGUARO-HW-CE BK Color: hand wiped black €123,80 £115.13
E993E SAGUARO-HW-CE RD Color: hand wiped red €123,80 £115.13

EQUIPPED WITH
D’ADDARIO

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R708R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R709R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R710R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R711R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E991E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E992E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E993E


 � Top: solid Sitka spruce
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 � Black celluloid binding on body
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Tortoise pickguard
 �Original GROVER machine heads
 � Shape: dreadnougth
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

OLYMPIC-DN-NT

 � Top: solid Sitka spruce
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 � Black celluloid binding on body
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Tortoise pickguard
 �Original GROVER machine heads
 � Shape: dreadnougth cutaway
 � Preamp: Fishman SON-GT4
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

OLYMPIC-DNCE-NT

 � Top: solid Sitka spruce
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 � Black celluloid binding on body
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Tortoise pickguard
 �Original GROVER machine heads
 � Shape: OOO
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

OLYMPIC-OOO-NT

Dedicated to the Olympic National Park, one of the most impressive natural park in the US, Olympic series proudly gathers craftmanship, woods, 
finishes and a truly pristine tone. The solid Sitka top coupled with mahogany back and sides provides a real singing voice, while the original GROVER 
machine heads grant the tuning every musician needs for his performances. Olympic series is available in dreadnought, dreadnought cutaway and 
OOO, both in satin or glossy finish.

Dradnought acoustic guitar in 
open pore satin finish

Dreadnought cutaway acoustic guitar 
in open pore satin finish w/preamp

OOO acoustic guitar in open pore satin 
finish

 � Top: solid Sitka spruce
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 � Black celluloid binding on body
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Tortoise pickguard
 �Original GROVER machine heads
 � Shape: dreadnougth
 � Finish: glossy
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

OLYMPIC-DN-GNT

 � Top: solid Sitka spruce
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 � Black celluloid binding on body
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Tortoise pickguard
 �Original GROVER machine heads
 � Shape: dreadnougth cutaway
 � Preamp: Fishman SON-GT4
 � Finish: glossy
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

OLYMPIC-DNCE-GNT

 � Top: solid Sitka spruce
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 � Black celluloid binding on body
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Tortoise pickguard
 �Original GROVER machine heads
 � Shape: OOO
 � Finish: glossy
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

OLYMPIC-OOO-GNT

Dradnought acoustic guitar in glossy 
finish

Dreadnought cutaway acoustic guitar 
in glossy finish w/preamp

OOO acoustic guitar in glossy finish

EQUIPPED WITH
D’ADDARIO

EQUIPPED WITH
D’ADDARIO

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L405L €232,58 £216.30

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L406L €300,41 £279.38
E058E €306,49 £285.04 *Left-hand

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L407L €232,58 £216.30

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L390L €217,38 £202.16

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L391L €285,20 £265.24

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L392L €217,38 £202.16

Also available
in Left-Hand
version 
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L405L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L406L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E058E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L407L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L390L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L391L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L392L


CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E958E €238,66 £221.95

Soundsation entitles another series to one of the most stunning natural park in the US. Zion series guitars are enterely built in mahogany, achieving 
both a stunning look and a warmer and rounder tone. The original GROVER machine heads complete the deal, granting the tuning every musician 
needs for his performances. Zion series is available in dreadnought, dreadnought cutaway and OOO.

 � Top: solid mahogany
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 � Blackwood bridge
 �Original GROVER machine heads
 � Shape: dreadnougth
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

ZION-DN-M

 � Top: solid mahogany
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 � Blackwood bridge
 �Original GROVER machine heads
 � Shape: dreadnougth cutaway
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Preamp: Fishman SON-GT4
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

ZION-DNCE-M

 � Top: solid mahogany
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 � Blackwood bridge
 �Original GROVER machine heads
 � Shape: OOO
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

ZION-OOO-M

Dreadnought acoustic guitar in 
open pore satin finish

Dreadnought cutaway acoustic guitar 
in open pore satin finish w/preamp

OOO acoustic guitar in open pore satin 
finish

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L393L €196,09 £182.36

EQUIPPED WITH
D’ADDARIO

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L394L €263,92 £245.45

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L395L €196,09 £182.36
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 � Top: solid Sitka spruce
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: rosewood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay

OLYMPIC-DN-GSB - Dradnought acoustic guitar in glossy finish

 � Top: solid Sitka spruce
 � Back & sides: mahogany
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: rosewood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: bone
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay

OLYMPIC-DNCE-GSB - Dreadnought cutaway acoustic guitar 
in glossy finish w/preamp

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E959E €306,49 £285.04

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E958E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L393L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L394L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L395L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E959E


 � Top: satin pruce
 � Back & sides: satin agathis
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid 
dots
 �Capo & saddles: tusq
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood 
inlay
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Black pickguard
 �Diecast chromed machine heads
 � Shape: 3/4 dreadnought
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

GRAND TETON-DN34-NT

Another acoustic guitars series dedicated to another true natural US jewel, Grand Teton is the choice hardly matchable in its market segment for 
performances, craftmanship and details. Enriched by its open pore satin finish, Grand Teton series is available in dreadnought, dreadnought 3/4, 
dreadnought cutaway and OOO.

 � Top: satin pruce
 � Back & sides: satin agathis
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: tusq
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood 
inlay
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Black pickguard
 �Diecast chromed machine heads
 � Shape: dreadnougth
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

GRAND TETON-DN-NT

 � Top: satin pruce
 � Back & sides: satin agathis
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: tusq
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood 
inlay
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Black pickguard
 �Diecast chromed machine heads
 � Shape: dreadnougth cutaway
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Preamp: Fishman SON-GT4
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

GRAND TETON-DNCE-NT

 � Top: satin pruce
 � Back & sides: satin agathis
 �Neck: satin mahogany
 � Fretboard: blackwood with perloid 
dots
 �Capo & saddles: tusq
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood 
inlay
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Black pickguard
 �Diecast chromed machine heads
 � Shape: OOO
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Equipped with d’Addario XP strings

GRAND TETON-OOO-NT

Dreadnought acoustic 
guitar in open pore satin 
finish

Dreadnought cutaway 
acoustic guitar in open pore 
satin finish w/preamp

OOO acoustic guitar in open 
pore satin finish

3/4 Dreadnought acoustic 
guitar in open pore satin 
finish

*Left-hand

EQUIPPED WITH
D’ADDARIO

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L396L €129,21 £120.17

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L397L €197,04 £183.25
E059E €203,12 £188.90

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L399L €124,65 £115.92

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L398L €129,21 £120.17

Also available
in Left-Hand
version 

 � Top: satin Sitka solid spruce
 � Back & sides: satin mahogany
 �Neck: satin mahogany with truss-rod
 � Fretboard: flat in blackwood with perloid dots
 �Capo & saddles: tusq
 �Headstock: mahogany with wood inlay
 �Classic guitar style heastock and tuners
 � Blackwood bridge
 � Black pickguard
 �Nut: 47mm
 � Shape: cutaway thinline (80mm)
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � Preamp: Fishman Isys+ with tuner
 � Equipped with dnylon strings

STAGE-CLASSIC - Nylon strings thinline cutaway acoustic guitar w/preamp

Have you ever wished for a nylon string tone with the playability and feeling of your acoustic 
guitar? Of course you did, and Classic-Stage in the answer: featuring a 47mm nut, flat 
fretoboard and nylon strings, Stage-Classic gathers the best of classic and acoustic worlds, 
allowing you to transpose your skills in new territories. Fishman Isys+ preamp with built-in 
tuner and cutaway thinline shape make the Stage-Classic an hi-value instrument tailored for 
live perfomances.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L400L €251,40 £233.80
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L396L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L397L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E059E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L399L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L398L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L400L


In Spanish Compañera means ‘buddy’, and the name is actually a very fitting one: from dusty backroads to summer campfires, this little jewel featuring a 
84cm roundback body will be always by your side when it comes to express yourself. Sturdy and compact, spotting a stunning visual appeal with its open 
pore satin finish, Compañera also features a padded gig bag for easy and safe carrying.

 � Preamp: KLT-10A with tuner

COMPANERA-DNCE

Roundback dreadnought 
cutaway travel guitar w/preamp

Roundback dreadnought 
cutaway travel guitar

 � Shape: 84cm roundback dreadnought cutaway
 � Top: satin spruce
 � Back & sides: satin mahogany
 �Neck: blackwood
 � Fretboard and bridge: rosewood

 �Chromed machine heads
 �Capo and saddles: tusq
 � Finish: open pore satin
 � 10mm padded bag included

COMPANERA-DNC

84 cm
TRAVELLER

GUITAR

COMPANERA series

COMPANERA-DNCE-LH

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E307E €221,18 £205.70

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L401L €209,02 £194.39

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L402L €167,21 £155.51

Left-Hand version 

Roundback dreadnought 
cutaway travel guitar

String instruments
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E307E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L401L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L402L


YELLOWSTONE is a dreadnought acoustic guitar featuring a spruce top, combining tone, comfort and playability. With its spruce top and its binding 
(on boby, fretboard, headstock) is a guitar featuring a very refined look. A great value in its market range, both for beginners and more advanced 
players looking for a spare time instrument.

 � Top: spruce
 � Back and sides: basswood
 � Fretboard and bridge in Blackwood provides the feeling and the visual appeal of real rosewood 
respecting environment and complying CITES regulation
 �Machine heads: diecast chrome
 � Binding: boby, fretboard, headstock
 � Pickguard: black

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

I647I YELLOWSTONE-DN-BK Black €94,03 £87.45
I648I YELLOWSTONE-DN-NT Natural €94,03 £87.45
I649I YELLOWSTONE-DN-SB Sunburst €94,03 £87.45
I650I YELLOWSTONE-DN-BLS Blue Sunburst €94,03 £87.45
I651I YELLOWSTONE-DN-RDS Red Sunburst €94,03 £87.45

YELLOWSTONE DN Series
SoundSation
YELLOWSTONE

Series

YELLOWSTONE DN-CE Series 

YELLOWSTONE-DNCE is an electrified dreadnought cutaway acoustic guitar combining tone, comfort and playability. With its spruce top and its 
binding (on boby, fretboard, headstock) is a guitar boasting a very refined look. A great value in its market range, both for beginners and more 
advanced players looking for a spare time instrument.

 � Top: spruce
 � Back and sides: basswood
 � Fretboard and bridge in Blackwood provides the feeling and the visual 
appeal of real rosewood respecting environment and complying CITES 
regulation
 �Machine heads: diecast chrome
 � Binding: boby, fretboard, headstock
 � Pickguard: black
 � Preamp feauturing tuner and XLR/Jack out

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

I652I YELLOWSTONE-DNCE-BK Black €125,37 £116.59
I653I YELLOWSTONE-DNCE-NT Natural €125,37 £116.59
I654I YELLOWSTONE-DNCE-SB Sunburst €125,37 £116.59
I655I YELLOWSTONE-DNCE-BLS Blue Sunburst €125,37 £116.59
I656I YELLOWSTONE-DNCE-RDS Red Sunburst €125,37 £116.59

SoundSation
YELLOWSTONE

Series
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I647I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I648I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I649I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I650I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I651I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I652I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I653I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I654I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I655I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I656I


YOSEMITE DN Series
SoundSation

YOSEMITE
Series

YOSEMITE is a great choice for beginners and students demanding tone and playability. Dreadnought shape is the all time favourite for deep tone 
and comfort. The classic design is enanched by the black pickguard and soundhole decoration. Built with the same principles of higher priced 
models, it’s a great choice for students or free time guitar alike.

 � Top: linden
 � Back and sides: basswood
 � Fretboard: maple
 � Bridge: maple
 �Machine heads: chrome diecast
 � Pickguard: black

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

I637I YOSEMITE-DN-BK Black €87,13 £81.03
I638I YOSEMITE-DN-NT Natural €87,13 £81.03
I639I YOSEMITE-DN-SB Sunburst €87,13 £81.03
I640I YOSEMITE-DN-BLS Blue Sunburst €87,13 £81.03
I641I YOSEMITE-DN-RDS Red Sunburst €87,13 £81.03
J203J YOSEMITE-DNC-NT Natural €83,99 £78.11

YELLOWSTONE MJCE Series
SoundSation
YELLOWSTONE

Series

Mini jumbo acoustic cutaway electrified guitar featuring spruce top, a perfect mix of tone, 
playability and comfort. Onboard preamp adds great live/studio possibilities with its built in 
tuner. With its spruce top and the body, fretboard and headstock binding is a very goodlooking 
instrument, a great value for the price.

 � Top: spruce
 � Back and sides: basswood
 � Fretboard and bridge in Blackwood provides the feeling and the visual appeal of real rosewood 
respecting environment and complying CITES regulation
 �Machine heads: diecast chrome
 � Binding: boby, fretboard, headstock
 � Pickguard: sunburst
 � Preamp featuring tuner and Jack/XLR out

CODICE MODELLO COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

L284L YELLOWSTONE-MJCE-BK Black €128,50 £119.51
L285L YELLOWSTONE-MJCE-NT Natural €128,50 £119.51
L286L YELLOWSTONE-MJCE-SB Sunburst €128,50 £119.51
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I637I
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YOSEMITE Series
SoundSation

YOSEMITE
Acoustic Pack

YOSEMITE DN-CE Series
SoundSation

YOSEMITE
Series

YOSEMITE-DNCE is a great choice for beginners and students demanding tone and playability. Dreadnought cutaway shape is perfect for deep 
tone, comfort, playability. The classic design is enanched by the black pickguard and soundhole decoration. Built with the same principles of higher 
priced models, it’s a great choice for students or free time guitar alike.

 � Top: linden
 � Back and sides: basswood
 � Fretboard: maple
 � Bridge: maple
 �Machine heads: chrome diecast
 � Pickguard: black
 � Preamp: vol/tone controls

CODE MODELL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

I642I YOSEMITE-DNCE-BK Nero €103,43 £96.19
I643I YOSEMITE-DNCE-NT Natural €103,43 £96.19
I644I YOSEMITE-DNCE-SB Sunburst €103,43 £96.19
I645I YOSEMITE-DNCE-BLS Blue Sunburst €103,43 £96.19
I646I YOSEMITE-DNCE-RDS Red Sunburst €103,43 £96.19

 � Soundsation YOSEMITE-DN-BK dreadnought acoustic guitar featuring black pickguard, linden top, basswood back and sides
 �CCT-20 clip tuner for easy, quick and effective tuning
 � Strap
 � Picks (3pcs)
 �Gig bag w/straps and pocket

YOSEMITE Acoustic guitar bundle

YOSEMITE acoustic guitar bundle is the best choice for those about to enter the acoustic 6 strings world. Includes Soundsation YOSEMITE 
dreadnought acoustic guitar, a clip tuner for quick&effective tuning, strap, picks and bag. Guitar available in black, sunburst or natural finish.

CODE MODELL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E795E YOSEMITE-BUN-NT Natural €105,59 £98.20
E796E YOSEMITE-BUN-SB Sunburst €105,59 £98.20
E794E YOSEMITE-BUN-BK Black €105,59 £98.20
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ACOUSTIC GUITARS ACOUSTIC GUITARS

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I642I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I643I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I644I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I645I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=I646I
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E795E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E796E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E794E
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Rider Pro series

ELECTRIC GUITARS ELECTRIC GUITARS

 � Body: ash
 �Neck: satin maple
 � Fretboard: eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22 (perloid)
 �Machine heads: self-locking chrome made in Taiwan
 � Bridge: Wilkinson vintage tremolo
 � Pick ups: 2 Wilkinson single coils  + 1 Wilkinson splittable humbucker with push/pull
 � Switch: 5 way
 � Pots: volume/tone/tone + push/pull

ECO-ROSEWOOD Freatboard Version

The beauty and the resonance of the ash, the original Wilkinson pick ups and bridge, the hi-quality made in Taiwan self locking machines heads and 
the meticolous set-up: the RIDER PRO series is a super classic revisited with style and character. The Wilkinson bridge means stability and reliability 
while Wilkinson single coils in conjunction with the splittable humbucker deliver that tone which became a trademark in music history.

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E966E RIDER-PRO-RSH VW Vintage White €320,65 £298.20
E967E RIDER-PRO-RSH BK Black €320,65 £298.20
E968E RIDER-PRO-RSH 3TS 3T Sunburst €320,65 £298.20
E969E RIDER-PRO-RSH SSB Sienna Sunburst €320,65 £298.20
E970E RIDER-PRO-RSH NT Natural €320,65 £298.20
E971E RIDER-PRO-RSH VB Vintage Blonde €322,50 £299.93

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E972E RIDER-PRO-MSH VW Vintage White €320,65 £298.20
E973E RIDER-PRO-MSH BK Black €320,65 £298.20
E974E RIDER-PRO-MSH 3TS 3T Sunburst €320,65 £298.20
E975E RIDER-PRO-MSH SSB Sienna Sunburst €320,65 £298.20
E976E RIDER-PRO-MSH NT Natural €320,65 £298.20
E977E RIDER-PRO-MSH VB Vintage Blonde €322,50 £299.93

Rider Pro series

vintage machine-heads Wilkinson bridge & pickup

SATIN MAPLE Freatboard Version

 � Body: ash
 �Neck: satin maple
 � Fretboard: satin maple
 � Frets: 22 (perloid)
 �Machine heads: self-locking chrome made in Taiwan
 � Bridge: Wilkinson vintage tremolo
 � Pick ups: 2 Wilkinson single coils  + 1 Wilkinson splittable humbucker with push/pull
 � Switch: 5 way
 � Pots: volume/tone/tone + push/pull

vintage machine-heads Wilkinson bridge & pickup

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E966E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E967E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E968E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E969E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E970E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E971E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E972E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E973E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E974E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E975E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E976E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E977E
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Rider Retro series

ELECTRIC GUITARS ELECTRIC GUITARS

Rider Retro series

 � Body: ash
 �Neck: glossy maple
 � Fretboard: eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 21 (perloid)
 �Machine heads: vintage style made in Taiwan
 � Bridge: Wilkinson tremolo
 � Pick ups: 3 Wilkinson vintage single coils
 � Switch: 5 way
 � Pots: volume/tone/tone

ECO-ROSEWOOD Freatboard Version

RIDER RETRO is born to recall the feeling of a glorious past that has never ceased to fascinate generations of guitar players. The beauty and the 
resonance of the ash with special retro finishes, the original Wilkinson pick ups and bridge, the hi-quality made in Taiwan vintage machines heads 
together with mint green pickguard create instruments with stunning visual appeal and great value.

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E978E RIDER-RETRO-R BK Black €312,04 £290.20
E979E RIDER-RETRO-R DB Daphne Blue €313,88 £291.91
E980E RIDER-RETRO-R FR Fiesta Red €313,88 £291.91
E981E RIDER-RETRO-R FG Foam Green €313,88 £291.91
E982E RIDER-RETRO-R SW Retro White €312,04 £290.20
E989E RIDER-RETRO-R TSB Tobacco Sunburst €312,04 £290.20

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E983E RIDER-RETRO-M BK Black €312,04 £290.20
E984E RIDER-RETRO-M DB Daphne Blue €313,88 £291.91
E985E RIDER-RETRO-M FR Fiesta Red €313,88 £291.91
E986E RIDER-RETRO-M FG Foam Green €313,88 £291.91
E987E RIDER-RETRO-M SW Retro White €312,04 £290.20
E988E RIDER-RETRO-M TSB Tobacco Sunburst €312,04 £290.20

ECO-ROSEWOOD Freatboard Version

 � Body: ash
 �Neck: glossy maple
 � Fretboard: glossy maple
 � Frets: 21 (perloid)
 �Machine heads: vintage style made in Taiwan
 � Bridge: Wilkinson tremolo
 � Pick ups: 3 Wilkinson vintage single coils
 � Switch: 5 way
 � Pots: volume/tone/tone

vintage machine-heads Wilkinson bridge & pickup
vintage machine-heads Wilkinson bridge & pickup

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E978E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E979E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E980E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E981E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E982E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E989E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E983E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E984E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E985E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E986E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E987E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E988E
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Rider series

 � Body: basswood
 �Neck: maple
 � Fretboard: Eco-Rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22
 �Machine heads: chrome
 � Bridge: vintage tremolo
 � Pick ups: 2 single coils + 1 humbucker
 � Switch: 5 way
 � Pots: volume/tone/tone

RIDER-STD-H - Double cutaway electric guitar with 2 single coils + 1 humbucker

RIDER series is a super classic revisited: double cutaway electric guitar featuring basswood body for rich tone and reliability. This version is 
equipped with 2 single coils for clear and brilliant tone + 1 humbucker to push your riffs&licks beyond. 22 frets Eco-Rosewood freatboard fully 
complies CITES regulation preserving the feeling and the look of rosewood. The 5-way switch and volume/tone pots offer great sound flexibility 
for blues, rock, funky tones. A perfect choice for beginners demanding quality and playability.

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R637R RIDER-STD-H VW Vintage White €125,55 £116.76
R636R RIDER-STD-H 3TS 3T Sunburst €125,55 £116.76
R638R RIDER-STD-H BK Black €125,55 £116.76

 � Soundsation Rider-GP guitar: double cutaway basswood body, maple neck, 22 frets eco rosewood fretboard, 
3 single coils, 5 positions switch
 �RGP-10 combo featuring 5” speaker, drive selector, eq, headphone out (10w)
 � Back lighted clip tuner allowing perfect and fast tuning without cables
 � Strap
 �Gig bag
 � Picks
 �Cable
 �Color box

RIDER GP - Electric guitar pack

Wanna start your journey in the electric guitar world? Rider GP is the best way to do it! The guitar pack 
includes a Soundsation Rider-GP electric guitar, a RGP-10 vintage style combo, a clip tuner allowing you 
to be in tune without cables, a gig bag, 3 picks, cable and strap. All you need is here: now is up to you!

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E683E RIDER GP 3TS 3T Sunburst €192,47 £179.00
E684E RIDER GP BK Black €192,47 £179.00
E685E RIDER GP CAR Candy Apple Red €192,47 £179.00
E686E RIDER GP TB Tropical Blue €192,47 £179.00
E687E RIDER GP VW Vintage White €192,47 £179.00

Rider series

 � Body: basswood
 �Neck: maple
 � Fretboard: Eco-Rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22
 �Machine heads: chrome
 � Bridge: vintage tremolo
 � Pick ups: 3 single coils
 � Switch: 5 way
 � Pots: volume/tone/tone

RIDER-STD-S - Double cutaway electric guitar with 3 single coils

RIDER series is a super classic revisited: double cutaway electric guitar featuring basswood body for rich tone and reliability, 3 single coils for 
clear and brilliant tone. 22 frets Eco-Rosewood freatboard fully complies CITES regulation preserving the feeling and the look of rosewood. The 
5-way switch and volume/tone pots offer great sound flexibility for blues, rock, funky tones. A perfect choice for beginners demanding quality and 
playability.

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R629R RIDER-STD-S VW Vintage White €119,71 £111.33
R630R RIDER-STD-S BK Black €119,71 £111.33
R631R RIDER-STD-S FR Candy Apple Red €119,71 £111.33
R632R RIDER-STD-S TB Tropical Blue €119,71 £111.33
R628R RIDER-STD-S 3TS 3T Sunburst €119,71 £111.33
R645R RIDER-STD-S PK Pink €119,71 £111.33

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R633R RIDER-STD-SLH 3TS 3T Sunburst €122,78 £114.19
R634R RIDER-STD-SLH BK Black €122,78 £114.19
R635R RIDER-STD-SLH VW Vintage White €122,78 £114.19

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R642R RIDER-JR TB Tropical Blue €116,63 £108.47
R643R RIDER-JR PK Pink €116,63 £108.47
R644R RIDER-JR VW Vintage White €116,63 £108.47
R641R RIDER-JR FR Candy Apple Red €116,63 £108.47
R639R RIDER-JR 3TS 3T Sunburst €116,63 £108.47
R640R RIDER-JR BK Black €116,63 £108.47

3/4 version

Lefthand version

ELECTRIC GUITARS ELECTRIC GUITARS

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R637R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R636R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R638R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E683E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E684E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E685E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E686E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E687E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R629R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R630R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R631R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R632R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R628R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R645R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R633R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R634R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R635R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R642R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R643R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R644R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R641R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R639R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R640R


No doubt: Buffalo Pro rhymes with Rock! Basswood body for deep tone and reliability, set-in mahogany 
neck for improved sustain, rosewood fretboard featuring 22 easy-access frets.The 2 unconvered 
humbuckers deliver powerful bite and unmatched sustain, while the 3-way switch and 2 volume/2 
tone independent pots offer great sound flexibility. A perfect choice for blues, rock and rawer music.

 � Body: solid basswood
 �Neck: set-in mahogany
 � Tastiera: Eco-Rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22
 �Machine heads: Vintage Style
 � Bridge: tune o matic
 � Pick ups: 2 humbuckers
 � Switch: 3 way
 � Pots: 2 volume/2 tone
 � Black pickguard

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L662L BUFFALO- PRO BK Black €212,95 £198.04
L663L BUFFALO- PRO WR Wine red €212,95 £198.04

 � Body: solid basswood
 �Neck: bolt-on mahogany
 � Tastiera: Eco-Rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22
 �Machine heads: Vintage Style
 � Bridge: tune o matic
 � Pick ups: 2 humbuckers
 � Switch: 3 way
 � Pots: 2 volume/2 tone
 � Black pickguard

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L660L BUFFALO-ST BK Black €179,41 £166.85
L661L BUFFALO-ST WR Wine red €179,41 £166.85

Buffalo ST - Double cutaway electric guitar with 2 humbuckers

Buffalo Pro - Double cutaway electric guitar with 2 humbuckers and set-in neck

Buffalo Standard was born to speak the language of Rock: basswood body for deep tone 
and reliability, mahogany neck, rosewood fretboard featuring 22 easy-access frets.The 2 
unconvered humbuckers deliver powerful bite and unmatched sustain, while the 3-way switch 
and 2 volume/2 tone independent pots offer great sound flexibility. A perfect choice for blues, 
rock and rawer music.
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Twanger series

 � Body: basswood
 �Neck: maple
 � Tastiera: Eco-Rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22
 �Machine heads: chrome
 � Bridge: Vintage
 � Pick ups: 1 single coil + 1 lipstick
 � Switch: 3 way
 � Pots: volume/tone

TWANGER-R - Cutaway electric guitar with 1 single coil and 1 lipstick pickup

Blues and southern rock time?! TWANGER series is the answer for beginners demanding 
for quality, tone and playability. Solid basswood body provides tone and reliability, 1 
single coil + 1 lipstick pickup configuration grants the real twang tone. The 3-way switch 
and volume/tone pots complete the deal and offer great sound flexibility. It’s twang 
dudes, and we like it!

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R647R TWANGER-R NT Natural €122,78 £114.19
R646R TWANGER-R BK Black €122,78 £114.19
R648R TWANGER-R 3TS 3T sunburst €122,78 £114.19

 � Body: basswood
 �Neck: maple
 � Tastiera: maple
 � Frets: 22
 �Machine heads: chrome
 � Bridge: Vintage
 � Pick ups: 1 single coil + 1 lipstick
 � Switch: 3 way
 � Pots: volume/tone

TWANGER-M - Cutaway electric guitar with 1 single coil and 1 lipstick pickup

Blues and southern rock time?! TWANGER series is the answer for beginners demanding 
for quality, tone and playability. Solid basswood body provides tone and reliability, 1 
single coil + 1 lipstick pickup configuration grants the real twang tone. The 3-way switch 
and volume/tone pots complete the deal and offer great sound flexibility. It’s twang 
dudes, and we like it!

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R651R TWANGER-M 3TS 3T sunburst €122,78 £114.19
R649R TWANGER-M BK Black €122,78 £114.19
R650R TWANGER-M NT Natural €122,78 £114.19

B u f f a l o  series

ELECTRIC GUITARS ELECTRIC GUITARS

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L662L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L663L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L660L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L661L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R647R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R646R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R648R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R651R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R649R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R650R


Milestone-PRO means further steps along the road that made blues and rock true legend. Solid arch top body, together with powerful humbuckers 
provide the feeling and the tone everybody has learnt to love, while set-in mahogany neck adds infinite sustain to your chords and solos.The 
3-way switch and 2 volume/2 tone independent pots offer great sound flexibility. A perfect choice for blues, rock and rawer music.

 � Body: solid basswood (arch top)
 �Neck: set-in mahogany
 � Tastiera: Eco-Rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22
 �Hardware: chromed
 �Machine heads: vintage style
 � Bridge: tune o matic
 � Pick ups: 2 humbuckers
 � Switch: 3 way
 � Pots: 2 volume/2 tone
 � Black pickguard

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L667L MILESTONE-PRO BK Black €223,10 £207.48
L668L MILESTONE PRO-VSB Vintage sunburst €223,10 £207.48
L669L MILESTONE-PRO WH White €223,10 £207.48
L670L MILESTONE-PRO CSB-FM Flamed cherry sunburst €229,26 £213.21
L671L MILESTONE-PRO VSB-FM Flamed vintage sunburst €229,26 £213.21
R615R MILESTONE-PRO GT Gold Top €242,49 £225.52
J066J MILESTONE-PRO SE MBK Black Satin €270,18 £251.27
L672L MILESTONE-PRO-LH CSB-FM Flamed cherry sunburst (left hand) €233,26 £216.93

Milestone Pro - Arch top cutaway electric guitar with 2 humbuckers and set-in neck

A pure music-landmark: Milestone Standard leads you where blues and rock became legend. A flat top solid body equipped with powerful 
humbuckers provides the playability and the tone everybody has learnt to love, while the 3-way switch and 2 volume/2 tone independent pots 
offer great sound flexibility. A perfect choice for blues, rock and rawer music.

 � Body: solid basswood (flat top)
 �Neck: bolt-on mahogany
 � Tastiera: Eco-Rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22
 �Machine heads: vintage style
 � Bridge: tune o matic
 � Pick ups: 2 humbuckers
 � Switch: 3 way
 � Pots: 2 volume/2 tone

Milestone ST - Flat top cutaway electric guitar with 2 humbuckers

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L664L MILESTONE-ST BK Black €187,10 £174.00
L665L MILESTONE-ST VSB Vintage Sunburst €187,10 £174.00
L666L MILESTONE-ST CSB Cherry Sunburst €187,10 £174.00
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M i l e s t o n e  series M i l e s t o n e  series

ELECTRIC GUITARS ELECTRIC GUITARS

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L667L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L668L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L669L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L670L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L671L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R615R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=J066J
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L672L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L664L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L665L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L666L


 � Body: basswood
 �Neck: maple
 � Tastiera: rosewood
 � Frets: 24 with abalone inlay at 12th
 �Machine heads: Grover Black
 � Bridge: Floyd Rose
 � Pick ups: 2 humbuckers
 � Switch: 3 way
 � Pots: 1 volume/1 tone
 � Equipped with d’Addario EXP

SH-SB200FR-MBK

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
I557I €287,16 £267.06

 � Body: solido mahogany
 �Neck: set-in mahogany
 � Fretboard: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22 with abalone inlay at 12th
 �Machine heads: Grover Black
 � Bridge: tune o matic

SH-HR200-MBK

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
J067J €248,64 £231.24

SHADOW series double cutaway electric guitar with 2 single coils + 1 humbucker and tremolo bridge - Colour: black satin

 � Body: solido mahogany
 �Neck: set-in mahogany
 � Tastiera: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 22 with abalone inlay at 12th
 �Machine heads: Grover Black
 � Bridge: tune o matic

SH-SC200-MBK 

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
J068J €270,18 £251.27

Shadow Series
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Spur series

 � Body: solid basswood
 �Neck: maple
 � Tastiera: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 20
 �Machine heads: chrome
 � Bridge: SH vintage
 � Pick ups: 2 J-style
 � Pots: 2 volume/tone

SPUR - Electric bass with bridge and neck pick ups

It’s classic time with SPUR series: electric basses featuring solid basswood body for tone and reliability, maple neck, Eco-rosewood fretboard. 20 
frets, 2 J-style pickups for creamy and rounded tone, chrome hardware. Volumes/tone pots offer great sound shaping. A perfect choice for blues, 
rock and jazz players. 100% CITES compliant.

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R659R SPUR 3TS 3T sunburst €145,86 £135.65
R656R SPUR BK Black €145,86 £135.65
R657R SPUR TBL See Thru Blue €145,86 £135.65
R658R SPUR TRD See Thru Red €145,86 £135.65
R660R SPUR-LH BK Black €148,94 £138.51 *Lefthand

String instruments

47VAT excluded
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R659R
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Horseman series

 � Body: solid basswood
 �Neck: maple
 � Tastiera: rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 20
 �Machine heads: chrome
 � Bridge: HM vintage
 � Pick ups: 1 P-style
 � Pots: volume/tone

HORSEMAN- Electric bass with bridge P-style pick up

A super classic: HORSEMAN series! Electric bass featuring solid basswood body for tone and reliability, maple neck, Eco-rosewood fretboard, 
20 frets, bridge P-style pick up for creamy and deep tone, chromed hardware. Volume/tone pots offer great sound shaping. A perfect choice for 
blues, rock and jazz players. 100% CITES compliant.

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R655R HORSEMAN 3TS 3T sunburst €144,02 £133.94
R652R HORSEMAN BK Black €144,02 £133.94
R653R HORSEMAN RDS Red Sunburst €144,02 £133.94
R654R HORSEMAN TRD See Thru Red €144,02 £133.94

Gunbarrel series

 � Body: solid basswood
 �Neck: maple
 � Tastiera: Eco-rosewood (CITES compliant)
 � Frets: 24

 �Machine heads: black
 � Bridge: G series
 � Pick ups: J-style + P-style
 � Pots: 2 volume/tone

GUNBARREL - Electric bass with bridge and neck pick ups

Electric bass born to rule in the rock, metal and jazz territories, featuring solid basswood body for tone and reliability, maple neck, Eco-rosewood 
fretboard. 24 easy access frets, Bridge J-style pickup + neck P-style pick up for creamy and rounded tone, black hardware. Volumes/tone pots 
offer great sound shaping. 100% CITES compliant.

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R662R GUNBARREL-4 TRD See Thru Red €153,25 £142.52
R661R GUNBARREL-4 BK Black €153,25 £142.52
R663R GUNBARREL-4 3TS 3T sunburst €153,25 £142.52

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R665R GUNBARREL-5 TRD See Thru Red €184,02 £171.14
R666R GUNBARREL-5 3TS 3T sunburst €184,02 £171.14
R664R GUNBARREL-5 BK Black €184,02 £171.14

4 strings version

5 strings version

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R655R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R652R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R653R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R654R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R662R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R661R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R663R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R665R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R666R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R664R


An exotic touch to your arrangements? Party with friends on the beach? MAUI ukuleles are what you are looking for. Available in 5 different colors, 
MAUI ukuleles come out with color bag and chords tutorial, allowing you to play whatever you want, wherever you want!

 � Soprano ukulele
 � Body: linden
 � Fretboard: maple (12 frets)
 �Diapason: 13”
 �Machine heads: open with black button
 � Bridge: hardwood
 �Chords tutorial included for fast&easy learning
 � Padded gig bag included
 � Provided in color box

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U145U MUK10-YW Yellow €36,67 £34.10
U146U MUK10-BW Brown €36,67 £34.10
U147U MUK10-BL Blue €36,67 £34.10
U148U MUK10-PK Pink €36,67 £34.10
U149U MUK10-RD Red €36,67 £34.10

MAUI Series

An exotic touch to your arrangements? You want something more from a simple ukulele? THE PRO series ukulele of the MAUI are perfect for you. 
Available in all extensions from Soprano to Baritone the ukuele MAUI PRO are built entirely in mahogany Sapele, have a walnut fingerboard and bridge.

 � Body: Sapele plywood
 � Fretboard: Walnut (12 frets)
 �Diapason: 13”
 �Machine heads: open with black button
 � Bridge: Walnut
 �Rosette: Maui pro design
 � Finish: Matte
 � Strings: Aquila
 � Bag: included

MPUK-110M - Soprano ukulele MAUI PRO with bag

 � Body: Sapele plywood
 � Fretboard: Walnut(12 frets)
 �Diapason: 15”
 �Machine heads: open with black button
 � Bridge: Walnut
 �Rosette: Maui pro design
 � Finish: Matte
 � Strings: Aquila
 � Bag: included

MPUK-120M - Concerto ukulele

 � Body: Sapele plywood
 � Fretboard: Walnut (12 frets)
 �Diapason: 17”
 �Machine heads: open with black button
 � Bridge: Walnut
 �Rosette: Maui pro design
 � Finish: Matte
 � Strings: Aquila
 � Bag: included

MPUK-130M - Tenor ukulele

 � Body: Sapele plywood
 � Fretboard: Walnut (17 frets)
 �Diapason: 19“
 �Machine heads: open with 
black button
 � Bridge: Walnut
 �Rosette: Maui pro design
 � Finish: Matte
 � Strings: Aquila
 � Bag: included

MPUK-140M - Baritono ukulele

UKULELES

 � Body: Sapele plywood
 � Fretboard: Walnut(15 keys)
 �Diapason: 15”
 �Machine heads: open with black button
 � Bridge: Walnut
 �Rosette: Maui pro design
 � Finish: Matte
 � Strings: Aquila
 � Preamp with tuner
 � Bag: included

MPUK-120ME - Concerto ukulele

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U195U €56,42 £52.47

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U196U €65,51 £60.92

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U197U €71,15 £66.17

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U198U €87,45 £81.33

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U278U €93,71 £87.15
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UKULELES

An exotic touch to your arrangements? You want something more from a simple ukulele? THE PRO series ukulele of the MAUI are perfect for 
you. Available in all extensions from Soprano to Baritone the ukuele MAUI PRO are now offered also in a new version featuring spruce top with 
mahogany Sapele back and sides.

 � Body: Sapele plywood with Spruce top
 � Fretboard: Walnut (15 keys)
 �Machine heads: chrome
 � Bridge: Walnut
 �Rosette: Maui pro design
 � Finish: Satin -Finish: Matte for MPUKA-120AE
 � Strings: Aquila
 � Bag: included

CODE MODEL TIPE SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U274U MPUKA-110A Sopran ukulele 33cm €59,55 £55.38
U275U MPUKA-120A Concerto ukulele 38cm €68,64 £63.84
U276U MPUKA-130A Tenore ukulele 43cm €74,28 £69.08
U277U MPUKA-140A Baritono ukulele 48cm €90,58 £84.24
U264U MPUKA-120AE Concerto ukulele 38cm €93,71 £87.15

MAUI PRO MPUKA Series

MAUI PRO U-Bass procides the depth and the pucnh of a real bass in uku format. Its standard EADG tuning allows on 
the fly easy playing for those able to handle a real bass, while the preamp ensures great results on both live or studio 
sessions. Great choice for traveller, uku ensembles or for those approaching the bass world.

 � Bass ukulele in EADG standard tuning
 � Body: Sapele plywood
 � Fretboard: EcoRosewood  (17 frets)
 �Diapason: 20.15”
 �Machine heads: open with black button
 � Bridge: EcoRosewood

 �Rosette: Maui pro design
 � Finish: Matte
 � Strings: Aquila
 � Preamp with tuner
 � Bag: included

CODE MODEL MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U265U U-BASS 200E €235,07 £218.62

Electrified Bass Ukulele MAUI PRO with bag

 � Back and sides: sapele mahogany plywood
 � Bridge: spruce
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: walnut
 �Machine heads: chrome
 �REMO head equipped
 � Finish: glossy mahogany
 �Whith bag

Ukulele Banjo featuring sapele mahogany body and REMO head

Country music? Folk music? Need to add some exotic touch to your songs? SBJ-40B is 
what you need: a banjo featuring mahogany back and sides, maple bridge and rosewood 
fretboard, equipped with REMO head. Great both for your ears and your eyes!

Preamp with tuner - Electrified version

CODE MODEL MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U271U SUBJ-20 €166,12 £154.49

UKULELES

 � Soprano ukulele
 � Body: linden
 � Fretboard: maple (12 frets)
 �Diapason: 13”
 �Machine heads: Die cast
 � Bridge: hardwood
 � Stting: Aquila supplied
 � Bags: included

Soprano ukulele MAUI con borsa

An exotic touch to your arrangements? Fun with friends in time to music? The new Hand 
Wiped ukulele finishes will win you over. The MHW (Maui Hand Wiped) series is offered in 
the Soprano version in three colors: BK-RD and GR. Ukulele Maui MHW to play whatever 
you want wherever you are!

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U415U MHW-BK Black Hand Rubbed €36,36 £33.81
U416U MHW-RD Red Hand Rubbed €36,36 £33.81
U417U MHW-GR Green Hand Rubbed €36,36 £33.81
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MEDITERRANEA Series - Made in ITALY

Soundsation Mediterranea series Mandolins and Mandolas are 100% Made in italy. Handcrafted by sicilian artisans, each instrument is built 
following the traditional designs, woods and methods of Italian and mediterranean luthiers.
100% handcrafted in Italy

 �Roman Style with slat construction curved back
 � Spruce top
 � Back in walnut 19 slats
 �Rosewood fingerboard, 25 frets
 �Mahogany neck

ROMANO - Tradizional Roman style 
mandolin

 �Naples Style with slat construction curved back
 � Spruce top
 � Back in walnut 19 slats
 �Rosewood fingerboard, 18 frets
 �Mahogany neck

NAPOLETANO - Traditional naples style 
mandolin

 �Naples Style with slat construction curved back
 � Spruce top
 � Back in walnut 19 slats
 �Rosewood fingerboard, 18 frets
 �Mahogany neck

NAPOLETANA - Traditional naples 
style mandola

 �Roman Style with slat construction curved back
 � Spruce top
 � Back in walnut 19 slats
 �Rosewood fingerboard, 25 frets
 �Mahogany neck

ROMANA - Traditional roman style 
mandola

 � French Style with flat back
 � Spruce top
 � Back in walnut
 �Rosewood fingerboard, 18 frets
 �Mahogany neck

MPF - Traditional french style mandola

 � Back and sides: plywood linden
 � Top: laminated spruce
 �Neck: maple

BMA-50 VS

 � Back and sides: plywood mahogany
 � Top: laminated spruce
 �Neck: maple

BMA-60 VS

 � Back and sides: plywood mahogany
 � Top: laminated spruce
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Pickups:magnetic

BMA-60E VS

 � Back and sides: plywood linden
 � Top: plywood linden
 �Neck: maple
 � Pickups:magnetic

BMA-100ES

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
M016M €439,63 £408.86

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
M017M €263,78 £245.32 CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

M221M €690,85 £642.49

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
M220M €408,23 £379.65

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
M890M €301,46 £280.36

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U279U €108,13 £100.56

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U280U €156,09 £145.16

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U281U €171,76 £159.74

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U282U €235,07 £218.62

 � Back and side: laminated mahogany
 � top: plywood spruce
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: walnut
 �Machine heads: chrome whit black button
 � Preamp: EQ A-4T four bands whit tuner
 � Finish: satin
 � Bags:included

SBOU-20E - Irish Bouzouki

Celtic music? Need music in Irish gigs and reels? A 
special arrangement? The bouzouki SBOU-20E is 
the answer. A bouzouki with spruce plywood, back 
and side plywood mahogany, walnut keyboard and 
walnut bridge. Nice to see, a pleasure to play!

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U273U €308,41 £286.82

 � Back and sides: sapele mahogany plywood
 � Bridge: spruce
 �Neck: mahogany
 � Fretboard: walnut
 �Machine heads: chrome
 �REMO head equipped
 � Finish: glossy mahogany
 �Whith bag

SBJ-40 - Banjo featuring sapele mahogany body and REMO head

Country music? Folk music? Need to add some exotic 
touch to your songs? SBJ-40B is what you need: a banjo 
featuring mahogany back and sides, maple bridge and 
rosewood fretboard, equipped with REMO head. Great 
both for your ears and your eyes!

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U272U €216,26 £201.12

BLUEGRASS Series
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ACOUSTIC Guitar Strings

Serie SAW

CODE MODEL GAUGE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D446D SAW 432 Light .012 .016 .024 .032 .042 .053 €3,57 £3.32
D442D SAW431 Super Light .011 .015 .024 .032 .042 .052 €3,57 £3.32
D549D SAW 430 X Super Light .010 .014 .023 .030 .039 .047 €3,57 £3.32

BRONZE WOUND 80/15

CODE MODEL GAUGE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D462D P011 0.11 €0,32 £0.30
D447D P012 0.12 €0,32 £0.30
D557D P014 0.14 €0,39 £0.36
D456D P015 0.15 €0,39 £0.36
D448D P016 0.16 €0,39 £0.36
D558D BW023 0.23 €0,53 £0.49
D449D BW024 0.24 €0,53 £0.49
D559D BW030 0.30 €0,67 £0.62
D450D BW032 0.32 €0,67 £0.62
D560D BW039 0.39 €0,71 £0.66
D451D BW042 0.42 €0,71 £0.66
D561D BW047 0.47 €0,74 £0.69
D445D BW052 0.52 €0,74 £0.69
D452D BW053 0.53 €0,74 £0.69

CORDE SINGOLE

Classical Guitar Strings

CODE MODEL MATERIAL KEY MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D428D SC133 silver plated copper 
wound + clear nylon

Set €3,57 £3.32

D429D SC133-1 clear nylon E (0.285) €0,39 £0.36
D430D SC133-2 clear nylon B (0.325) €0,42 £0.39
D431D SC133-3 clear nylon G (0.41) €0,46 £0.43
D432D SC133-4 silver plated D (0.30) €0,67 £0.62
D433D SC133-5 silver plated A (0.36) €0,71 £0.66
D434D SC133-6 silver plated E (0.44) €0,74 £0.69

HARD TENSION

CODE MODEL MATERIAL KEY MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D421D SC132 silver plated copper 
wound + clear nylon

Set €3,57 £3.32

D422D SC132-1 clear nylon E (0.28) €0,39 £0.36
D423D SC132-2 clear nylon B (0.32) €0,67 £0.62
D424D SC132-3 clear nylon G (0.40) €0,46 £0.43
D425D SC132-4 silver plated D (0.30) €0,67 £0.62
D426D SC132-5 silver plated A (0.35) €0,71 £0.66
D427D SC132-6 silver plated E (0.43) €0,74 £0.69

NORMAL TENSION

CODE MODEL MATERIAL KEY MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D435D SC132BE Corde Ball End Set €4,24 £3.94
D436D SC132BE-1 clear nylon E (0.28)Ball end €0,49 £0.46
D437D SC132BE-2 clear nylon B (0.32)Ball end €0,53 £0.49
D438D SC132BE-3 clear nylon G (0.40)Ball end €0,56 £0.52
D439D SC132BE-4 silver plated D (0.30) Ball end €0,78 £0.73
D440D SC132BE-5 silver plated A (0.35)Ball end €0,81 £0.75
D441D SC132BE-6 silver plated E (0.43)Ball end €0,85 £0.79

NORMAL TENSION BALL END

Wound by authomatic machine and built with quality materials imported from Japan, USA, Germany 
and France, SC series classical strings offer balanced tone, reliability and long lasting character.

Serie SC
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MANDOLIN & VIOLIN strings

SMAseries - for Mandolin

CODE MODEL TUNE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D551D SMA 500 Set €3,74 £3.48
D552D SMA 500-1 .010 €0,56 £0.52
D553D SMA 500-2 .014 €0,67 £0.62
D554D SMA 500-3 .024 €0,99 £0.92
D555D SMA 500-4 .034 €1,31 £1.22

STAINLESS STEEL BRONZE WOUND

SV series - for Violin

CODE MODEL TUNE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D483D SV706 Set €5,82 £5.41
D484D SV706-1 Mi €0,81 £0.75
D485D SV706-2 La €1,24 £1.15
D486D SV706-3 Re €1,59 £1.48
D487D SV706-4 Sol €1,94 £1.80

CHROME ROUND WOUND STEEL

Electric guitar
& bass guitar strings

SE series - for Electric Guitar

NICKEL ROUND WOUND - SINGLE

CODE MODEL GAUGE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D467D SE532 Light .010 .013 .017 .026 .036 .046 €3,25 £3.02
D460D SE531 Super Light .00  .011 .016 .024 .032 .042 €3,25 £3.02
D453D SE530 X Super Light .008 .010 .015 .021 .030 .038 €3,25 £3.02

STAINLESS STEEL NICKEL WOUND

CODE MODEL GAUGE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D454D P008 0.08 €0,32 £0.30
D461D P009 0.09 €0,32 £0.30
D455D P010 0.10 €0,32 £0.30
D462D P011 0.11 € 0.31 £ 0.28
D447D P012 0.12 € 0.31 £ 0.28
D468D P013 0.13 €0,39 £0.36
D456D P015 0.15 € 0.37 £ 0.33
D469D P017 0.17 €0,67 £0.62

Single PLAIN STEEL Single NICKEL WOUND

NWB Series - for Bass Guitar

CODE MODEL GAUGE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D474D NWB040 .040 €1,38 £1.28
D479D NWB045 .045 €1,38 £1.28
D475D NWB060 .060 €1,48 £1.38
D480D NWB065 .065 €1,48 £1.38
D476D NWB075 .075 €1,77 £1.65

CODE MODEL GAUGE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D481D NWB085 .085 €1,73 £1.61
D477D NWB095 .095 €2,29 £2.13
D482D NWB105 .105 €2,29 £2.13
D548D NWB130 .130 €2,40 £2.23

CODE MODEL GAUGE TUNE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D473D SB608L Light  .040 .060 .075 .0 5 €7,48 £6.96
D478D SB608M Medium  .045 .065 .085 .105 €7,48 £6.96

D550D SB-608-5 Medium - 5 strings .045 .065 .085 .105 .130 €9,57 £8.90

NICKEL ROUND WOUND - SET

CODE MODEL GAUGE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D457D NW021 0.21 €0,64 £0.60
D464D NW024 0.24 €0,64 £0.60
D470D NW026 0.26 €0,64 £0.60
D458D NW030 0.30 €0,67 £0.62
D465D NW032 0.32 €0,67 £0.62
D471D NW036 0.36 €0,67 £0.62
D459D NW038 0.38 €0,71 £0.66
D466D NW042 0.42 €0,71 £0.66
D472D NW046 0.46 €0,71 £0.66
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SPT, SPC series

Sundsation presents SPC600 celluloid pick series, coming out in 6 
different thickness/colour versions.

A smart and captivating box containing 600 celluloid picks. Each 
size is provided in 100 pcs and has its own sector for convenient 
storage(0.46 - 0.71 - 0.81 - 0.96 - 1.20 - 1.50).

SPC

 � 72 pcs bag
 �Material: celluloid

CODE MODEL GAUGE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
Q257Q SPC-600-046 0.46 €10,58 £9.84
Q258Q SPC-600-071 0.71 €11,00 £10.23
Q259Q SPC-600-081 0.81 €11,00 £10.23
Q260Q SPC600-096 0.96 €11,00 £10.23
Q261Q SPC600-120 1.20 €11,00 £10.23
Q262Q SPC-600-150 1.50 €11,00 £10.23

 � Pvc picks box
 �Content: 600 pcs clear nylon
 � 6 sectors (100 pcs each)
 � Pick Sizes: (0.46 - 0.71 - 0.81 - 0.96 - 1.20 - 1.50)

SPC-600-BOX

 � Pvc picks box
 �Content: 600 pcs clear nylon
 � 6 sectors (100 pcs each)
 � Pick Sizes: (0.58 - 0.71 - 0.81 - 0.96 - 1.20 - 1.50)

SPT-600-BOXSPT

 � 72 pcs bag
 �Material: clear nylon

CODE MODEL GAUGE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D564D SPT-600-058 0.58 €6,76 £6.29
D565D SPT-600-071 0.71 €6,76 £6.29
D566D SPT-600-081 0.81 €6,76 £6.29
D567D SPT-600-096 0.96 €6,37 £5.92
D568D SPT-600-120 1.20 €6,37 £5.92
D569D SPT-600-150 1.50 €6,76 £6.29

A smart and captivating box containing 600 clear nylon picks. Each 
size is provided in 100 pcs and has its own sector for convenient 
storage(0.58 - 0.71 - 0.81 - 0.96 - 1.20 - 1.50).

Sundsation presents SPT600 clear nylon pick series, coming out in 6 
different thickness/colour versions.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
Q256Q €93,86 £87.29

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D563D €57,04 £53.05
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Soundsation straps series is born to provide a wide array of straps 
made in different materials and finishes to match estetical and 
functional needs of musicians.

 �Made in cotton
 � 100% real suede leather ends
 � Brass metal buckets
 �Width: 5cm
 � Length: 150cm

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E211E CL-BK Black €7,91 £7.36
E212E CL-MGR Military Green €7,91 £7.36
E213E CL-WH White €7,91 £7.36
E214E CL-RD Red €7,91 £7.36
E215E CL-LBW Light Brown €7,91 £7.36
E216E CL-BW Brown €7,91 £7.36

CL series - Cotton strap for guitar/bass with real suede leather ends

Soundsation straps series is born to provide a wide array of straps 
made in different materials and finishes to match estetical and 
functional needs of musicians.

 �Made in poly
 �Artificial leather ends
 �ABS buckets

 �Width: 5cm
 � Length: 150cm

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E217E PP-PK Pink €2,16 £2.01
E218E PP-BL Blue €2,16 £2.01
E219E PP-BW Brown €2,16 £2.01
E220E PP-GR Green €2,16 £2.01
E221E PP-VL Violet €2,16 £2.01
E222E PP-RD Red €2,16 £2.01
E223E PP-BK Black €2,16 £2.01
E224E PP-LBW Light Brown €2,16 £2.01
E225E PP-WH White €2,16 £2.01

PP series - Poly strap for guitar/bass with artificial leather ends

Soundsation straps series is born to provide a wide array of 
straps made in different materials and finishes to match estetical 
and functional needs of musicians.

 �Made in cotton
 � 100% real leather ends
 � Silver metal buckets and rivets
 �Width: 5cm
 � Length: 150cm

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E208E PCL-BK Black €7,87 £7.32
E209E PCL-BW Brown €7,87 £7.32
E210E PCL-GR Green €7,87 £7.32

PCL series - Cotton strap for guitar/bass with real leather ends
Easy-Fit CAPO is suitable both for 
acoustic and electric  guitar, delivering 
perfect intonation and tone in every  
situation. The Easy Clamping Design 
ensures a quick  and effective use,  while 
the Reversable Neck Cushion System 
provides a truly universal fitting.

EASY-FIT

 � Perfect intonation along the fretboard
 � Ergonomic shape
 � Easy to apply/dismount
 � Soft rubber padding for instrument protection
 �Material: ABS - Colour: black
 �Use: universal for guitars

CABS-10 - ABS universal guitar capo

An essential tool for expanding your creativity, the CABS-10 universal 
capo fits acoustic, clòassic and electric guitars, providing perfect 
intonation along the fretboard. Soft rubber covers the clamp granting 
instrument protection.

CAPOS & STRING WINDERS

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A985A €8,83 £8.21

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L822L €4,07 £3.79

 �Colour-mixed transparent string winders box (24 pcs).
 � Transparent finish
 �Colours: orange, white, blue, green, red, black

String Winders

CODE MODEL MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D570D SSW-24 €14,99 £13.94
E446E SSW-1 €2,72 £2.53

Soundsation straps series is born to provide a wide array of 
straps made in different materials and finishes to match estetical 
and functional needs of musicians.

 � Front: 100% real leather
 �Rear: artifical leather
 � Length: 124cm - Width: 7,6cm
 � Soft padding material for great comfort
 � Sewings: yellow

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E491E PRL-BK Black €29,83 £27.74
E492E PRL-BW Brown €29,83 £27.74

PRL series - Padded strap for guitar/bass in real leather

Soundsation straps series is born to provide a wide array of 
straps made in different materials and finishes to match estetical 
and functional needs of musicians.

 �Made in tweed
 � 100% real leather ends
 � Brass metal buckets
 �Width: 5cm
 � Length: 150cm
 �Colour: Black/Yellow

CODE MODEL MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E482E TL-YB €8,18 £7.61

TL-YB - Tweed strap for guitar/bass with real leather ends
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Care products

 �Cleans, polishes & seals
 � For all wood, metal & plastic surfaces
 � POS Display of 12 bottles
 � 118 ml (4 Oz) bottles

#1 - Musical Instruments Body Polish (Display of 12 bottles)

Creamy liquid with natural waxes suitable for cleaning  musical instrument. 
Ensure necessary moisture and and resistance to stains.

 �Contains real lemon oil - the natural wood cleaner
 �Removes dirt, grease & wax build-up
 �Conditions to resist dryness
 � POS Display of 12 pcs
 � 59 ml Bottle (2 Oz)

#2 - Lemon Oil Cleaner & Conditioner

Lemon Oil Cleaner & Conditioner suitable for cleaning and maintenance of 
musical instruments wood parts. SOUNDSATION Lemon Oil will bring new 
life to fingerboards and bodies. Ensure effective protection against moisture.

 � Prolongs string life & brightens sound
 �Cleans grime & tarnish
 � Silicone lubricant reduces friction
 � POS Display of 12 bottles
 � 59 ml Bottle (2 Oz)

#3 - Musical Instruments String Cleaner & Lubricant

String Cleaner & Lubricant. Perfect cleaning for stringed istruments. 
Ensure longer strings life when applied after each use of the instrument.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D746D €7,31 £6.80

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D748D €5,97 £5.55

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D747D €5,97 £5.55
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 � 30W
 � 2 channels with push/push overdrive selector on CH2 (switchable via FSCR-2 footswitch - not included)
 �Controls: Vol1, Channel select, Vol2, Gain, Bass, Middle, Treble, Reverb
 �Woofer: 10”
 � Input: 1 (instrument)
 �Output: Headphones
 �Aux In (Mini Jack)
 � Footswitch input
 �Digital Reverb with dedicated control
 �Vintage look
 �Designed in Italy
 �Color box
 � FSCR-2 footswitch not included

CREAM-30R - 30W electric guitar vintage combo with reverb

Cream-30R is the most powerful and better equipped combo of the series: featuring 2 footswitchable channels, reverb, and phone out for silent 
practicing, is the perfect choice for beginners and for advanced players who need a vintage style and well equipped 30W amp within reach.

Cream series
guitar amp

 �Metal chassis
 � Switches: 2
 �Cable included

FSCR-2 - Footswitch for Cream-30R

Footswitch for Cream-30R with cable (reverb and channel selection control)

 � 10W
 � 1 channels with push/push overdrive selector
 �Controls: Gain, Drive select, Vol, Treble, Middle, Bass
 �Woofer: 6.5”
 � Input: 1 (instrument)
 �Output: Headphones
 �Vintage look
 �Designed in Italy
 �Color box

CREAM-10 - 10W electric guitar vintage combo

Cream-10 is the smallest combo of the series: compact and light, featuring a phone out for silent practicing, is the perfect choice for beginners and 
for advanced players who need a vintage style amp within reach.

Cream series
guitar amp

 � 15W
 � 2 channels with push/push overdrive selector on CH2
 �Controls: Vol1, Channel select, Vol2, Gain, Bass, Middle, Treble, Reverb
 �Woofer: 8”
 � Input: 1 (instrument)
 �Output: Headphones
 �Aux In (Mini Jack)
 �Digital Reverb with dedicated control
 �Vintage look
 �Designed in Italy
 �Color box

CREAM-15R - 15W electric guitar vintage combo with reverb

Cream-15R is the intermediate combo of the series: compact and 
light, featuring 2 channels, reverb and phone out for silent practicing, 
is the perfect choice for beginners and for advanced players who need 
a vintage style and well equipped  15W amp within reach.

SOUNDSATION presents its new CREAM series, a new array of solid state amps bringing you that unforgettable vintage feel and tone. Available in 
3 versions (10W, 15W, 30W) with different features and specifications. 

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E688E €64,50 £59.99

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E689E €114,53 £106.51

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E690E €145,74 £135.54

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E692E €31,02 £28.85

Play anytime, anywhere with Soundsation MPA-10G, a 5W portable mini amp for guitar that cab be runned both with 9V battery or adaptor (not 
included). Mp3 input, Phone output and vintage style appeal complete a very interesting deal.

 � Power: 5W RMS
 �Woofer: 5”
 �Controls: Gain, Drive on/ff, Volume, Tone
 �MP3 In
 � Phone out
 � 9V battery double slot
 � Power supply: 9V (battery/adaptor)
 �Required psu unit: 9V adaptor 500mA min (not included)
 �Measurements: (WxHxD)230 x 185 x 120mm - Weight: 1.9 kg

MPA-10G - 5W battery operated portable mini amp for guitar

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
N770N €42,00 £39.06
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30W Full tube guitar head featuring a top notch dynamic British tone. The spring reverb and the 2 independent channels expand the possibilities 
of a head conceived to deliver the purest medium-focused sound made in England.

CAMDEN-30H - 30W Full tube guitar head with spring reverb

 � Power: 30w RMS
 � Tubes: 12AX7 + 1x12AT7 + 2xEL34
 �Channels: 2 (clean + overdrive)
 � EQ: 3 bands with Push-Pull on Middle control
 � Spring reverb (footswtch activable)
 �Controls: Level (ch1), Level + Gain (ch2), Master volume
 � FX Loop with Level switch
 �Out: speaker su 4Ohm / 8Ohm, FX Loop with loop level
 �Weight: 12 kg
 �Dimensions (L×H×D): 510 x 242 x 256 mm

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A919A €512,21 £476.36

Full tube mini head for electric guitar, featuring 2x12AX7 + 2xEL84, 15W/8W RMS, 2 modes (Sparkling, Flaming), Gain, Volume, 3 way Eq , 8/16 ohm 
speaker out. Sparkling mode delivers clear, vintage dynamic tones; Flaming mode feaures raging British punch. Great for blues, rock, hard rock and classic 
metal. Only 7.8 kgs, perfect for reherasal, home practicing, recording and gigs. Padded gig bag included.

 � Power: 15w/8w RMS - Class A
 � Tubes: 2x12AX7 + 2xEL84
 �Channels:1
 �Controls: Volume, Gain, Low, Mid, High, mode selector, power selector.
 � Padded gig bag included

MOLOTOV-15 - Mini full tube 15W head for electric guitar

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A881A €324,04 £301.36

 � Power: 20w RMS
 � Tubes: 12AX7WA + 1 12AU7 + 2xEL84
 �Channels: 1 with 2 modes (low-hi gain)
 � EQ: 3 bands with Push-Pull on Middle control
 � Spring reverb (footswtch enabled)
 �Master volume
 �Woofer Celestion Seventy 80 10”
 �Out: speaker 8Ohm, Line out 
 �Dimensions (L×H×D): 445 x 475 x 260 mm - Weight: 16 kg

20W Full tube guitar combo featuring a top notch dynamic British tone. 
The spring reverb expands the sonor palette of a combo conceived to 
deliver the purest medium-focused sound made in England.

30W Full tube guitar combo featuring a top notch dynamic British 
tone. The spring reverb and the 2 independent channels expand the 
possibilities of a combo conceived to deliver the purest medium-
focused sound made in England.

 � Power: 30w RMS
 � Tubes: 12AX7 + 1x12AT7 + 2xEL34
 �Channels: 2 (clean + overdrive)
 � EQ: 3 bands with Push-Pull on Middle control
 � Spring reverb (footswtch activable)
 �Controls: Level (ch1), Level + Gain (ch2), Master volume
 �Woofer Celestion Seventy 80 12”
 � FX Loop with Level switch
 �Out: speaker su 4Ohm / 8Ohm, FX Loop with loop level switch
 �Dimensions (L×H×D): 512 x 452 x 244 mm - Weight: 20 kg

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A921A €462,40 £430.03

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A920A €655,95 £610.03

Footswitch for CAMDEN-30/CAMDEN 30-H with cable (reverb and channel selection control)

 �Metal chassis
 � Switches: 2

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A930A €29,97 £27.87

CC30-RC - Footswitch
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 �Woofers: 2 x 12” Celestion Seventy 80
 � Power: 80W+80W
 � Impedence: 8 ohm
 �Dimensions (W×H×D): 706 x 452 x 330 mm
 �Weight: 20kg

GC212-C-B - 2x12” guitar cabinet equipped with Celestion Seventy 80 (black clothing)

Guitar cabinet featuring 2x12” Celestion Seventy 80 woofers. Great for studio sessions or gigs where deeper and richer tone is needed.

 � Speakers: 2x12” Eminence EGTR-SA1712-16
 � Side handles
 � Power: 200W
 � Impedence: 8 ohm
 �Dimensions: 76,2(L)×32(W)×42,7(H)mm
�  Weight: 18,5 kgs

GC212-E - Cabinet 2x12” with Eminence speaker

Professional cabinet for MOLOTOV-15, 2xEMINENCE EGTR-SA1712-16 12” speaker. Rated power 200W at 8 ohm, side handles.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L362L €310,37 £288.64

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L353L €237,91 £221.26

Guitar cabinet featuring 2x12” Celestion Seventy 80 woofers. Great for studio sessions or gigs where deeper and richer tone is needed.

GC212-C - 2x12” guitar cabinet equipped with Celestion Seventy 80 (vintage clothing)

 �Woofers: 2 x 12” Celestion Seventy 80
 � Power: 80W+80W
 � Impedence: 8 ohm
 �Dimensions (W×H×D): 706 x 452 x 330 mm - Weight: 20kg

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A923A €310,37 £288.64

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
J291J €203,73 £189.47

 � Power:60W RMS
 � 2 independent channels (balanced/unbalanced) for instrument and voice
 � Integrated DSP with adjustable independent Chorus and Reverb
 � Intuitive and flexible controls for tone shaping
 �Dynamic and pristine tone you can tweak in depth by additional Mid Freq knob and 5 band parametric Eq
 � FX Loop for outboard connection
 �Connections: Aux In, Line Out, Ext. Speaker, Footswitch, Send/Return
 � Speakers: 2x10” Soundsation Custom

WINDMILL-60 - Combo for acoustic guitar - 60W

Windmill 60 is a 60W acoustic combo designed for practicing, rehearsing, recording and live performing. Two independent channels (guitar/
voice), integrated DSP with footswitchable Chorus/Reverb and FX Loop deliver all the flexibility the modern acoustic player needs. You can expand 
possibilities of use via Aux In, Line Out or external speaker connection to play with the perfect buddy in many situations.

�Dimensions: 60x29x49 cm
�Weight: 19.50 kg

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
J292J €307,16 £285.66
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 � Power: 30W RMS
 � 2 independent channels (balanced/unbalanced) for instrument and voice
 � Integrated DSP with adjustable Chorus and Reverb
 � Intuitive and flexible controls for tone shaping
 �Dynamic and pristine tone you can tweak in depth by additional Mid Freq knob
 �Connections: Aux In, Line Out, Ext. Speaker, Footswitch
 � Speaker: Soundsation Custom 10”

WINDMILL-30 - Combo for acoustic guitar - 30W

Windmill 30 is a 30W acoustic combo designed for practicing and small gigs. Two independent channels (guitar/voice) and integrated DSP with 
footswitchable Chorus and Reverb deliver all the flexibility the modern acoustic player needs. You can expand possibilities of use via Aux In, Line 
Out or external speaker connection to play with the perfect buddy in many situations.

�Dimensions:  44*29*42 cm
�Weight: 12.5 kg

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L362L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=L353L
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=A923A
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=J291J
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=J292J


CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R725R €73,03 £67.92

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R726R €162,98 £151.57

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R727R €224,10 £208.41

HEARTQUAKE-500

500W RMS Class-D bass head born to deliver earthquaking power in about 2 kgs. Ultra compact, ultra light and ultra powerful, is perfect for live 
performances, studio recordings or home practising.

 � Power: 500 watt RMS class D
 �Active/passive selector
 � 4 band EQ + presence control
 � Fx Loop, Aux input, Tuner/Phone out, Pre/Post EQ, Direct Out with level control, footswitch input
 � Protection: Peak LED, Thermal, Over Current
 � Speakon and jack 1/4 TRS out
 � Power Supply: Switch Mode
 � Speaker out: 4 ohm
 �Dimensions (L×H×D): 275 x 75 x 275 mm - Weight: 2,60 Kg

BHQ-500 - 10mm padded bag for Heartquake-500 bass head

Carry and protect your Soundsation Heartquake-500 with BHQ-500 
bag, featuring 10mm padding, adjustable strap, handle and pocket 
for accessories storage.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A924A €326,77 £303.90

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B561B €15,62 £14.53

BC115-C

1x15” bass cabinet equipped with Celestion TRUEVOX 1018. Perfect choice for deep and rich tone in every situation: in 
studio, on stage, on a jam.

 �Metal grill
 � Side handles
 �Woofer: Celestion TRUEVOX 1525 (15”)
 �Compression driver with rear panel control
 � LINK out (speakon)
 � Power: 250W
 � Impedence: 8 ohm

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A928A €453,21 £421.49
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 �Ultra compact and light
 � Power: 15W
 �Controls: Input, Bass, Middle, Treble, Volume
 � 3.5” Aux In for playing on your favourite backing tracks
 � Phone out 3.5”
 � Speaker: Mini Custom 6.5”

RED SPARK-15 - Electric bass combo 15W

Red Spark 15 is 15w bass mini combo, ulra compact and light, a great choice for practicing at home and school. Featuring intuitive controls to shape 
your tone, Aux In for playing along with your favourite songs and Phone Out for your silent practice sessions.

�Dimensions: 29.5x18x30.5cm (LxWxH)
�Weight: 5kg

 � Power: 30W
 �Controls: High/Low input, Bass, Middle, Treble, Master
 � FX Loop
 � 3.5” Aux In for playing on your favourite backing tracks
 � Limiter w/led indicator
 � Phone out 3.5”
 � Speaker: Premium Custom 10”

RED SPARK-30 - Electric bass combo 30W

Red Spark 30 is 30w bass combo, compact yet powerful, a great choice 
for practicing and performing intimate gigs. Featuring easy but effective 
controls to shape your tone, FX loop to connect your outboard, Aux In 
for playing along with your favourite songs, a Limiter and Phone Out for 
your silent practice sessions.

�Dimensions: 35x26x38.5cm (LxWxH)
�Weight: 11kg

 � Power: 60W
 �Controls: High/Low input, Bass, Middle, Treble, Master, Spark Up, FX level
 � FX Loop w/ dedicated level
 � Limiter w/ led indicator
 � Spark Up: improves the fundamantals of lows and the transparency of hi
end frequencies
 � 3.5” Aux In for playing on your favourite backing tracks
 � Phone out 3.5”
 � Speaker: Premium Custom 12”

RED SPARK-60 - Electric bass combo 60W

Red Spark 60 is 60w bass combo, compact yet powerful, a great choice 
for practicing and performing intimate gigs. Featuring easy but effective 
controls to shape your tone, FX loop to connect your outboard, Aux In 
for playing along with your favourite songs, a Limiter and Phone Out 
for your silent practice sessions. The Spark Up function is designed 
to improve the fundamentals of lows and the transparency of hi end 
frequencies, very useful for slapping or popping techniques.

�Dimensions: 43.5x31x47.5cm (LxPxA) - Weight: 16kg

BASS AMPLIFIERS
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 � 10 minutes of looping
 �Undo / Redo function
 �Unlimited overdubs
 � True Bypass
 � 24 bit uncompressed high quality audio
 �Controls: Independent Loop Level knobs (Left/Right Loop playback 
volume), Loop Switch (Loop playback control, FX switch, FX selector, 
Function selector for FX switch, Speed control.
 �Mini-USB port for loop import/export via Spiral Manager software (free, PC)
 �Compact design
 �USB cable included

SPIRAL LOOPER PRO-FX - Stereo looper stompbox with FX

Spiral Looper Pro-FX is the 2 switch stereo stompbox looper born to 
expand your creativity beyond every imagination. The ‘Looper’ switch 
allows 10 minutes of looping, featuring Undo/Redo function and 
unlimited overdubs. The ‘FX’ switch can be used to engage 3 effects 
(change, forward, reverse) or as ‘Stop’ function for the loop. Spiral 
Looper Pro-FX spots stereo in/out, True Bypass for zero loss of high-
end and avoids any latency. You can also import/export your loops 
using Spiral Manager software (free) via USB port.

� Input (R/L): Standard 1/4” jack – mono/TS
�Outputs (R/L): Standard 1/4” jack – mono/TS
� Power supply: Standard 9 V DC, centre negative (power supply not included)
�USB port: Mini USB connector
�Dimensions: 110 (W) x 20 (D) x 90 (H) mm

 � 10 minutes of looping
 �Undo / Redo function
 �Unlimited overdubs
 � True Bypass
 � 24 bit uncompressed high quality audio
 �Controls: Loop Level knob (Loop playback volume), Switch (Loop playback
control)
 �Mini-USB port for loop import/export via Spiral Manager software (free, PC)
 �Ultracompact design
 �USB cable included

SPIRAL LOOPER - Ultra compact Looper stompbox

Spiral Looper is the ultra-compact, light, minimal, intuitive stompbox 
looper, born to expand your creativity boundaries. It allows 10 
minutes of looping, featuring Undo/Redo function and unlimited 
overdubs. It is True Bypass for zero loss of high-end and avoids any 
latency. You can also import/export your loops using Spiral Mnager 
software (free) via USB port.

� Input: Standard 1/4” jack – mono/TS
�Output: Standard 1/4” jack – mono/TS
� Power supply: Standard 9 V DC, centre negative (power supply not included)
�USB port: Mini USB connector
�Dimensions: 9x35x33mm

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L677L €87,76 £81.62

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L678L €122,24 £113.68

Series

 �Mono volume pedal for guitars or other string instruments
 � Large footboard inslip proof ABS material for confortable and precise control
 � Jack 6,3 mono input
 � Jack 6,3 mono output
 � 100K ohm potentiometer

FV100-LM

 �On/off pedal for amplifiers and effects
 � 6,3 mono jack connection
 �On/off led indicator
 � Side panel with shaped profile to attach other pedals
 �Requires 9V battery to supply power for led indicator

FS200-OF

CONTROL series pedal has been coinceived to perform precise control and confortable use due to their slip proof large footboard. Soundsation 
FV100-LM has been designed for guitar players and it’s useful to control volume or gain, depending on the connection through the effect chain. 
A must-have to enrich your expression possibilities and control over your sound.

CONTROL Series

CONTROL series pedal has been coinceived to perform precise control and confortable use. With piano style footboard, FS200-SU has been 
designed for keyboard players to control the sustain. It features a status select switch to adapt the fuction to your style. Coming with jack stereo 
integrated cable for direct connection. A must-have to enrich your expression possibilities and control over your sound.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R090R €18,93 £17.60

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R095R €13,07 £12.16
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 � Eletronic drumkit including 4 pad,3 cymbals, optical Hi-Hat pedal and bass drum pedal
 �Ultra compact and foldable rack, perfect for home use
 � Snare drum pad with natural feel head and 2 zones
 � 12” Crash with Choke function,12” Ride and 8” Hi-Hat
 � Sound module with single connector for quick & easy setup
 � 20 factory Drumkit sounds with editing function up to 184 voices
 � 50 demo songs with Drum Only and Mute functions
 � Pre-assembled rack for quick and easy installation
 � Including bass drum pedal with dynamic sensitive mini-pad
 � Including drumsticks

REALKIT-HOME - Electronic drum kit with foldable rack and advanced sound module

Soundsation RealKit-One is the Entry-Level Electronic drumkit that includes all the essential features of Professional Kits. Pads are velocity sensitive 
and offers a great dynamic response alike the acoustic drums. In order to provide the widest expression pattern, the snare drum has 2 different 
zones and the Crash cymbal is equipped with choke feature to stop the sound immediately. The module is equipped with a 3 units LCD display 
and an user-friendly interface. 20 preset are loaded with quality sound fitting all genre and style and each preset can be edited using up to 184 
different voices. Wanna pratice? 50 demo song are ready to go and metronome fuction helps to improve your timing. The pre-assembled Rack is 
ultra compact and foldable, perfect fit for home use.

� 3 x Tom Tom pad 8” size
� 1 x 8”Snare drum pad with natural feel drumhead and 2 zones
� 1 x 12” Crash cymbal with Choke function
� 1 x 12” Ride cymbal
� 1 x 8” Hi-Hat cymbal open/closed fuction
�Optical Hi-Hat Pedal
�Optical bass drum pedal
� Pre Assembled rack compact and foldable
� Compact and smart design Sound Module
� 184 voices, 20 presets Kit
� 50 demo songs with Drum Only and Mute functions
� Adjustable Metronome with quick enable system
�Usb 2.0 output
� TRS 1/4” (6,3mm) Headphone out, TRS 1/4” (6,3mm) Line out

HOME

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E008E €399,00 £371.07

TOUCH

 � Eletronic drumkit including 5 pad,3 cymbals, optical Hi-Hat pedal and bass drum pedal
 � Snare drum with mesh head and 3 different sounds
 �Dual zone Crash and ride (Bow and Edge) with Choke function, Hi-Hat open, close and semi-open
 � Sound module with backlight LCD display and single connector for quick & easy setup
 � 6 faders in three modes: Real-time volume control, FX control or Midi control.
 � 20 factory Drumkit sounds and 20 user defined
 � 40 demo songs with Drum on/off and accompaniment on/off functions
 �Metronome function with Tempo, Voice, Time Signature and tap tempo
 �DSP with reverber effects, Equalizer with 8 presets
 � Sound, dynamic e response editing functions
 �Record function to save up to 15 songs
 �USB out to record with your favourite software, Headphone out and line out
 � Pre-assembled rack for quick and easy installation
 � Bass Drum pedal included

REALKIT-TOUCH - Electronic drum kit with snare mesh head and advanced sound module

Soundsation RealKit-Touch delivers natural feel and sound. The snare drum is equipped with mesh head for a perfect bounce.  Pads are velocity 
sensitive and offers a great dynamic response alike the acoustic drums. In order to provide the widest expression pattern, the snare drum has 3 
different sounds. Crash and ride cymbals are equipped with choke feature to stop the sound immediately and feature 2 different zones. You won’t 
miss your acoustic kit. The module is equipped with an LCD backlight display and an user-friendly interface, along with a mixer to adjust the volume of 
single components . 431 voices divided in 20 preset drumkits are loaded with quality sound fitting all genre and styles, while 20 user defined sets are 
available for your customization. Adding up the Eq and DSP functions, you can truly create great sounds.  Wanna pratice? 40 demo song are ready to go 
and metronome fuction helps to improve your timing. As a latest generation kit, RealKit-Touch won’t make you trouble. It’s coming on a pre-assembled 
rack for quick & easy mounting, so you can jam right away!

� 3 Tom Tom pad 8” size + 1 8” bass drum pad
� 1 Snare drum pad, 10” size with mesh heads and 3 different
� 1 Crash cymbal 12” size, 2 zones with Choke function
� 1 Ride cymbal 12” size, 2 zones with Choke function
� 1 Hi-Hat cymbal 12” size open/closed/half open fuctions
�Optical sensor Hi-Hat Pedal
� Bass Drum pedal with hard metal plate and 8” pad
� Pre Assembled rack with 8 tubes and 14 clamps
� Sound module with backlight LCD display
� 431 voices, 20 presets Kit, 20 User defined kit
� 52 demo songs with Drum on/off and accompaniment on/off
�Metronome with tempo, voice, time signature and Tap Tempo
� Voice, Volume, Pan and Pitch are editable for each component
�Digital equalizer with 8 presets
� Record fuction up to 15 songs
�Usb 2.0 output
� TRS 1/4” (6,3mm) Headphone out, TRS 1/4” (6,3mm) Line out, TRS 1/4” (6,3mm) Line in, 2 x external trigger
� Power supplier: 12VDC (included)

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E009E €767,24 £713.53
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 � Eletronic drumkit including 5 pad,3 cymbals, optical Hi-Hat pedal and bass drum pedal
 � Snare drum pad with natural feel head and 2 zones
 � 12” Crash with Choke function,12” Ride and 8” Hi-Hat
 � Sound module with single connector for quick & easy setup
 � 20 factory Drumkit sounds with editing function up to 184 voices
 � 50 demo songs with Drum Only and Mute functions
 � Pre-assembled rack for quick and easy installation
 � Bass Drum pedal included

REALKIT-ONE - Electronic programmable drum kit with advanced sound module

Soundsation RealKit-One is the Entry-Level Electronic drumkit that includes all the essential features of Professional Kits. Pads are velocity 
sensitive and offers a great dynamic response alike the acoustic drums. In order to provide the widest expression pattern, the snare drum has 2 
different zones and the Crash cymbal is equipped with choke feature to stop the sound immediately. The module is equipped with a 3 units LCD 
display and an user-friendly interface. 20 preset are loaded with quality sound fitting all genre and style and each preset can be edited using up 
to 184 different voices. Wanna pratice? 50 demo song are ready to go and metronome fuction helps to improve your timing. The pre-assembled 
Rack let you complete the setup in less than 10 minutes giving the possibility to carry with you the Realkit-One and jamming around the world!

� 3 x Tom Tom pad 8” size + 1 x 6” bass drum pad
� 1 x 8”Snare drum pad with natural feel drumhead and 2 zones
� 1 x 12” Crash cymbal with Choke function
� 1 x 12” Ride cymbal
� 1 x 8” Hi-Hat cymbal open/closed fuction
�Optical sensor Hi-Hat Pedal
� Bass Drum pedal with rugged metal plate
� Pre Assembled rack with 8 tubes and 14 clamps
� Compact and smart design Sound Module
� 184 voices, 20 presets Kit
� 50 demo songs with Drum Only and Mute functions
� Adjustable Metronome with quick enable system
�Usb 2.0 output
� TRS 1/4” (6,3mm) Headphone out, TRS 1/4” (6,3mm) Line out

ONE

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E006E €485,81 £451.80

 � Poplar shells for linear response
 �Wrapped finishes
 � “Mini-size” bracket fixing toms system
 �Hardware JDK 100 Series
 �Double tensio rod Lugs
 � Soundsation® Heads
 �Color: Metallic Red

JDK516-MR - Junior Drum Set 5 pcs

The JDK516 series is a Junior kit dedicated to kids who want start playing the drum. The small sizes help kids under 120cm height to play in a 
comfortable way. The elements are the same as a traditional drumkit: Bassdrum, 2 Toms, Floor Tom and Snare drum. The pack will be supplied 
with cymbals (8” Hi-Hat & 10” Crash), Drum Stool and Sticks.

�Dimension: Toms  8”,10” - Floor Tom 12” – Bassdrum 16” – Snare 11”
� Poplar shells
� Adjustable Mini Size Brackets Toms fixing System
� Soundsation® chrome Hardware
� Chrome Hoops
�Double tension rod Lugs (Chrome finishes) - 4 on Toms, Floor Tom and Snare, 6 on BassDrum
�Hi-Hat Stand: HS-JDK 100
� Snare Stand: SS-JDK 100
� Bass Drum Pedal: BP-JDK 100
� Cymbal Stand: CS-JDK 100
� Cymbals, Stool and Sticks included

SDTR-416

 � Seat Diameter: 28cm
 � Padded Seat Height: 55mm
 �Min Height: 42,5cm
 �Max Height: 53cm
 � Total Weight: 2,460 Kg

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
T750T €288,23 £268.05

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S912S €36,53 £33.97

SDTR-416 is an adjustable stool designed for drummers. The double-braced tripod ensure a great stability even if 
overcharged and the 55mm padded seat improves the comfort especially after a long session.

 � Junior drumkit suited for children up to 6 years
 � 3 shells: bass drum, tom tom, snare drum
 �Compact dimension to fit any home environment
 � Including stool, pedal and drumsticks
 � Shells dimension: Bass drum 13”x8”, tom 8”x4”, snare drum 10”x4”

JDK313 - Junior Drum Set 3 pcs

Conceived for the first steps into the drum world, JDK-313 is the complete package. Don’t be fooled, it’s not a toy but a real drumkit with reduced 
dimensions. With 3 shells and compact size to fit your home, it’s coming with cymbal, stool and a stick pair. Built with resistant yet safe materials, 
it is suited for children up to 6 years.

R719R JDK313-MB Electric Blue €123,09 £114.47
R720R JDK313-MR Metallic Red €123,09 £114.47
R721R JDK313-BK Black €123,09 £114.47
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ELECTRONIC DRUMKITS JUNIOR DRUMKITS
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 �Dimension: 8” & 9“
 � SIAM OAK Shells
 � Satin Black Rims
 � Elliptical Lugs with 2 fixing points
 � Synthetic Heads
 � Stands and Tuning Key Included
 � Finishes: Natural

Conguitas Serie PACO

CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D534D SCG10-NT Natural €431,09 £400.91
D535D SCG10-SB Sunburst €438,29 £407.61

 �Dimension: QUINTO 10” & CONGA 11”
 �MANGO Shells
 � Satin Black Rims
 � Elliptical Lugs with 2 fixing points
 � Synthetic Heads
 �Double stand and Tuning Key Included
 � Finishes: Satin Natural

SCO10M-MH - 10” & 11” MANGO Congas - Satin Natural finish

The “Congas” are the most popular percussion in the world. At the beginning these instruments were built digging a trunk and attaching a Cow-hide on 
one side. The tuning were made putting a candle inside the shell drying the cow-hide till the right tuning was reached. Initially used in the Yuruba and Folk 
Afro-cuban music the congas are now a must for all percussionist in every music style from Latin to Pop. The MADERA Series includes a QUINTO 10” and 
a CONGA 11”. All the sheels are in MANGO equipped with Satin Black Rims and synthetic heads. The double stand and the tuning key are included in the 
pack. Genuine  heads can be supplied for replacement as well as additional stands.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D802D €419,68 £390.30

 �Dimension: QUINTO 10” & CONGA 11”
 � SIAM OAK Shells
 � Satin Black Rims
 � Elliptical Lugs with 2 fixing points
 � Synthetic Heads
 � Stands and Tuning Key Included

PACO Series

The “Congas” are the most popular percussion in the world. At the beginning these instruments were built digging a trunk and attaching a Cow-hide on one 
side. The tuning were made putting a candle inside the shell drying the cow-hide till the right tuning was reached. Initially used in the Yuruba and Folk Afro-
cuban music the congas are now a must for all percussionist in every music style from Latin to Pop. The PACO Series includes a QUINTO 10” and a CONGA 11”. 
All the sheels are in SIAM OAK equipped with Satin Black Rims and synthetic heads. The stands and the tuning key are included in the pack. Genuine  heads 
can be supplied for replacement as well as additional stands.

CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D315D SCO10-NT Natural €477,58 £444.15
D380D SCO10-SB Sunburst €480,59 £446.95
D381D SCO10-RD Red €480,59 £446.95
D382D SCO10-DW Dark Wood €480,59 £446.95

*each item refers to a pair of percussion
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 �Dimension: 14”
 � SIAM OAK shells
 � Black Rims
 � Elliptical Lugs with 2 fixing points
 �D401D Synthetic head

Djembè BAMAN series

CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D316D SDJ01-NT Natural €174,21 £162.02
D392D SDJ01-SB Sunburst €184,92 £171.98
D393D SDJ01-RD Red €181,79 £169.06
D394D SDJ01-DW Dark Wood €194,32 £180.72

 �Dimension: 14”
 � 100% SIAM OAK shells
 �DELUXE Chrome Rims
 � Elliptical Lugs with 2 fixing points
 � SOUNDSATION Synthetic head
 � Finishes: Natural

MANDUNKA Series

CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D317D SDJ02-NT Natural €395,16 £367.50

The Djembè is maybe one of the most famous North African percussion. The special construction as well as the different ways of tuning let the Djembè 
become one of the most important and special percussion. The MANDUNKA series are made in 100% SIAM OAK and all the shells are equipped with 
Chrome hardware with rounded DELUXE Rims. Each shell comes with Synthetic heads and a tuning key is included in each pack.

 � SIAM OAK Shells
 �CHROME Rims
 � Triangular Lugs with 3 fixing points
 �Natural Heads
 � Stands and Tunink Key Included

FUENTE Series

The “Congas” are the most popular percussion in the world. At the beginning these instruments were built digging a trunk and attaching a Cow-
hide on one side. The tuning were made putting a candle inside the shell drying the cow-hide till the right tuning was reached. Initially used in 
the Yuruba and Folk Afro-cuban music the congas are now a must for all percussionist in every music style from Latin to Pop. The FUENTE Series is 
the top line of SOUNDSATION Congas. All Shells are 100% SIAM OAK and the professional Chrome hardware includes triangular Lugs with 3 fixing 
points for a precise and lasting tuning. To improve the quality of the sound every unit is equpped with Natural Heads. The Professional Stand and 
the tuning key is included in each pack.

CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D596D SCO20-NT10 Natural €244,47 £227.36
D599D SCO20-SB10 Sunburst €248,70 £231.29
D602D SCO20-RD10 Red €291,49 £271.09
D605D SCO20-DW10 Dark Wood €244,47 £227.36
D611D SCO20-BS10 Blue Sunburst €248,70 £231.29

Dimensions: QUINTO 10”

Dimensions: CONGA 11”
CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D597D SCO20-NT11 Natural €294,62 £274.00
D600D SCO20-SB11 Sunburst €258,64 £240.54
D603D SCO20-RD11 Red €254,50 £236.69
D606D SCO20-DW11 Dark Wood €254,50 £236.69
D612D SCO20-BS11 Blue Sunburst €258,64 £240.54

CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D598D SCO20-NT12 Natural €229,24 £213.19
D601D SCO20-SB12 Sunburst €267,76 £249.02
D604D SCO20-RD12 Red €263,62 £245.17
D607D SCO20-DW12 Dark Wood €263,62 £245.17
D613D SCO20-BS12 Blue Sunburst €267,76 £249.02

Dimensions: TUMBADORA 12”
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 �Diameter: 6,5” & 7,5” (16-19 cm)
 � Finish: Wood stripes
 �Rims: Standard Black
 � BHSET-10 Synthetic Heads

Entry Level 6,5” + 7,5” Bongos

CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B412B SB-NW10-WS Wood stripes €38,64 £35.94
B638B SB-NW10-NS Natural satin €38,64 £35.94
B639B SB-NW10-DWS Dark wood satin €38,64 £35.94
Q973Q 6,5” BONGO soundsation series SB-NW Head €10,90 £10.14
Q974Q 7,5” BONGO soundsation series SB-NW Head €10,90 £10.14

 �Diameter: 6” & 7” (14-15cm)
 �Height: 7 1/4” (18,5cm)
 � SIAM OAK Shells
 �COMFORT mounted Rims
 � 8mm reinforced Lugs
 � SOUNDSATION natural Heads

TOGO Series

CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D319D SB01-NT Naturale €101,55 £94.44
D386D SB01-SB Sunburst €100,62 £93.58
D387D SB01-RD Red €101,55 £94.44
D388D SB01-DW Dark Wood €101,55 £94.44
D803D SB01M-MH Satin Natural €99,70 £92.72

The BONGO is a typical percussion used in the Cuban music. The most famous configuration is compsed by 2 bongos: the small one called “MACHO” 
produces higher frequencies and the big one, called “HEMBRA” is dedicated to reproduce the low frequncies. The KOKU series is the main line of 
SOUNDSATION bongos. The shells are 100% SIAM OAK and the COMFORT Rims are Chrome plated as well as the professional 8mm Lugs. All the 
heads can be replaced with genuine SOUNDSATION heads.

 �Diameter: 7” & 8”
 �Height: 7 1/4” (18,5cm)
 � SIAM OAK Shells
 �COMFORT mounted Rims
 � 8mm reinforced Lugs
 � SOUNDSATION natural Heads

KOKU Series

CODE MODEL FINISH MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D321D SB02-NT Natural €117,14 £108.94
D389D SB02-SB Sunburst €120,15 £111.74
D390D SB02-RD Red €117,14 £108.94
D391D SB02-DW Dark Wood €117,14 £108.94
D531D SB02-JG Jungle Green €122,24 £113.68
D532D SB02-KB Sky Blue €122,24 £113.68

 �Diameter: 4” e 5”
 � Finish: dark brown wood
 �Rims: Chrome
 � Synthetic Heads

SBW-SB1 - Dark wood finish 4” + 5” Bongos

The BONGO is a typical percussion used in the Cuban music. The most famous configuration is compsed by 2 bongos: the small one called “MACHO” 
produces higher frequencies and the big one, called “HEMBRA” is dedicated to reproduce the low frequncies. The SOUNDSATION sbw-sb1 ideal to 
satisfy the needs of the beginners who want to start studying the instrument.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D995D €32,13 £29.88
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AYMARA Series

 �Dimension: 30 cm x 30,5 cm H 45 cm
 � SIAM OAK body
 � Triple Internal Snare
 � 14 tuning points
 �Ultra-Grip Rubber Feets
 � Top Resonance construction system
 � Front Panel finishes: Natural
 � Body finishes: Satin Black

SCAJ-20

The Cajòn is a percussion instrument born in Perù. At the begin it was an adapted fruit shipping crate. The modern Cajòn has been modified drunig the 
years and is now made with more professional materials that create a better sound and let this instrument be used in many music styles. The AYMARA 
series are made in SIAM OAK with Natural Front panel and black satin body. The 14 tuning screws ensure the most precise tuning ever.this model feature 
3 internal snare assembled in the top part of the cabinet. The tuning key is included in each pack.

SCAJ-25

 �Dimension: 30 cm x 30,5 cm H 45 cm
 � SIAM OAK body
 � Triple Internal Snare
 � 14 tuning points
 �Ultra-Grip Rubber Feets
 � Top Resonance construction system
 � Front Panel finishes: Vintage Brown Sunburst
 � Body finishes: Satin Black

SCAJ-05

 �Dimension: 30 cm x 30,5 cm H 45 cm
 � SIAM OAK frontal panel
 �Double Internal Snare
 � 14 tuning points
 �Ultra-Grip Rubber Feets
 � Top Resonance construction system
 � Front Panel finishes: Natural
 � Body finishes: Satin brown

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D717D €159,63 £148.46

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D800D €154,99 £144.14 CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D801D €106,56 £99.10

 �Dimension: 30 cm x 30,5 cm H 45 cm
 � SIAM OAK frontal panel
 �Double Internal Snare
 � 14 tuning points
 �Ultra-Grip Rubber Feets
 � Top Resonance construction system
 � Front Panel finishes: Natural
 � Body finishes: Satin brown

SCAJ-05 - Snare Cajòn Serie TATTOO

The Cajòn is a percussion instrument born in Perù. At the begin it was an adapted fruit shipping crate. The modern Cajòn has been modified drunig 
the years and is now made with more professional materials that create a better sound and let this instrument be used in many music styles. SCAJ-05 
features a SIAM OAK Natural finished front panel and a dark brown satin body. The 14 tuning screws ensure the most precise tuning ever.this model 
feature 2 internal snare assembled in the top part of the cabinet. The TATTOO series Cajon are customized with exclusive SOUNDSATION artowrk on 
the top of the instrument.

CODE MODEL PRINT MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D870D SCAJ-05-DF DragonFly €115,97 £107.85
D871D SCAJ-05-TR Tribal €115,97 £107.85
D872D SCAJ-05-FP Animal Footprint €115,97 £107.85
D873D SCAJ-05-BB Fish Backbone €115,97 £107.85
D942D SCAJ-05-SC Scorpio €115,97 £107.85
D943D SCAJ-05-SN Snake €115,97 £107.85

Tribal

Animal Footprint

Fish Backbone

DragonFly

Scorpio

Snake
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 � 10” Siam Oak Shell
 �Chromed die-cast rims
 � 10 Tension Rods (5 Top, 5 bottom)
 �Heads: Natural

 �Wooden Mallets
 � Tuning key included
 � Finishes: Natural

Tambora

The Tambora is a typical percussion from Dominican or Afro-Carribean area an it’s widely used in the “merengue” music. Even if the first instruments 
were tuned trough a rope the recent models features tension rods and Die-Cast rims. The actual heads are the same used on Congas. The handcraft 
construction ensure a “punchy” sound and fine tuning. The mallets and the Tuning key are included.

CODE MODEL MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D529D STAM-10 €181,89 £169.16

Griot

Talking Drum is a special percussion original from West Africa. The main feature is the variable tuning 
obtained by some special nylon ropes that give a progressive tension to the hide. The GRIOT series is 
equipped with  SIAM OAK Shells and are available in 5”, 6” and 7,5” sizes. All the drums comes with 
Natural hides and the traditional mallet is included.

CODE MODEL DIMENSION MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D528D STK-L 7,5” x 16” - 19 cm x 40,6cm €186,86 £173.78
D527D STK-M 6” x 13” - 15,24 cm x 33cm €150,60 £140.06
D526D STK-S 5” x 11” - 12,7 cm x 28cm €145,03 £134.88

 � SIAM OAK Shells
 � Professional NYLON ropes
 �NYLON Strap

 � SOUNDSATION Natural Head
 � Traditional Mallet and Tuning Key included
 � Finishes: Satin Black Shell - Natural Front Panel

 � Shell: maple
 � Jingles
 �Natural skin head

Maple tambourine with natural skin head and jingles

Soundsation offers a wide range of rhythmic instruments for every use and all kind of music. ST1R series tambourines are built with the best 
materials and are available in various dimensions and number of jingles. They feature maple shell and natural skin heads.

CODE MODEL DIAMETER MRSP MSRP GBP
D981D ST1R-06 6” €6,57 £6.11
D982D ST1R-08 8” €7,62 £7.09
D983D ST1R-10 10” €11,45 £10.65
D984D ST1R-12 12” €14,57 £13.55

CODE MODEL DIAMETER MRSP MSRP GBP
D985D ST2R-08 8” €11,08 £10.30
D986D ST2R-10 10” €12,73 £11.84
D987D ST2R-12 12” €15,77 £14.67

1row jingles

2 raws jingles
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OTHER PERCUSSIONS TAMBOURINES

 � Shell: maple
 �Wooden beater
 �Natural skin head

Maple tambourine with beater natural skin head

Specialized in percussions, Soundsation offers a wide range of rhythmic instruments for every use and all kind of music. Built with the best materials, 
STB series tambourines feature maple shell, natural skin head and wooden beater.

CODE MODEL DESCRIPTION MRSP MSRP GBP
D988D STB-06 6” €5,22 £4.85
D989D STB-08 8” €6,57 £6.11
D990D STB-10 10” €9,73 £9.05
D991D STB-12 12” €13,52 £12.57

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D529D
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D526D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D981D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D982D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D983D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D984D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D985D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D986D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D987D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D988D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D989D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D990D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D991D


 �Content: 2 pcs
 �Colour: red
 �Material: ABS

S-MAR20 - Abs maracas (paired)

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S888S €5,75 £5.35

 √ 28 pcs bag with assorted colours
 √ Material: ABS

S-MAR28 - Colorful egg maracas (28 pcs basket)

Colorful, funny, for everyone: with egg maracas is 
always party!

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S863S €34,18 £31.79

 �Material: Spruce Wood

SCW-SC1 - Wood Claves ( pair )

Great Soundsation percussion selection of small Rythmic percussions ideal for School purposes including Tambourines, Bells, Shakers, Triangles, 
Castanets, Wood Blocks, Fruit Shakers.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D992D €3,72 £3.46

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D993D €13,14 £12.22

 �Content: 2 pcs
 �Colour: red
 �Material: ABS

SMP-SM2 - Abs maracas (paired)

Party time with Soundsation maracas! Colorful, funny and suitable for 
anyone.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D994D €4,51 £4.19

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D980D €79,19 £73.65
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GLOCKENSPIELOTHER PERCUSSIONS

 �Material: Natural Wood
 �Diameter (mm)- each Maraca:69
 � Total Lenght(mm) - each Maraca: 235

SMW-SC1 - Wood Maracas (pair)

Great Soundsation percussion Drselection of small Rythmic percussions ideal for School purposes 
including Tambourines, Bells, Shakers, Triangles, Castanets, Wood Blocks, Fruit Shaker.

 �Aluminium alloy bars 5 mm thick ensure great sustain and bright sound
 � 30 notes from G to C
 � Includes a pair of mallets
 � Foldable
 � Built with high quality materials
 � Bag included

SG-30N - Professional chromatic glockenspiel 30 notes

The glockenspiel is widely used both for educational purpose and in bands, orchestra and ensembles. Soundsaton SG-30N is built with high quality 
materials. With 30 aluminium alloy bars 5 mm tick with notes from G to C, ensure great sustain and a bright sound. The package includes a pair of 
mallets

 �Cromatic
 � 25 Silver Note (G4, G6)
 � Steel Plats
 �Dimension: W 390mm x H 240mm
 �Case and mallets included

SG-25N - Cromatic Glockenspiel, 25 Note

Soundsation Glockenspiel has accurate pitch and volume of its sound has been manteined to protect children’s ears. And also the sound plat is 
treated with special coating and painting to prevent discoloration and oxidation for safe usage.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D978D €22,44 £20.87

 �Cromatic
 � 25 Note Coloro Bar (G4, G6)
 �Color Steel Plats
 �Dimension: W 390mm x H 240mm
 �Case and mallets included

SG-25C - Cromatic Glockenspiel, 25 Note

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D979D €22,44 £20.87

 �Aluminium alloy bars 5 mm thick ensure great sustain and bright sound
 � 13 notes from C3 to F4 and 440Hz pitch (C- MAJOR SCAlE WHIT F-SHARP 
AND B-FLAT 3
 � abs base
 � Including mallets pair
 � Built with high quality 
materials

SG-13C - 13 note glockenspiel with colorful steel sound bars in C tune

The glockenspiel is widely used both for educational purpose and in 
bands, orchestra and ensembles. Soundsation SG-13C is built with high 
quality materials. With 12 aluminium alloy  from C3 to F4, ensure great 
sustain and a bright sound. The package includes a pair of mallets.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D977D €17,86 £16.61

 �Aluminium alloy bars 5 mm thick ensure great sustain and bright sound
 � 8 notes from C3 to C4 and 440Hz pitch
 �Case: Wood
 � Including mallets pair

SG-8C - 8 note glockenspiel with colorful steel sound bars in 
C tune

The glockenspiel is widely used both for educational purpose and in 
bands, orchestra and ensembles. Soundsation SG-8C is built with high 
quality materials. With 8 aluminium alloy  from C3 to C4, ensure great 
sustain and a bright sound. The package includes a pair of mallets.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D999D €17,09 £15.89

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=S888S
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=S863S
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D992D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D993D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D994D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D980D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D978D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D979D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D977D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D999D


Drumhead

Natural Drumhead

The SOUNDSATION Percussions has been adopted from many musician thanks to the wide range of products available and the relation between cost 
and quality. With the mission to extend the accessories catalogue SOUNDSATION introduces the complete line of Spare Natural Heads. You can have the 
head for any instrument from Bongos to Congas.

CODE MODEL DIAMETER INSTRUMENT MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D395D SCH-10 10” 10” QUINTO Natural Head €39,81 £37.02
D396D SCH-11 11” 11” CONGA Natural Head €44,79 £41.65
D397D SBH01-6 6” 6” BONGO Natural Head €23,79 £22.12
D399D SBH-8 8” 8” BONGO Natural Head €26,23 £24.39
D400D SDH-12 12” 12” DJEMBE’ Natural Head €57,67 £53.63
D401D SDH-14 14” 14” DJEMBE’ Natural Head €65,07 £60.52
D533D SCH-12 12” 12” TUMBADORA Natural Head €54,47 £50.66
D690D SBH017 7,5” 7,5” BONGO Natural Head €26,64 £24.78
D691D SBH02-7 7,125” 7,125” BONGO Natural Head €26,64 £24.78

SD Series Drumsticks

Le bacchette Soundsation in legno di acero possiedono un’ottima qualità ad un prezzo incredibilmente basso. 
Disponibili in un vasto assortimento di calibri e punte, sonoperfette per batteristi di qualsiasi livello o di stile.

CODE MODEL DIAMETER LENGHT TIP MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B691B SD-5AW 1,56 cm 40,5 cm Wood tip, teardrop shaped €2,73 £2.54
B692B SD-5AN 1,56 cm 40,5 cm Nylon tip, teardrop shaped €2,73 £2.54
B693B SD-7AW 1,38 cm 3 ,5 Wood tip, teardrop shaped €2,73 £2.54
B694B SD-5BW 1,62 cm 40,5 cm Wood tip, teardrop shaped €2,73 £2.54
B695B SD-2BW 1,56 cm 40,5 cm Wood tip, teardrop shaped €2,73 £2.54

MLT-10

 � Timpani or bass drum mallet pair
 �Maple body
 � Felt head
 � Lenght: 38 cm
 � Body diameter: 15 mm
 �Head diameter (max): 36 mm

BRU-10

 �Metal brushes for drum
 �Retractable
 �Rubber handle
 � Lenght (closed-open): 16 cm - 29 cm

WBR-10

 �Wooden brush pair with rubber handle
 �made with 19 wood rods
 �Rubber non slip handle
 �Rubber ring to adjust opening of the rods
 � Lenght: 40,5 cm - Diameter: 14 mm

Drumsticks

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B736B €12,27 £11.41

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B737B €16,12 £14.99

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B738B €12,27 £11.41
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D395D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D396D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D397D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D399D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D400D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D401D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D533D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D690D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D691D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=B691B
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=B692B
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=B693B
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=B694B
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=B695B
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=B736B
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=B737B
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=B738B
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Keyboard instruments

99VAT excluded

 � 88 Keys Keyboard  with “Hammer Action” and “Ivory feel”
 �Max Polyphony: 81
 � 90 high quality voices
 � 30 styles and 30 rhythms to play various musical genres
 � 60 Demo songs and 10 User Songs
 � TWIN PIANO, LAYER and SPLIT LOWER modes available
 �Recording function available
 �USB-MIDI Funcion
 � BT Audio Streaming function
 � 2 speakers of 25 Watt each
 �Robust and elegant cabinet with black finish
 � Sustain Pedal Included
 �Music Stand Included
 �Optional exclusive stand with three pedals and black finish

PRIMUS - Portable digital piano with 88  Hammer Action keys and Ivory Feel

PRIMUS is a brand new digital piano suitable for various occasions and applications. This professional piano has a keyboard with “Hammer Action” 
which in combination with a realistic piano sound and an “Ivory feel” tactile sensation, gives the impression of playing a real classical piano. All the 
functions present in the PRIMUS digital piano are easy to use. The size of the tool is small so it doesn’t take up much space. Its sound system was 
designed by expert “sound designer” and therefore its sound is both rich and delicate, showing the unique charm of the digital piano. PRIMUS is a 
digital piano that, thanks to its fantastic sound, is worth having.

 � Keyboard: 88 Keys with “Hammer Action” and “Ivory feel”
 �Max Polyphony: 81
 � Voices: 90
 � Styles/Rhytms: 30
 �Demo Songs: 60
 �User Songs: 10
 � Effects: Reverb and Chorus
 �Modes: LAYER, SPLIT LOWER, TWIN PIANO
 � Controls:TEMPO(40-240),MASTER VOLUME, FUNCTION,+/-
 � Functions: METRONOME, TRANSPOSE, TUNE, TEMPO,BEAT,REVERB, CHORUS, TOUCH, RESET
 � Connections: 2 x HEADPHONE,AUX OUT, USB MIDI,SUSTAIN PEDAL
 � Power Supply: 16V (AC Adapter included)
 � Speakers: 2 x 25W
 �Music Stand: Yes (Included)
 � Sustain Pedal: Yes (Included)
 �Dimensions (WxDxH): 1306 x 353 x 133 mm - Weight: 15 Kg

 � Suited for SOUNDSATION PRIMUS digital piano
 � Finish: Matte black
 �Maximum height with piano: 743 mm
 �Dimensions (W x D x H): 1300 x 345 x 630 mm - Weight: 12,2 Kg

PRIMUS STAND - Wooden stand for digital piano PRIMUS

PRIMUS STAND was specially designed for the SOUNDSATION PRIMUS digital piano. Stable 
and robust, it is proposed in a black finish with a simple and elegant design suitable for all 
environments.

DIGITAL PIANOS

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
K104K €485,51 £451.52

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
K105K €94,03 £87.45

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=K104K
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=K105K


 � Keys: 49
 � Sounds: 100
 �Rythms: 100
 �Demo songs: 20
 �Midi out (16 channels)
 �Display: sounds and rythms
 � Built in mini speaker + earphone
 � Speaker line out + phone out
 � 4xAA batteries (5 hrs) or AC/DC power supply (included)

RP49 - Roller piano 49 keys MIDI

Roller piano featuring 49 keys and MIDI connection. Easy to use and transport, can be played everywhere and can be connected to external 
expandeders, phone, pc or music device via MIDI.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
K007K €90,77 £84.42

VAT excluded 100
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P-80A Pedal - Sustain Pedal for 
Keyboards and Stage Pianos with 
switchable polarity.

� Length of cord: 1.8 m
� Connector: 1/4” Jack Mono
�Dimensions (WxDxH): 75 x 215 x 56 mm.
�Weight: 0,45Kg

CONTROL PEDALS

CONTROL series pedal has been coinceived to perform precise control and confortable use due to their slip proof large footboard. Soundsation 
FV100-LM has been designed for guitar players and it’s useful to control volume or gain, depending on the connection through the effect chain. A 
must-have to enrich your expression possibilities and control over your sound.

 �Volume or expression pedal with 1/4” TRS jack 
for keyboards, digital pianos or synths
 � Large footboard inslip proof ABS material for 
confortable and precise control
 � 1,75 meters Cable with 6,3 stereo jack
 � 100Kohm potentiometer
 � Polarity inverter switch

FV100-LC

 �Mono volume pedal for guitars or other string 
instruments
 � Large footboard inslip proof ABS material for 
confortable and precise control
 � Jack 6,3 mono input
 � Jack 6,3 mono output
 � 100K ohm potentiometer

FV100-LM

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
K079K €16,24 £15.10

 � Stereo volume pedal for keyboards, digital 
piano or synth
 � Large footboard inslip proof ABS material for 
confortable and precise control
 � Two jack 6,3 mono input
 � Two jack 6,3 mono output
 � Two 20K ohm potentiometers for volume control
 � 100K ohm side pot for minimum volume settings

FV100-HS

√ It can be used as 
mono pedal

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R092R €28,21 £26.24

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R093R €28,21 £26.24

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R090R €18,93 £17.60

 � Sustain pedal for keyboards, digital pianos, 
synths
 � Piano style footboard
 � 6,3 mono jack connection
 � Selection switch to choose between closed/
temporarily open
 � Side panel with shaped profile to attach other 
pedals

FS200-SU

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R094R €13,04 £12.13

 �On/off pedal for amplifiers and effects
 � 6,3 mono jack connection
 �On/off led indicator
 � Side panel with shaped profile to attach other 
pedals
 �Requires 9V battery to supply power for led 
indicator

FS200-OF

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R095R €13,07 £12.16

 � For keyboard or digital piano
 � Perfect control
 � Sturdy PVC chassis conceived to resist the 
working musician environment
 �Chromed metal lever feels like a real acoustic 
piano pedal
 � Switchable polarity N.O./N.C.
 � 1.5 meter cable

SUP-10

√ Weight: 380gr

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E677E €14,69 £13.66

 � For keyboard or digital piano
 � Perfect control
 � Strong rubberized plastic to resist the working 
musician environment
 �Chromed metal lever feels like a real acoustic 
piano pedal
 � Switchable polarity
 � 2 meter cable

VFP1/25

√

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
P720P €24,87 £23.13

PORTABLE KEYBOARD

 � 61 Piano Keys with touch response
 �Customized and backlit multifunction LCD Display
 � Power Supply DC 9V (Bundled Adapter)
 � 422 Voices
 � 210 automatic accompaniments (Styles) with relative controls
 � 120 Demo Songs
 � Intelligent teaching system for beginners
 �DUAL Function to Play Two Voices simultaneously
 �Record and Playback functions available
 �USB/MIDI Function available
 �Mp3 playback available
 � Pitch Bend Wheel
 � Battery operation
 �Music Stand included

K4U - Electronic keyboard with 61 piano keys and touch response

Soundsation  K4U keyboard is perfect for beginners who want to start playing, but given the many features it has, even the most experienced 
musicians can have fun with this instrument. K4U keyboard has 61 touch-sensitive keys piano type,  422 different sounds, 210 accompaniment 
styles and 120 demo songs to practice playing. You can also add a sustain pedal (not included) for more authentic piano performances. Thanks to 
the USB MIDI connector, you can be connected to a computer. It can play mp3 songs thanks to the USB Host connection to which a USB Flash Drive 
can be inserted. Audio playback is via two integrated 5 Watt speakers.

� Keyboard: 61 Piano Keys with touch response
�Display: Customized and backlit multifunction LCD
� Polyphony: 32
� Voices: 422
� Styles (Automatic Accompaniments): 210
�Demo Songs: 120
� Tempo: 30-280
� Registration Memories to save the panel settings: 8
�Main Functions: Dual, Sustain, vibrato, effect, touch, transpose, tempo, metronome, pitch bend, intelligent Teaching.
� Accompaniment controls: Start/Stop, Sync Start, Intro/Ending, Fill in, Auto Chord
� Recording Function: Record and Playback
� Audio Playback: Mp3 from USB Flash Drive
� Connectors: DC9V IN, Headphones, Microphone, USB Host, USB/MIDI, Sustain
� Speakers: 2 x 5W
� Power Adapter: DC9V, 500mA (Included)
�Dimensions: 1008 x 431 x 171  mm - Weight: 5,4Kg

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
K090K €167,06 £155.37

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=K007K
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=K079K
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R092R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R093R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R090R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R094R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=R095R
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=E677E
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=P720P
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=K090K


D897D UL-SP88-NAT Natural €7,50 £6.98
D898D UL-SP88-CRED Red €7,50 £6.98
D899D UL-SP88-BLK Black €7,50 £6.98
D900D UL-SP88-BLUE Blue €7,50 £6.98

D901D UL-SP88-COV-BLK Cover - Blk €26,34 £24.50

Piano 88 keys Ultramicrofiber Keyboard Cover

 �Anti mite and anti bacteria
 � Protect the instument very effectively against moisture
 �Washable: you can wash by hand or machine infinite times and it will last
 �Quick Drying
 � Protect from unwanted scrachtes during cleaning operations
 �Dimensions: 1245 x 150 mm

Brand new maintenance and protection cover for 88 keys digital pianos. This Ultramicrofiber-made Cover is the best alternative to traditional 
clothes used o protect piano keyboards from dust and moisture. With this new extraordinary material - Ultramicrofiber - the cover trasformed 
into an indestructible cloth,washable by hand and in the eash machine so many time you want. Furthermore it allows traspiration: this is very 
important because moisture accomulated on the keyboard after use is absorbed by the cloth so avoiding damage to the instrument in the long 
term. Very relevant is also that ultramicrofiber is a powerful antibacteria, dry very quickly and protect the keyboard from straches as it is a very 
soft material for surfaces.

 � Perfect for cleaning all kind of surfaces
 �Anti mite and and bacteria
 � Endless use over long time

 �Absorb moisture
 � Square shape of 30x30 cm

UL-3030 - Ultramicrofiber Maintenance and Care Cloth for Musical instruments and Pro audio/DJ Products

Must-have tool for cleaning and maintenance. This ultramicrofiber cloth is a perfect cleaner and maintainer of Pro audio equipment, DJ and MI 
products of every material. Thanks to the properties of Ultramicrofiber it will last for very long time and it can be safely washed by hand or machine 
an infinite number of time. Furthermore, this material is very innovating from the point of view of hygiene protecting equipment and users from 
bacteria and mites. Dries very quickly after washing.

+Suitable size (133 x 30 cm) to these listed digital 
pianos: YAMAMA™ P-45 e P-115, ROLAND™ 
F-20,F-30 e FP-50, CASIO™ CDP-230, CDP-120, CDP-
130,CDP-100, PX-3/3S, PX-5S

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D902D €5,67 £5.27

VAT excluded 102
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 � Boehm system
 �ABS body
 � 17 Keys
 � 6 rings
 �Cupronickel keys
 �Adjustable thumb rest
 � Leather pads
 �Additional bell included for 440Hz or 442Hz pitch
 � Including mouthpiece with ligature and cap
 �Coming in lightweight and resistent softcase with strap and 
external pocket

SCL-10 - Bb clarinet with additional bell

First step are the most important when learning to play an 
instrument. SCL-10 Bb Clarinet was design for students. The 
ABS body offers a great tone and nice visual effect. Coming with 
full set of accessories, includes an additional bell to play in two 
different pitches. Ergonomic, lightweight design, easy playing 
and perfect pitch:  SCL-10 is a great choice for students.

 � Ebanite body
 � 17 Keys 
 � 6 rings
 �Cupronickel keys
 � Leather pads
 � Including mouthpiece with ligature and cap
 �Coming in lightweight and resistent softcase with strap and 
external pocket

SCL-11 - Ebanite Eb clarinet with soft case

Eb clarinet was once mostly used by bigger orchestral and bands, it’s 
becoming more and more popoular thanks to his higher pitch. The 
ebanite body offers a great tone and nice visual effect. Ergonomic, 
lightweight design, bright sound and perfect pitch:  SCL-10 is the choice 
for advanced students, bands and orchestras. Coming in lightweight 
and resistent softcase with strap and external pocket.

 � Boehm system
 �ABS body
 � 18 Keys
 � 6 rings
 �Cupronickel keys
 �Adjustable thumb rest
 � Leather pads
 �Additional bell included for 440Hz or 442Hz pitch
 � Including mouthpiece with ligature and cap
 �Coming in lightweight and resistent softcase with strap 
and external pocket

SCL-18 - Bb clarinet with 18 keys and additional bell

First step are the most important when learning to 
play an instrument. SCL-18 Bb Clarinet was designed 
for students. The ABS body offers a great tone and 
nice visual effect. Coming with full set of accessories, 
includes an additional bell to play in two different 
pitches. Ergonomic, lightweight design, easy playing 
and perfect pitch:  SCL-18 is a great choice for students.

 � Boehm system
 �ABS body
 � 17 Keys
 � 6 rings
 �Cupronickel keys
 �Adjustable thumb rest
 � Leather pads
 � Including mouthpiece with 
ligature and cap
 �Coming in lightweight and 
resistent softcase with strap 
and external pocket

SCL-10E - Bb student clarinet

First step are the most important when learning to play an 
instrument. SCL-10E Bb Clarinet was conceived for students, offering 
an easy playing istrument at an affordable price. The ABS body offers 
a great tone and nice visual effect. Coming with full 
set of accessories. Ergonomic, lightweight design, easy 
playing and perfect pitch:  SCL-10E is a great choice for 
students.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S781S €213,13 £198.21

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S989S €235,07 £218.62

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S621S €206,86 £192.38

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U161U €167,37 £155.65

 � Built in Nickel-Silver
 � Silver plated finish
 � 16 keys with closed holes and offset G
 � E split mechanism
 � Included pad saver and cleaning cloth
 �Coming in lightweight and resistent soft case with external pocket

SFL-10 - C flute in silver plated finish

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. 
SFL-10 C flute was designed to make sure the student is able to produce 
beautiful sound in a short time. Nickel silver body guarantee moisture 
and denting resistence over time. Offset G and E split mechanism, 
offers great help to perform. Coming with full set accessories, SFL-10 
represent a great choice for students.

 �ABS body
 �Nickel head
 � 18 keys in nickel
 �Head and keys with silver plated finish
 � Including carrying case with pad saver and cleaning cloth

SFP-10 - C key piccolo flute with silver plated finish

Piccolo flute is the highest picthed instrument in the orchestra. With 
brilliant sound, it’s pitched an octave higher than the regular flute. 
SFP-10 body is built in ABS, offering a similar sound to the wooden 
version but with longer durability and higher resistance to damages. 
The head and keys are nickel made with silver plated finish. The E-split 
mechanism facilitates the execution. SFP-10 is the perfect choice both 
for students and seasoned players who are looking for a piccolo flute 
to play in specific situations.

 � Built in Nickel-Silver
 � Silver plated finish
 � 16 keys with open holes and offset G
 � E split mechanism
 � Included pad saver and cleaning cloth
 �Coming in lightweight and resistent soft case with external pocket

SFL-11-OH - C flute in silver plated finish with open hole keys

SFL-11-OH C flute was built to last. Nickel silver body guarantee 
moisture and denting resistence over time. Open hole key system 
enlarge the instrument expressivity and offers improved sound 
projection. Offset G and E split mechanism, offers great help to 
perform. Coming with full set accessories, SFL-10 represent a great 
choice for advanced students.

 � Built in Nickel-Silver
 � Silver plated finish
 � 16 keys with closed holes and offset
 � E split mechanism
 � Included pad saver and cleaning cloth
 �Coming in lightweight and resistent soft case with external pocket

SFLC-10 - C flute in silver plated finish

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. 
SFLC-10 C flute was designed to make sure the student is able to produce 
beautiful sound in a short time. Nickel silver body guarantee moisture and 
denting resistence over time. Offset G and E split mechanism, offers great 
help to perform. Coming with full set accessories, SFLC-10 represent a 
great choice for students.Dual headboard supplied.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S780S €216,26 £201.12

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S967S €213,13 £198.21

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S623S €194,32 £180.72

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U270U €213,44 £198.50

 � Built in Cupronickel
 �Nickel plated finish
 � 16 keys with closed holes and offset G
 � E split mechanism
 � Included pad saver and cleaning cloth
 �Coming in lightweight and resistent soft case with external pocket

SFL-10E - C flute in nickel plated finish

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. SFL-10E C flute was designed to make sure the student is able to produce 
beautiful sound in a short time. Nickel silver body guarantee moisture and denting resistence over time. Offset G and E split mechanism, offers 
great help to perform. Coming with full set accessories, SFL-10E represent a great choice for students.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U425U €163,64 £152.19
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 � Eb tune
 � Brass body
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Engraved bell with classic decorations
 � Keys with perloid buttons
 � F# key for improved fingering
 � Including mouthpiece and care kit
 �Coming in ABS hard case for easy and 
safe transport

SALSX-20 - Eb alto saxophone with F# key

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. 
SALSX-20 alto saxophone has been designed with students in mind. 
Lightweight and ergonomic and with balanced sound, features easy 
emission to obtain a nice sound since first steps. The classic desing 
consist in a gold laquered finish, engraved bell and keys with perloid 
buttons.Including a full set of accessories, is the perfect instrument 
for students.

 � Bb tune
 � Brass body
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Engraved bell with classic decorations
 � Keys with perloid buttons
 � F# key for improved fingering
 � Including mouthpiece and care kit
 �Coming in ABS hard case for easy and safe transport

STNSX-20 - Bb tenor saxophone with F# key

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. 
STNSX-20 tenor saxophone has been designed with students in mind. 
With a rich, full-bodied tone, features easy emission to obtain a nice 
sound since first steps. The classic desing consist in a gold laquered 
finish, engraved bell and keys with perloid buttons.Including a full set 
of accessories, is the perfect instrument for students.

 � Eb tune
 � Brass body
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Engraved bell with classic decorations
 � Keys with perloid buttons
 � F# key for improved fingering A Low Key
 � Including mouthpiece and care kit
 �Coming in ABS hard case for easy and safe transport

SBASX-20 - Eb baritone saxophone with F# key + A low key

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. SBASX-20-20 tenor saxophone has been 
designed with students in mind. With a rich, full-bodied tone, features easy emission to obtain a nice sound since 
first steps. The classic desing consist in a gold laquered finish, engraved bell and keys with perloid buttons.Including 
a full set of accessories, is the perfect instrument for students.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S897S €494,24 £459.64

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S898S €681,31 £633.62

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
Q975Q €2.472,93 £2,299.82

 � Bb tune
 � Brass body
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Keys with perloid buttons
 � F# key for improved fingering
 � Including mouthpiece and care kit
 �Coming in ABS hard case for easy and safe transport

SSSXC-21 - Curved Bb soprano saxophone with F# key

First step are the most important 
when learning to play an instrument. 
SSSXC-21 curved sopran saxophone has 
been designed with students in mind. 
Lightweight and ergonomic and with 
brilliant sound, features easy emission to 
obtain a nice sound since first steps. The 
classic desing consist in a gold laquered 
finish and keys with perloid buttons.
Including a full set of accessories, is the 
perfect instrument for students.

 � Bb tune
 � Brass body
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Keys with perloid button
 � F# key for improved fingering
 �Additional chiver with curved design
 � Including mouthpiece and care kit
 �Coming in ABS hard case for easy and safe transport

SSSX-20 - Straight Bb soprano saxophone with F# key

First step are the most important when learning to 
play an instrument. SSSX-20 sopran saxophone has 
been designed with students in mind. Lightweight 
and ergonomic and with brilliant sound, features 
easy emission to obtain a nice sound since first 
steps. The classic desing consist in a gold laquered 
finish and keys with perloid buttons. Coming with 
second chiver, it includes a full set of accessories. 
Definitely a great instrument for students.

 �German System
 �ABS body
 � 21 Keys
 � 6 rings
 �Cupronickel keys
 �Adjustable thumb rest
 � Leather pads
 � Including mouthpiece with ligature and cap
 �Coming in lightweight and resistent softcase with strap and external pocket

SCL-20 - Bb German System

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. SCL-20 Bb Clarinet was conceived for 
students, offering an easy playing istrument at an affordable price. The ABS body offers a great tone and nice 
visual effect. Coming with full set of accessories. Ergonomic, lightweight design, easy playing and perfect pitch:  
SCL-20 is a great choice for students.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
Q994Q €213,13 £198.21

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S896S €520,54 £484.10

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S895S €494,55 £459.93
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 � Built in brass
 � Stainless steel valves
 � Bore Ø 11,50mm
 � Bell size: Ø 120 mm
 �Adjustable main, third valve slides
 � 1 waterkeys
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Including 7C size mouthpiece, valve oil, gloves, cleaning clothes
 � Including Hard Case

SCOR-10E - Bb cornet in gold lacquered finish

The cornet is an instrument with many similarities with the trumpet, but due to its conic bore, the sound is much mellower and warmer. SCOR-10 was 
conceived to feature easy emission and perfect intonation. Built in brass with gold lacquered finish, it’s lightweight and compact. Cornet is often the 
preferred choice by many beginners, being the mouthpiece closer to the piston and thus more balanced. It’s often used in Jazz music. Including a full set 
of accessories, is a great instruments both for students and trumpet players who need the instrument in specific situations.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
Q966Q €242,59 £225.61

 � Built in brass
 � Stainless steel valves
 � Bore Ø 11,65mm
 � Bell size: Ø 125mm
 �Adjustable main, first and third valve slides
 � 2 waterkeys
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Including 7C size mouthpiece, valve oil, gloves, cleaning clothes
 � Including lightweight and resistent softcase with pocket and 
accessories pouch

STPGD-10 - Bb trumpet in gold lacquered finish

 � Built in brass
 � Stainless steel valves
 � Bore Ø 11,65mm
 � Bell size: Ø 125mm
 �Adjustable main, first and third valve slides
 � 2 waterkeys
 � Silver plated finish
 � Including 7C size mouthpiece, valve oil, gloves, cleaning clothes
 � Including lightweight and resistent softcase with pocket and accessories pouch

STPSL-10 - Bb trumpet in silver plated finish

 � Built in brass
 � Stainless steel valves
 � Bore Ø 11,65mm
 � Bell size: Ø 125mm
 �Adjustable main, first and third valve slides
 � 2 waterkeys
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Including 7C size mouthpiece, valve oil, gloves, cleaning clothes
 � Including lightweight and resistent softcase with pocket and accessories pouch

STPGD-10C - c trumpet in gold lacquered finish

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. 
STPGD-10C has been designed to make sure the student is able to 
produce beautiful sound in a short time. It feature easy emission, perfect 
intonation and bright sound. Built in brass with gold lacquered finish, 
it’s lightweight and compact. Including a full set of accessories, is a great 
instruments for students.

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. 
STPSL-10 has been designed to make sure the student is able to produce 
beautiful sound in a short time. It feature easy emission, perfect 
intonation and bright sound. Built in brass, it’s lightweight and compact. 
This silver plated finish version, offers brighter sound and improved 
durability. Including a full set of accessories, is a great choice for students.

First step are the most important when learning to play an 
instrument. STPGD-10 has been designed to make sure the student 
is able to produce beautiful sound in a short time. It feature easy 
emission, perfect intonation and bright sound. Built in brass with gold 
lacquered finish, it’s lightweight and compact. Including a full set of 
accessories, is a great instruments for students.

 � Built in brass
 � Stainless steel valves
 � Bore Ø 11,73mm
 � Bell size: Ø 95mm
 �Adjustable main, first and third valve slides
 � 2 waterkeys
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Including 7C size mouthpiece, valve oil, gloves, cleaning clothes
 � Including lightweight and resistent softcase with pocket and accessories pouch

STPGD-10P -Pocket trumpet in Bb

STPGD-10P is a pocket trumpet designed to offer an ultra portable 
instrument which produce the same sound of a traditional Bb trumpet. It 
feature easy emission, perfect intonation and bright sound. Built in brass 
with gold lacquered finish, it’s lightweight and ultra compact. Pocket 
dimensions, makes it the perfect choice for childrens or seasoned player 
who needs a compact instruments to bring along.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S770S €216,26 £201.12

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U217U €225,67 £209.87

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S625S €241,34 £224.45

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S624S €206,86 £192.38

 � Buil: ABS
 � Stainless steel valves
 � Bore Ø 11,6mm
 � Bell size: Ø 129mm
 �Adjustable main pump
 � 1 waterkeys
 � Including abs mouthpiece
 � Including lightweight and resistent softcase with pocket and accessories pouch

SKT-10BK - Bb trumpet in Abs

The first steps are fundamental for the study of the instrument. The SKT-10BK horn was designed to make learning easier. Easy to issue, it offers perfect 
intonation and a ringing sound. Made of ABS, it is light and compact only 1,10 Lb. Equipped with all accessories, it is the ideal tool for childre

 � Finish. Black

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U420U €197,02 £183.23

SKT-10RD - Bb trumpet in Abs

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U421U €197,02 £183.23

 � Finish:  Red
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 � Built in brass
 �Coulisse Trombone
 � Bore Ø 13mm
 � Bell size: Ø 215mm
 �Adjustable main
 � 1 waterkeys
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Including mouthpiece, valve oil, gloves, cleaning clothes
 � Including lightweight and resistent softcase with pocket and accessories pouch

STBC-10G - Bb trombone in gold lacquered finish

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. STBC-10G has been designed to make sure the student is able to produce 
beautiful sound in a short time. It feature easy emission, perfect intonation and bright sound. Built in brass with gold lacquered finish, it’s lightweight 
and compact. Including a full set of accessories, is a great instruments for students.

 � Built in brass
 � Stainless steel valves
 � Bore Ø 12,40mm
 � Bell size: Ø 203mm
 �Adjustable main, first and third valve slides
 � 2 water keys
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Including mouthpiece, valve oil, gloves, cleaning clothes
 � Including light weight and resistent softcase with pocket and accessories pouch

STB-10G - Bb trombone in gold lacquered finish

 � Built in brass
 �Coulisse Trombone Bb/F
 � Bore 0.496 - 0.525” (12,6mm - 13.34mm)
 � Bell size: 7.913”  (Ø 201mm)
 �Adjustable main
 � 1 waterkeys
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Including mouthpiece, valve oil, gloves, cleaning clothes
 � Including lightweight and resistent softcase with pocket and accessories pouch

STBF-20G - Bb/F trombone in gold lacquered finish

First step are the most important when learning to play an instrument. STBF-20 Ghas been designed to make sure the student is able to produce beautiful sound 
in a short time. It feature easy emission, perfect intonation warm sound. Built in brass with gold lacquered finish, it’s lightweight and compact. Including a full set 
of accessories, is a great instruments for students.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U268U €485,81 £451.80

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B379B €247,61 £230.28

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B380B €498,35 £463.47
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 �Material: brass
 � Stainless steel 0,413” pistons w/perloid fittings
 � Bore diameter: Ø 10,5mm (0,413”)
 � Bell Diameter: Ø 151,80mm (6”)
 � 3 Pitch slides on main bore, first and third piston
 � 3 Waterkeys on main bore, first and third pistons
 � Finish: gold lacquered
 � Included in the package mouthpiece, lubrificant oil, cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Shaped soft case with accessory pouch and strap included

SFLH-10G - Sopran Bb Flugelhorn

Soundsation SFLH-10G sopran flugelhorn is built with high attention 
on details. With creamy and warm timber, it offers smooth emission 
and perfect intonation. Suitable for marching bands and ensembles.

 �Material: brass
 � Stainless steel 0,413” pistons w/perloid fittings
 � Bore diameter: Ø 13,40mm (0,53”)
 � Bell Diameter: Ø 230,00 mm (9“)
 � 4 pitch slides on bore and each piston
 �Waterkeys on bore
 � Finish: gold lacquered with red brass inserts
 � Included accessories: Mouthpiece, lubrificant oil, cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Shaped soft case with accessory pouch and strap included

SFB-10G - Bb Baritone

Soundsation SFB-10G sopran flugelhorn is built with high attention on 
details. With creamy and warm timber, it offers smooth emission and 
perfect intonation. Suitable for marching bands and ensembles.

 � Body in brass
 � Stainless steel 0,413” pistons w/perloid fittings
 � bore diameter 12,40 mm
 � Bell diameter 193 mm
 � 3 pitch slides on main bore, first and third piston
 �Waterkey on main bore
 �Gold lacquered finish
 � Included in the package 7C mouthpiece, lubrificant oil, 
cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Shaped soft case with accessory pouch and strap included

SFA-10G - Alto Eb flugelhorn

Soundsation SFA-10G is built with high attention 
on details. With creamy and warm timber, typical 
of conical bore instruments, it offers smooth 
emission and perfect intonation. Suitable for 
marching bands and ensembles.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B376B €329,10 £306.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S785S €360,44 £335.21

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B377B €428,09 £398.12

FLUGELHORNS

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U268U
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 �Material: brass
 � 4 stainless steel 0,413” pistons w/perloid fittings
 � Bore diameter: Ø 14,40mm (0,57”)
 � Bell Diameter: Ø 300 mm (11,8”)
 � 5 pitch slides on bore and each piston
 �Waterkey on bore
 � Finish: gold laquered w/chrome inserts on pitch slides
 � Included accessories: mouthpiece, lubrificant oil, cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Shaped soft case with accessory pouch and strap included

SEU-10G - 4 pistons Bb euphonium

Soundsation SEU-10G euphonium is built with high attention on details. With creamy and warm 
timber, it offers smooth emission and perfect intonation. Suitable for marching bands and 
ensembles.

 � Brass
 �Mechanics: 3 <stainless Steel Pistons, Mother of Pearl button
 � Bore: 0.567” (Ø 14,40mm)
 � Bell: 12.236” (Ø 260mm)
 � Tuning pumps: Main bore, first-second-third piston
 �Water Venting Key: main bore
 � Finishing: Gold lacquered with chromed inserts on the pumps
 �Accessories: mouthpiece, oil, gloves, cloth for cleaning
 �Case: Hard case preformed

SEU-20G - Euphonoum 3 pistons

Euphonoum built with great care of the warm and round sound details typical of tapering 
cone instruments , the Eufoni SEU-20G is easy to emit great tune, ideal for band and 
orchestra

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B378B €780,43 £725.80

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U269U €620,58 £577.14
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EUPHONIUM

 � Brass body
 � F/Bb pitch
 � 4 stainless steel rotary valves
 � Bore diameter of Ø 11,90mm
 � Bell diameter of Ø 311mm
 � Pitch slide on main bore
 � Laquered gold finish
 � Included in the package mouthpiece, lubrificant oil and cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Included Soft case for easy and safe transportation

SFH-FB4G - F/Bb Double French Horn with 4 rotary valves

French horn has been historically very popoular in orchestra, both on 
harmonies and solos.The French Horn Soundsation SFH-FB4G is built 
with high attention on details. Perfectly pitched and featuring easy 
emission, Double pitch F/Bb it offer a warm and mellow tone. Ergonomic, 
lightweight design, easy playing and perfect pitch: SFH-FB4G is a great 
choice for students.

 � Brass body
 � F pitch
 � 3 stainless steel rotary valves
 � Bore diameter of Ø 11,60mm
 � Bell diameter of Ø 277,5mm
 � Pitch slide on main bore
 � Laquered gold finish
 � Included in the package mouthpiece, lubrificant oil and 
cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Included hard case for easy and safe transportation

SFH-F3G - F French Horn with 3 rotary valves

French horn has been historically very popoular in orchestra, both on 
harmonies and solos. SFH-F3G is built with high attention on details. 
Perfectly pitched and featuring easy emission, it offer a warm and 
mellow tone. Ergonomic, lightweight design, easy playing and perfect 
pitch: SFH-F3G is a great choice for students.

 � Brass body
 � Bb pitch
 � 4 stainless steel rotary valves
 � Bore diameter of Ø 11,50mm
 � Bell diameter of Ø 315mm
 � Pitch slide on main bore
 � Laquered gold finish
 � Included in the package mouthpiece, lubrificant oil and 
cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Included soft case for easy and safe transportation

SCF-10G - Bb French Horn with 4 rotary valves

French horn has been historically very popoular in orchestra, both on 
harmonies and solos. SCF-10G is built with high attention on details. 
Perfectly pitched and featuring easy emission, it offer a warm and 
mellow tone. Ergonomic, lightweight design, easy playing and perfect 
pitch: SCF-10 is a great choice for students.

 � Brass body
 � F/Bb pitch
 � 4 stainless steel rotary valves
 � Bore diameter of Ø 11,90mm
 � Bell unita diameter of Ø 311mm
 � Pitch slide on main bore
 � Laquered gold finish
 � Included in the package mouthpiece, lubrificant oil and cleaning gloves 
and cloth
 � Included hard case abs for easy and safe transportation

SFH-FB4GU - F/Bb Double French Horn with 4 rotary valves

French horn has been historically very popoular in orchestra, both on 
harmonies and solos.The French Horn Soundsation SFH-FB4G is built 
with high attention on details. Perfectly pitched and featuring easy 
emission, Double pitch F/Bb it offer a warm and mellow tone. Ergonomic, 
lightweight design, easy playing and perfect pitch: SFH-FB4G is a great 
choice for students.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U218U €804,60 £748.28

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U163U €748,18 £695.81

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U162U €485,50 £451.52

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S786S €495,21 £460.55

HORNS
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U269U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U218U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U163U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U162U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=S786S


 � Brass body
 � Stainless steel pistons w/perloid fittings
 � Bell size 12.835” (Ø 326mm) bore size 0,63” (16,0mm)
 � 3 Pitch slides on main bore, first, second and third piston
 �Gold laquered finish
 � Included in the package mouthpiece, lubrificant oil, cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Shaped soft case equipped with wheel for best protection and easy carrying
 � net weight of the instrument: 5,4kg
 �gross weight including case: 10Kg

STUE-20G - Eb Tuba junior 3/4 with 3 pistons

The tuba is the lowest pitched instrument in the brass family. It’s used both in marching band and orchestras. 
Soundsation STUE-20G has been designed for students. With its relatively lightweight and compact body, 
performs easy emission and perfect intonation. Coming in hard case equipped with wheels for easy carrying.

 � Brass body
 � Stainless steel pistons w/perloid fittings
 � Bell size 15” (Ø 381mm) bore size 0,65” (16,5mm)
 � 3 Pitch slides on main bore, first, second and third piston
 �Gold laquered finish
 � Included in the package mouthpiece, lubrificant oil, cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Shaped hard case abs equipped with wheel for best protection and easy carrying
 � net weight of the instrument: 7 kg
 �gross weight including case: 13,8 Kg

STUB-20G - Bb Tuba yunior with 3 pistons

The is the lowest pitched instrument in the brass family. It’s widely used in orchestras. Soundsat STUB-20G 
has been designed for students. With its relatively lightweight and compact body, performs easy emission 
and perfect intonation. Coming in hard case equipped with wheels for easy carrying.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U266U €1.708,17 £1,588.60

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U267U €1.582,80 £1,472.00
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TUBAS

 � fiberglass Bell, main machine and pipe in brass
 � 3 stainless steel pistons with perloid buttons
 � Bore size Ø 18,5 mm
 � Bell size Ø 660 mm
 � Pitch slides on bore and all pistons
 �One waterkey
 �White finish, main machine and pipe gold laquered
 � Included in the package mouthpiece, lubrificant oil, cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Shaped soft case equipped with wheel for best protection and easy carrying

SSOU-20GW - Bb Sousaphone

The sousaphone can be classified as a modified tuba. It is mostly used in maching bands, offering sound projections and visual effect 
thanks to its front sided bell. Belonging to the brass family, among the lowest pitched instruments, it features a slimmer bore and thus 
offers a brighter sound compared with the tuba. The SSOU-20GW has been conceived to ensure easy emission and easy carrying. The 
bell is detachable and the included hardcase is equipped with wheels in order ot ensure easy carrying. Perfect fits for marching bands.

 � Body material: brass
 � Four rotary nickel valves
 � Bore size: Ø .740 (18,80 cm)
 � Bell Size: Ø 380mm (15”)
 � Pitch slides on bore and on each valve
 �Waterkey on bore
 � Finish: gold laquered with chrome inserts
 � Included accessories: Mouthpiece, lubrificant oil, cleaning gloves and cloth
 � Included shaped soft case with accessory pouch, strap and wheel for easy carrying

STC-10G - 4 rotary valve C tuba

The is the lowest pitched instrument in the brass family. It’s widely used in orchestras. Designed for students, STC-10G ensure easy playing and 
maneuverability. With deep and warm timber, it offers smooth emission and perfect intonation. Coming in hard case equipped with wheels for 
easy carrying.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B381B €2.284,88 £2,124.94

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U334U €2.866,28 £2,665.64

TUBAS & SOUSAPHONES

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U266U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U267U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=B381B
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U334U


Melody Key of Soundsation is the ideal educational melodic for schools, in line with recent ministerial programs. Keys 32, range from Fa3 to Do6. 
Adapted to the most popular methods of study, it comes with a practical padded bag with shoulder strap to protect it from small bumps.

 � Keyboard: 32 keys
 �Range: from F3 to C6
 �Comes with a confortable light and shockproof bags,mouthpiece, mouthpiece flexible
 � Size: 420x105x45 mm
 �Net Weight: 543g

CODE MODEL COLORE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D889D MELODY KEY 32-BL Blue €18,96 £17.63
D890D MELODY KEY 32-BK Black €18,96 £17.63
D891D MELODY KEY 32-RD Red €18,96 £17.63
D892D MELODY KEY 32-PK Pink €18,96 £17.63

MELODY KEY 32 - 32 key Melodyhorn F

 �ABS Resin
 �Colors: white tube/ black terminals

MK-32 - Tube for Melodyhorn 
Melody key soundsation MK-32

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D903D €1,10 £1.02
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MELODYHORNS

BluesMeister is built for the Blues with the original design. It represents the most popoular harmonica style ever. The comb in ABS is long lasting 
and offers a comfortable playing. The stainless steel cover makes BluesMeister an instrument for a lifetime. Great for students or advanced players 
looking for tone and reliability.

 � 10 holes, 20 reeds
 �Reeds in brass
 �Reed plate in brass, 0,9mm thick
 �Comb in ABS for comfort and 
resistance
 � Stainless steel cover
 � Plastic carrying box to protect 
your instrument

HBM20-A - 20 tone A key

 � Tune: A
 �Reeds: 20
 �Cover: Chrome

 � 10 holes, 20 reeds
 �Reeds in brass
 �Reed plate in brass, 0,9mm thick
 �Comb in ABS for comfort and 
resistance
 � Stainless steel cover
 � Plastic carrying box to protect 
your instrument

HBM20-B - 20 tone B key

 � Tune: B
 �Reeds: 20
 �Cover: Chrome

 � 10 holes, 20 reeds
 �Reeds in brass
 �Reed plate in brass, 0,9mm thick
 �Comb in ABS for comfort and 
resistance
 � Stainless steel cover
 � Plastic carrying box to protect 
your instrument

HBM20-C - 20 tone C key

 � Tune: C
 �Reeds: 20
 �Cover: Chrome

 � 10 holes, 20 reeds
 �Reeds in brass
 �Reed plate in brass, 0,9mm thick
 �Comb in ABS for comfort and 
resistance
 � Stainless steel cover
 � Plastic carrying box to protect 
your instrument

HBM20-D - 20 tone D key

 � Tune: D
 �Reeds: 20
 �Cover: Chrome

 � 10 holes, 20 reeds
 �Reeds in brass
 �Reed plate in brass, 0,9mm thick
 �Comb in ABS for comfort and 
resistance
 � Stainless steel cover
 � Plastic carrying box to protect 
your instrument

HBM20-E - 20 tone E key

 � Tune: E
 �Reeds: 20
 �Cover: Chrome

 � 10 holes, 20 reeds
 �Reeds in brass
 �Reed plate in brass, 0,9mm thick
 �Comb in ABS for comfort and 
resistance
 � Stainless steel cover
 � Plastic carrying box to protect 
your instrument

HBM20-F - 20 tone F key

 � Tune: F
 �Reeds: 20
 �Cover: Chrome

 � 10 holes, 20 reeds
 �Reeds in brass
 �Reed plate in brass, 0,9mm thick
 �Comb in ABS for comfort and 
resistance
 � Stainless steel cover
 � Plastic carrying box to protect 
your instrument

HBM20-G - 20 tone G key

 � Tune: G
 �Reeds: 20
 �Cover: Chrome

CODE MSRP 
EUR

MSRP 
GBP

A912A €9,21 £8.57

CODE MSRP 
EUR

MSRP 
GBP

A913A €9,21 £8.57

CODE MSRP 
EUR

MSRP 
GBP

A914A €9,21 £8.57

CODE MSRP 
EUR

MSRP 
GBP

A915A €9,21 £8.57

CODE MSRP 
EUR

MSRP 
GBP

A916A €9,21 £8.57

CODE MSRP 
EUR

MSRP 
GBP

A917A €9,21 £8.57

CODE MSRP 
EUR

MSRP 
GBP

A918A €9,21 £8.57

HARMONICAS

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D889D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D890D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D891D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D892D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D903D
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=A912A
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=A913A
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=A914A
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=A915A
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=A916A
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=A917A
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=A918A
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Virtuoso Student series is the perfect choice for beginners demanding for affordable quality and playability. Vituoso Student provides 
woods, finishes, crafting and details definetely unmatched in this market range, coming out with alloy alluminium with integrated 
individual adjuster tailpiece, bow with hexagonal section, case, straps and rosin. A very complete hi-value deal.

 � Top: carved solid spruce
 � Back and sides: solid maple
 � Binding: well done purfling (inlaid)
 � Bridge: maple
 � Fingerboard: dyed maple
 � Pegs and Chinrest: dyned maple
 � Tailpiece: alloy alluminium with integrated individual adjuster

 � Bow: student model in brazilian wood and hexagonal 
section
 �Color: Cherry Brown
 � Finish: glossy
 �Case: preformed in brown with cream interior
 �Accessories: rosin, straps, strings

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U141U VSVI-44 4/4 €83,68 £77.82
U140U VSVI-34 3/4 €83,68 £77.82
U139U VSVI-12 1/2 €82,12 £76.37
U138U VSVI-14 1/4 €82,12 £76.37
U137U VSVI-18 1/8 €80,55 £74.91
U136U VSVI-116 1/16 €80,55 £74.91

VIRTUOSO STUDENT VSVI

Virtuoso Primo series is the perfect choice for beginners demanding for affordable quality and playability. Vituoso Primo, finishes, crafting and details 
definetely unmatched in this market range, coming out with alloy alluminium with integrated individual adjuster tailpiece, bow, case, straps and 
rosin. A very complete hi-value deal.

 � Top: Laminated
 � Back and sides: laminated
 � Binding: well done purfling (inlaid)
 � Bridge: maple
 � Fingerboard: dyed maple
 � Pegs and Chinrest: dyned maple
 � Tailpiece: alloy alluminium with integrated individual adjuster
 � Bow: student model in brazilian wood  section
 �Color: Cherry Brown
 � Finish: glossy
 �Case: preformed in brown with cream interior
 �Accessories: rosin, straps, strings

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U226U PVI-44 4/4 €65,19 £60.63
U225U PVI-34 3/4 €65,19 £60.63
U224U PVI-12 1/2 €65,19 £60.63
U223U PVI-14 1/4 €65,19 £60.63
U222U PVI-18 1/8 €65,19 £60.63
U221U PVI-116 1/16 €65,19 £60.63

VIRTUOSO PRIMO PVI

Virtuoso Student pro series is the perfect choice for beginners demanding for affordable quality and playability. Vituoso Student 
provides woods, finishes, crafting and details definetely unmatched in this market range, coming out with ebony with integrated 
individual adjuster tailpiece, bow, case, straps and rosin. A very complete hi-value deal.

 � Top: carved solid spruce
 � Back and sides: solid maple
 � Bridge: maple
 � Fingerboard: Ebony
 � Pegs and Chinrest: dyned ebony
 � Tailpiece: ebony with integrated individual adjuster
 � Bow: student pro model in brazilian wood
 �Color: Cherry Brown

 � Finish: Satin Vintage
 �Case: preformed in brown with blue interior
 �Accessories: rosin, straps, strings

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U194U VSPVI-44 4/4 €128,82 £119.80
U193U VSPVI-34 3/4 €128,82 £119.80
U192U VSPVI-12 1/2 €128,82 £119.80

VIRTUOSO STUDENT PLUS VSPVI
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VIOLINS VIOLINS

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U141U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U140U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U139U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U138U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U137U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U136U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U226U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U225U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U224U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U223U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U222U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U221U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U194U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U193U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U192U


Keep playing, but stop annoying the neighbors?
Now you can!

E-Master is a smart electric violin allowing you to play, practice, record in the easiest way without bothering your neighbours. You can connect 
E-Master to your PA, headphones or pc via line out. Fully accessorized (bow, rosin, headphones, cable) it comes out with dedicated hard case 
equipped with frontal pocket, padded handle and straps.

 � Slim, classic and captivating design
 � Body, chin rest, bow in ABS
 �Wooden bridge
 �Controls: Volume, Tone
 �Connections: Line out, Phone OUT, Mic IN
 � Fully accessorized with bow featuring natural hair and perloid button, 
rosin, headphones, cable
 � Elegant wooden sunburst finish on body and bow
 �Hard case with straps, padded handle and frontal pocket
 � Power supply: 1x9V battery (included)
 � Size: 4/4

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S990S €190,51 £177.17

Virtuoso Pro series is born to provdes performing instruments to young players demanding for hi quality violins built in the tradition of Italian luthiers.
Materials, crafting, details and accessories, everything in the Virtuoso Pro series is at the top in its market range: solid spruce AA top, flamed solid 
maple back & sides, ebony fingerboard, bosso pegs and chinrest, alloy alluminium with integrated individual adjuster tailpiece. Full accessoried with 
brazilian wood bow w/hexagonal section case, straps, rosin and strings.

 � Top: solid spruce AA
 � Back and sides: flamed solid maple
 � Binding: well done purfling (inlaid)
 � Bridge: maple
 � Fingerboard: ebony
 � Pegs and Chinrest: bosso
 � Tailpiece: Alloy alluminium with integrated individual adjuster
 � Finish: matt satin
 �Color: Antique Brown
 � Bow: Brazilian wood quality, hexagonal  section, ebony frog, Eye Parisian mother of pearl, silver ring
 �Case: Preformed in brown with cream interior
 �Accessories: Rosin, Strings, Straps

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U144U VPVI-44 4/4 €190,75 £177.40
U143U VPVI-34 3/4 €190,75 £177.40
U142U VPVI-12 1/2 €190,75 £177.40
U157U VPVI-14 1/4 €190,75 £177.40
U158U VPVI-18 1/8 €190,75 £177.40

VIRTUOSO PRO  VPVI

 � Top: carved solid spruce
 � Back and sides: solid maple
 � Bridge: Maple
 � Fingerboard: ebonized maple
 � Pegs and Chinrest: dyned ebonized maple
 � Tailpiece: Aluminium with integrated individual adjuster
 � Bow: student pro model in brazilian wood
 �Color: Brown
 � Finish: Gloss
 �Case: preformed in brown with cream interior
 �Accessories: rosin, straps, strings

VIOVS - Viola Virtuoso Student with case and bow

The Virtuoso Student pro series is ideal for those approaching the study of viola. Thanks to the technologies used for the construction we have 
obtained a performing instrument with an exceptional quality / price ratio. The woods used, the excellent finishes, as well as the workmanship 
denote a great attention to detail that is usually found in much higher-end instruments, thus offering the young violista a powerful, accessible and 
easy-to-play instrument. The instrument is offered with an aluminium  tailpiece complete with individual tuners, bow, preformed case with inner 
pocket, rosin and shoulder straps.

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U412U VIOVS-15 Size: 15,5” €139,16 £129.42
U413U VIOVS-16 Size: 16” €139,16 £129.42
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=S990S
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U144U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U143U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U142U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U157U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U158U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U412U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U413U


Virtuoso Pro series is born to provde performing instruments to young players demanding for hi quality Cellist built in the tradition of Italian luthiers.
Materials, crafting, details and accessories, everything in the Virtuoso Pro series is at the top in its market range: solid spruce AA top, flamed solid 
maple back & sides, ebony fingerboard, bosso pegs and chin rest, alloy aluminium tailpiece. Full set of accessories included with brazilian wood bow 
w/hexagonal section case, straps, rosin and strings.

 � Top: solid spruce AA
 � Back and sides: flamed solid maple
 � Binding: well done purfling (inlaid)
 � Bridge: maple
 � Fingerboard: ebony
 � Pegs: ebony
 � Tailpiece: Alloy alluminium
 � Finish: matt satin
 �Color: Matt Antique Brown
 � Bow: Brazilian wood, hexagonal  section, ebony frog, Eye Parisian mother of pearl, silver ring
 �Case: Nylon padded bag
 �Accessories: Rosin, Strings, Straps

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U159U VPCE-44 4/4 €869,57 £808.70
U160U VPCE-34 3/4 €869,57 £808.70

VIRTUOSO PRO  VPCE
Wood is a key element to build high quality bowed instruments. Virtuoso Pro SV  is an all solid wood cello with rich tone e defined attack. Flamed maple 
back and sides creates a stunning visual effect and provide a brighter tone enhancing medium and high frequencies. Hand rubbed spirit varnish, bring a 
classic and elegant look. Frame and peg tuners are in ebony wood. Coming with carrying bag and brazilwood bow, Virtuoso Pro SV  is the perfect choice 
for the student looking for an instrument with great tone and appealing look.

 � Solid spruce top
 � Solid flame maple back & side
 �Maple neck
 � Ebony fingerboard
 � Ebony peg tuners
 � Ebony nut
 �Hand rubbed spirit varnish
 � French Style design maple bridge
 �Diecast metal tailpiece with four fine tuners
 � Included brazil wood bow with octagonal stick and natural hair
 � Padded carrying bag with bow pocket and carrying straps

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U239U VPCE-SV44 4/4 €908,94 £845.31
U238U VPCE-SV34 3/4 €908,94 £845.31
U237U VPCE-SV12 1/2 €908,94 £845.31

VIRTUOSO VPCE-SV
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https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U159U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U160U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U239U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U238U
https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=U237U


Virtuoso Student series is the perfect choice for beginners demanding for affordable quality and playability. Vituoso Student 
provides woods, finishes, crafting and details definetely unmatched in this market range, coming out with alloy alluminium 
with integrated individual adjuster tailpiece, bow with hexagonal section, case, straps and rosin. A very complete hi-value deal.

 � Top: carved solid spruce
 � Back and sides: Laminated
 � Binding: well done purfling (inlaid)
 � Bridge: French style maple
 � Fingerboard: dyed maple
 � Pegs and Chinrest: dyned maple
 � Tailpiece: alloy alluminium with integrated individual adjuster
 � Bow: student model in brazilian wood and hexagonal section

 �Color: Cherry Brown
 � Finish: glossy
 �Case: bags
 �Accessories: rosin, straps, strings

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U231U VSCE-44 4/4 €325,96 £303.14
U230U VSCE-34 3/4 €325,96 £303.14
U229U VSCE-12 1/2 €325,96 £303.14
U228U VSCE-14 1/4 €325,96 £303.14
U227U VSCE-18 1/8 €325,96 £303.14

VIRTUOSO VSCE

Virtuoso student plus offers a rich sound thanks to the solid spruce top. Built in 
traditional design with light brown painting and all parts are made of quality materials. 
Coming with bags and bow, it’s a great instrument for advanced students.

 � Solid spruce top
 �Maple back and sides laminated
 �Maple neck
 � ebony figerboard
 � Painted purfling
 � Ebony nut
 � Ebony pegs

 �Maple bridge, French Style
 �Diecast metal tailpiece with 4 fine tuners
 � Included wood bow with octagonal stick 
and natural hair
 � Padded carrying bag with bow pocket 
and carrying straps

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U236U VSPCE-44 4/4 €360,44 £335.21
U235U VSPCE-34 3/4 €360,44 £335.21
U234U VSPCE-12 1/2 €360,44 £335.21
U233U VSPCE-14 1/4 €360,44 £335.21
U232U VSPCE-18 1/8 €360,44 £335.21

VIRTUOSO VSPCE

Virtuoso Primo series is the perfect choice for beginners demanding for affordable quality and playability. Vituoso Primo, finishes, crafting and details 
definetely unmatched in this market range, coming out with alloy alluminium with integrated individual adjuster tailpiece, bow, bags, straps and 
rosin. A very complete hi-value deal.

 � Top: Laminated
 � Back and sides: laminated
 � Binding: well done purfling (inlaid)
 � Bridge: maple
 � Fingerboard: dyed maple
 � Pegs and Chinrest: dyned maple
 � Tailpiece: alloy alluminium with integrated individual adjuster
 � Bow: student model in brazilian wood  section
 �Color: Cherry Brown
 � Finish: glossy
 � bags
 �Accessories: rosin, straps, strings

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U283U PCE-44 4/4 €224,50 £208.79
U284U PCE-34 3/4 €224,50 £208.79
U285U PCE-12 1/2 €224,50 £208.79
U286U PCE-14 1/4 €224,50 £208.79
U287U PCE-18 1/8 €224,50 £208.79

VIRTUOSO VPCE-SV

 � Solid spruce top
 � solid Maple back and sides
 �Maple neck
 � ebony figerboard
 � paint binding
 � Ebony nut
 � Ebony pegs
 �Maple bridge, French Style
 �Diecast metal tailpiece with 4 fine tuners
 � Included wood bow with octagonal stick and natural hair
 � Padded carrying bag with bow pocket and carrying straps

- Cello Virtuoso OCE 4/4 with solid spruce top and solid maple back and side

Virtuoso orchestra is a cello that offers the best value for money. Made entirely of solid wood, soundboard in selected spruce, sides and back in 
flamed maple. The Virtuoso OCE model offers tone, full warmth and a firm attack. The design is of traditional type with painting in classic shades. 
Built with excellent materials and equipped with bag and headband. Ideal for advanced study.

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U429U OCE-44 4/4 €421,88 £392.35
U430U OCE-34 3/4 €421,88 £392.35
U431U OCE-12 1/2 €421,88 £392.35
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Handcrafted with the best materials, P906 is a visually stunning doublebass with rich and deep 
sound, thanks to the solid spruce top. The flamed maple back & sides contributes to brighten the 
sound. With its classic design in violin shape, the hand varnished alchool finish is in satin light 
brown, enhancing the visual appeal of wood. P906 is also equipped with ebony fingerboard, 
for great feeling and sound response. Including bow and padded carrying bag, it’s the perfect 
instrument for the advanced student.

 � Solid spruce top
 � Flamed maple back and sides
 � Ebony fretboard for perfect feeling
 �Alchool hand varnished satin finish in light brown color
 �Metal tailpiece with tuners
 �Hexagonal brazilwood bow with ebony frog and natural hair
 � Padded backpack style bag with pockets

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S997S €3.031,11 £2,818.93

P906-34 - Virtuoso Pro solid spruce top hand made 3/4 doublebass with flame maple back & sides

Handcrafted with the best materials, P806 is a visually stunning doublebass with rich and deep sound, 
thanks to the solid spruce top. With its classic design in violin shape, it’s coming a light brown satin finish 
enhancing the visual appeal of wood. Including bow and padded carrying bag, it’s the perfect instrument 
for the advanced student

 � Solid spruce top
 � Plywood back and sides
 � Ebonized wood fretboard
 � Sparyed matte painting in light brown
 �Metal tailpiece
 �Hexagonal brazilwood bow with ebony frog and natural hair
 � Padded backpack style bag with pockets

P806-34 - Virtuoso Pro solid spruce top hand made 3/4 doublebass

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S996S €1.222,36 £1,136.79

Handcrafted with the best materials, P906 is a visually stunning doublebass with rich and deep sound, thanks to the 
solid spruce top. The maple back & sides contributes to brighten the sound. With its classic design in violin shape, 
the hand varnished alchool finish is in satin light brown, enhancing the visual appeal of wood. P906 is also equipped 
with ebony fingerboard, for great feeling and sound response. Including bow and padded carrying bag, it’s the perfect 
instrument for the advanced student.

 � Solid spruce top
 � Flamed maple back and sides
 � Ebony fretboard for perfect feeling
 �Alchool hand varnished satin finish in light brown color
 � ebony tailpiece with tuners
 �Hexagonal brazilwood bow with ebony frog and natural hair
 � Finish satin
 � Padded backpack style bag with pockets

P810-34 - Virtuoso Pro solid spruce top hand made 3/4 doublebass with  maple back & sides

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U289U €2.307,96 £2,146.40

 √ Top: Laminated
 √ Back and sides: laminated
 √ Binding: well done purfling (inlaid)
 √ Bridge: maple
 √ Fingerboard: dyed maple
 √ Pegs and Chinrest: dyned maple

 √ Tailpiece: alloy alluminium with integrat-
ed individual adjuster
 √ Bow: student model in brazilian wood  
section
 √ Color: Cherry Brown
 √ Finish: glossy

PDB series - 4/4 Virtuoso Primo Double bass with bags and bow

Virtuoso Primo series is the perfect choice for beginners demanding for affordable quality and playability. Vituoso 
Primo, finishes, crafting and details definetely unmatched in this market range, coming out with alloy alluminium 
with integrated individual adjuster tailpiece, bow, bags, straps and rosin. A very complete hi-value deal.

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U332U PDB-44 4/4 €704,08 £654.79
U288U PDB-34 3/4 €704,08 £654.79
U333U PDB-12 1/2 €704,08 £654.79
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CB-BLK Series

Bow’s size 
Dimensions are approximate and may change depending on the manufacturer. 

4/4 3/4 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16
Violin 71-72 66-69 58-61 53-56 47-51 39-44
Viola 72-75
Cello 67-71 62-66 57-61 53-56 45-52

4/4  3/4 3/4  1/2 1/2  1/4 1/4  1/8 1/8  1/10
Double bass 68-72 62-67

During the recent years, carbon fiber bows became widely popoular. The reason is that they offer similar functionality of those in pernambuco 
wood, but at a sharply lower cost. Lightweight, balance and easy playing, as well as the produced sound, are essentially the same. Other than the 
cost, the carbon fiber offer other relevant advantages. They are more resistent and they essentially last longer. Bottom line, CB-BLK bow is a great 
choice for both students and professionals.

 � Stick in carbon fiber
 �Round stick
 � Ebony frog
 � Perloid parisian eye with silver ring
 �Natural hairs

CODE MODEL SIZE INSTRUMENT LENGHT MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S988S CB-BLK-VN 4/4 4/4 Violin €100,30 £93.28
S962S CB-BLK 4/4 4/4 Cello 70 cm €119,10 £110.76
S963S CB-BLK 3/4 3/4 Cello 68 cm €119,10 £110.76
S964S CB-BLK-DBF 3/4 3/4 Double Bass 65 cm €235,07 £218.62

Carbon Fiber Bows

AT-20 Series

AT-20VN student line is built with high quality materials, such as brazilwood and ebony, to ensure best performance and durability. Lighweight and 
balanced, is the perfect fit for students and beginners

 �Hexagonal stick
 �High quality brazilwood stick
 � Ebony frog
 � Perloid Parisian eye
 � Silver plated ring
 �Natural hair

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S949S AT-20VN 4/4 4/4 €41,07 £38.20
S950S AT-20VN 3/4 3/4 €41,07 £38.20
S951S AT-20VN 1/2 1/2 €41,07 £38.20
S952S AT-20VN 1/4 1/4 €41,07 £38.20
S953S AT-20VN 1/8 1/8 €41,07 £38.20

AT-20VN for Violin

 �Hexagonal stick
 �High quality brazilwood stick
 � Ebony frog
 � Perloid Parisian eye
 � Silver plated ring
 �Natural hair

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S954S AT-20VA 4/4 4/4 €51,51 £47.90
S955S AT-20VA 3/4 3/4 €51,51 £47.90

AT-20VA for Viola

 �Hexagonal stick
 �High quality brazilwood stick
 � Ebony frog
 � Perloid Parisian eye
 � Silver plated ring
 �Natural hair

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S956S AT-20VC 4/4 4/4 €62,65 £58.26
S957S AT-20VC 3/4 3/4 €62,65 £58.26
S958S AT-20VC 1/2 1/2 €62,65 £58.26
S959S AT-20VC 1/8 1/8 €62,65 £58.26

AT-20VC for Cello

 �Hexagonal stick
 �High quality brazilwood stick
 � French style ebony frog
 � Perloid Parisian eye
 � Silver plated ring
 �Natural hair

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S960S AT-20DBF 4/4 4/4 €156,62 £145.66
S961S AT-20DBF 3/4 3/4 €156,62 £145.66

AT-20DBF for Double Bass
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AT-10 Series

AT-10VN student line is a violin bow lightweight and balanced. It’s the best fit for student and beginners.

 �Round stick
 �Wooden frog
 � Parisian eye
 �Natural hairs

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S079S AT-10VN 4/4 4/4 €12,18 £11.33
S152S AT-10VN 3/4 3/4 €12,18 £11.33
S153S AT-10VN 1/2 1/2 €12,18 £11.33
S154S AT-10VN 1/4 1/4 €12,18 £11.33
S155S AT-10VN 1/8 1/8 €12,18 £11.33

AT-10VN for Violin

 �Round stick
 �Wooden frog
 � Parisian eye
 �Natural hairs

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S370S AT-10VC 4/4 4/4 €16,01 £14.89
S371S AT-10VC 3/4 3/4 €16,01 £14.89
S372S AT-10VC 1/2 1/2 €16,01 £14.89
S373S AT-10VC 1/4 1/4 €16,01 £14.89

Archetto per Violoncello AT-10VC

 �Round stick
 �Wooden frog
 � Parisian eye
 �Natural hairs

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S915S AT-10VA 4/4 4/4 €13,23 £12.30

AT-10VA for Viola

Bridge & chin rest

Bridge for violin maple standard French model non prepared

Material: Maple

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

P345P VLBG10-44 4/4 €1,39 £1.29
P129P VLBG10-34 3/4 €1,39 £1.29
P252P VLBG10-12 1/2 €1,39 £1.29
P054P VLBG10-14 1/4 €1,39 £1.29
P055P VLBG10-18 1/8 €1,39 £1.29

VLBG10 series - for Violin

Bridge for violin maple standard 
non prepared

Material: Maple

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

Q819Q CEBG-1044 4/4 €6,26 £5.82
Q820Q CEBG-1034 3/4 €6,26 £5.82
Q821Q CEBG-1012 1/2 €6,26 £5.82
Q822Q CEBG-1014 1/4 €6,26 £5.82
Q823Q CEBG-1018 1/8 €6,26 £5.82

CEBG series - for Cello

Bridge for violin maple standard 
non prepared

Material: Maple

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

Q824Q DBBG-1044 4/4 €52,21 £48.56
Q825Q DBBG-1034 3/4 €52,21 £48.56

DBBBG series - for Double Bass

this product is superior in material,very confortable in use, suitable 
for violin 4/4 - Material : Abs

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

M208M CHIVI-1044 4/4 €12,18 £11.33
M209M CHIVI-1034 3/4 €12,18 £11.33
M210M CHIVI-1012 1/2 €12,18 £11.33
M211M CHIVI-1014 1/4 €12,18 £11.33
M212M CHIVI-1018 1/8 €12,18 £11.33

CHIVI series - Chin Rest for Violin

String Adjuster for violin , 
chromed steel.

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

S288S V-105 3/4 - 4/4 €13,39 £12.45
S289S V-104 1/2 - 1/8 €13,39 £12.45

String Adjuster

VLABG10  - for violas

Bridge for violas

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U419U €4,18 £3.89
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Shoulder rest

Shoulder Rest Ergonomic for children This product is superior in material, 
portable and dirable, confortable in use for violin 1/2 - 1/4 and 1/8

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

S429S VISR-1044 4/4 - 3/4 €5,64 £5.25
S430S VISR-1012 1/2 - 1/4 - 1/8 €5,64 £5.25

VISR series - Shoulder Rest for violin

Mahogany finished wooden shoulder rest for violin. Ergonomic, easy to 
set, suitable for 4/4 and 3/4 violins.

 �Material: wood
 � Finitura: mahogany

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U210U SSR-01L 4/4 - 3/4 €15,36 £14.28
U211U SSR-02L 1/2 €15,36 £14.28

Wooden Shoulder Rest for Violin

A ground breaking idea to learn scales quickly and play songs easily with your violin. One piece clear cling vinyl,  no adhesive 
required. Goes on and off in few seconds with no need to loosen or remove any string. Shows note locations providing a 
visual violin fingering chart of the notes.

 �A ground breaking idea to learn scales quickly and play songs easily with your violin
 � Easy set up in seconds with no need to loosen or remove your strings
 � Built in vinyl

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U212U FG501-44 4/4 €1,92 £1.79
U213U FG501-34 3/4 €1,92 £1.79
U214U FG501-12 1/2 €1,92 £1.79
U215U FG501-14 1/4 €1,92 £1.79
U216U FG501-18 1/8 €1,92 £1.79

FG-501 Finger Guide for Violin

Finger guide

 �Material : Boxwood
 �Use: Viola

CHIVL-1044 - Chin rest for Viola

Practical and ergonomic boxwood viola chin rest

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U418U €13,92 £12.95
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 √ Keys:37 piano system
 √ Bass: 96
 √ Switch right hand: 7
 √ Switch left hand: 2
 √ Including padded gigbag with pocket and strap
 √ Accessories: Shoulder strap
 √ Dimensions (WxDxH): 51x19x42 cm
 √ Wheight:9,4Kg

VOCE III - 3796

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D768D VOCE III 3796-RD Read Pearl €1.005,55 £935.16
D813D VOCE III 3796-BK Black €1.005,55 £935.16

 � Keys: 41 piano system
 � Bass: 120
 � Switch right hand: 7
 � Switch left hand: 2
 �Colours: Black
 � Included hardcase
 �Accessories: Shoulder strap
 �Dimensions (WxDxH): 51x19x42cm - Wheight:9,8Kg

VOCE IV A 41120

 � Keys:41 piano system
 � Bass: 120
 � Switch right hand: 11
 � Switch left hand: 2
 �Colours: Black
 �Hardcase included
 �Accessories: Shoulder strap
 �Dimensions (WxDxH): 51x19x42cm - Wheight:10,6Kg

VOCE V B41120

CODE COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D769D Black €1.246,50 £1,159.25
D975D Pearl Red €1.246,50 £1,159.25

CODE COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D770D Black €1.619,16 £1,505.82
D976D Pearl Red €1.575,00 £1,464.75

VOCE I - 2648

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D766D VOCE I 2648-RD Pearl Red €578,27 £537.79
D811D VOCE I 2648-BK Black €578,27 £537.79
R739R VOCE I 2648-BL Blue €557,43 £518.41
R740R VOCE I 2648-WH White €557,43 £518.41

Soundsation introduces its new line of accordions: Infinito. The name Infinito takes its origin from our homeland: “le Marche” region in Italy. 
Our town has a long tradition in accordion manufacturing and made the accordion famous worldwide . Designed in Italy and built with Italian 
supervision and quality controls,  the Infinito series brings entry-level instruments at a new level  with unmatched value for money. The infinito 
series features a wide range of model from 48 to 120 basses.

 √ Keys: 34 piano system
 √ Bass: 72
 √ Switch right hand: 5
 √ Switch left hand: no
 √ Including padded gigbag with pocket and strap
 √ Accessories: Shoulder bag
 √ Dimensions (WxDxH):  43x19x42 cm
 √ Wheight:7,8Kg

VOCE II - 3472

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D767D VOCE II  3472-RD Pearl Red €764,60 £711.08
D812D VOCE II 3472-BK Black €764,60 £711.08

 √ Keys:26 Piano syestem
 √ Bass:48
 √ Switch right hand: 3
 √ Switch left hand: no
 √ Including padded gigbag with pocket and strap
 √ Accessories: Shoulder bag
 √ Dimensions (WxDxH) 35x18x40cm
 √ Wheight:5,8Kg
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SAC-1202C-RD

 � Key: C
 � Buttons: 12
 � Basses: 2
 � Finish: perloid red
 � Bag included

SAC-1202G-BL

 � Key: G
 � Buttons: 12
 � Basses: 2
 � Finish: perloid blue
 � Bag included

SAC-1202D-WH

 � Key: D
 � Buttons: 13
 � Basses: 4
 � Finish: perloid white
 � Bag included

SAC-1202C-WD

 � Key: C
 � Buttons: 12
 � Basses: 2
 � Finish: natural wood
 � Bag included

SAC-1202G-WD

 � Key: G
 � Buttons: 12
 � Basses: 2
 � Finish: natural wood
 � Bag included

SAC-1202D-WD

 � Key: D
 � Buttons: 12
 � Basses: 2
 � Finish: natural wood
 � Bag included

2 basses

ST-178B

 �Mini accordion (keys)
 � Keys: 17
 � Basses: 8
 �Colour: blue

ST-178R

 �Mini accordion (keys)
 � Keys: 17
 � Basses: 8
 �Colour: red

Children Accordions

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D542D €554,42 £515.61

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D543D €554,42 £515.61

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D544D €554,42 £515.61

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D507D €507,24 £471.73

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D508D €507,24 £471.73

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D509D €507,24 £471.73

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D540D €73,09 £67.97

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D541D €73,09 £67.97

SAC-1304C-RD

 � Key: C
 � Buttons: 13
 � Basses: 4
 � Finish: perloid red
 � Bag included

SAC-1304G-BL

 � Key: C
 � Buttons: 13
 � Basses: 4
 � Finish: perloid red
 � Bag included

SAC-1304D-WH

 � Key: D
 � Buttons: 13
 � Basses: 4
 � Finish: perloid white
 � Bag included

SAC-1304C-WD

 � Key: C
 � Buttons: 13
 � Basses: 4
 � Finish: natural wood
 � Bag included

SAC-1304G-WD

 � Key: G
 � Buttons: 13
 � Basses: 4
 � Finish: natural wood
 � Bag included

SAC-1304D-WD

 � Key: D
 � Buttons: 13
 � Basses: 4
 � Finish: natural wood
 � Bag included

8 Basses

SAC-2108GC-WD

 � Treble registers: 1
 � Key: C/G
 � Buttons: 21
 � Basses: 8
 � Finish: natural wood
 � Bag included

SAC-2108AD-WD

 � Treble registers: 1
 � Key: A/D
 � Buttons: 21
 � Basses: 8
 � Finish: natural wood
 � Bag included

SAC-2108FBb -WD

 � Treble registers: 1
 � Key: F/Bb
 � Buttons: 21
 � Basses: 8
 � Finish: natural wood
 � Bag included

4 Basses

SAC-2108CG-RD

 � Treble regis-
ters: 1
 � Key: C/G
 � Buttons: 21

 � Basses: 8
 � Finish: Red
 � Bag included

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D584D €787,40 £732.28

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D585D €787,40 £732.28

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D694D €787,40 £732.28

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D752D €752,01 £699.37

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D545D €619,30 £575.95

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D546D €619,30 £575.95

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D547D €619,30 £575.95

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D510D €592,76 £551.27

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D511D €592,76 £551.27

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D512D €592,76 £551.27

SAC-2108GC-RD

 � Bass registers: 1
 � Key: C/G
 � Buttons: 21

 � Basses: 8
 � Finish: perloid red
 � Bag included

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D615D €746,11 £693.88
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 � Block bellows leather  for accordion

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S001S T000331 41 keys 120 basses €11,92 £11.09
S440S 37/80 37 keys 80 basses €11,92 £11.09

Block Bellows

 �Width: 2cm
 �Max length: 110cm

OS-10

Strap for diatonic accordion, built 
leather practical and comfortable, 
adjustable length

 �Width: 2cm
 �Max length: 50cm

T00341

Little strap for accordion leather 
adjustable length, ideal for 
joining of two strap

 � Safely hold your accordion and allows to 
play without carrying it
 �Height adjustment mechanism to play 
standing or sitting
 �Holding frame can be adjusted to fit all 
kind of accordions of all dimensions
 � Super heavy duty construction for 
maximum stability

0903 - Universal accordion stand

The accordion is an heavy instrument, specially in its 120 bass version. 
Playing for long time can be tiring and you may want to focus on your 
performance, specially during concerts. Or simply you want to show the 
accordion in your shop, giving chance to your visitors to test it. To both 
the issues, 0903 stand could be your solution. Stable and super strong, 
can hold the heaviest instruments and 
allow to play sitting or standing thanks so its 
adjustable height. Fits all kind of accordion 
and hold safely even the heaviest models

 � Shockproof internal padding
 �Waterproof polyfoam coating
 � Interior in black velvet
 � Zip opening with security clamp
 �Adjustable padded straps
 � Front pocket with zip for 
accessories and sheets
 � Inner dimensions (LxDxH): 
28x15x28 cm
 � Suitable for 2 or 4 basses diatonic 
accordions

DAB-10 - Diatonic 
accordion carrying bag

 �Accordion leather strap, padded, practical and comfortable, adjustable length.
 �Width: 8cm

CODE MODEL WIDTH WIDTH MAX MATERIAL MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S064S T00048 8cm 104cm Velvet €84,00 £78.12
S065S T00063 5,5cm 102cm Sky €44,21 £41.12
S066S T00071 4,5cm 100cm Sky €39,39 £36.63

Accordion strap

 � Leather bass strap for accordion
 � length: 55cm

CODE MODEL SIZE MATERIAL MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S061S T00270 8,5cm Velvet €30,69 £28.54
S062S T00211 6cm Sky €19,56 £18.19

Bass Strap for accordion

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
I441I €26,96 £25.07

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S922S €13,63 £12.68

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S086S €12,78 £11.89

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S017S €268,06 £249.30
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SFS-100 Footrest

 � Sturdy costruction in metal
 �Height adjustable in 5 different positions
 �Antislip rubber foot board for best 
stability

SWGS-100

 � Suited to all type of guitars or other string 
instruments
 � Suited for wall units installation
 �Rubber cradle with deep design to prevent 
any scratches and any improper movement of 
the instrument
 �Display direction can be adjusted thanks to 
the articulated cradle

SWGS-110

 � Straight cradle, fits all kind of guitars and 
other instruments
 �Cradle in rubber to prevent scratches
 �Metal black painted plate plate
 �Mounting screws included

SWGS-120

 �Rubber cradle with deep design to prevent 
any scratches and any improper movement 
of the instrument
 � Fits all kind of guitars and other instruments
 �Metal black painted plate plate

SWGS-200

 �Wood plate in mahogany finish
 �Rubber cradle with deep design to prevent 
any scratches and any improper movement 
of the instrument
 � Fits all kind of guitars and other instruments
 �Mounting screws included

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D505D €9,00 £8.37

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D503D €4,29 £3.99

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D504D €4,29 £3.99

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D502D €8,18 £7.61

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D501D €5,97 £5.55

FMS20-3

 � Foldable metal frame (3 
instruments)
 � Soft rubber for instrument 
protection
 � Light, compact, stable
 � Finish: Matte Black

FMS20-5

 � Foldable metal frame 
(5 instruments)
 � Soft rubber for 
instrument protection
 � Light, compact, stable
 � Finish: Matte Black

FMS20-7

 � Foldable metal frame (3 instruments)
 � Soft rubber for instrument protection
 � Light, compact, stable
 � Finish: Matte Black

SGS-110

 �Made of light steel
 �Anti-scratch rubber covered contact points
 � Fits all guitar and basses
 �A style folding structure

SGS-120

 �Made of light steel
 �Anti-scratch rubber covered contact points
 � Fits acoustic/classic guitar and acoustic basses
 �A style folding structure

SGS-210

 �Made of steel
 �Anti-scratch rubber covered contact points
 � Fits all guitar and basses
 � Safety strap on neck to prevent accidental fall
 �Adjustable height

SGS-220

 �Made of steel
 �Anti-scratch rubber covered contact points
 � Fits all guitar and basses
 � Safety strap on neck to prevent accidental fall
 �Adjustable height
 � Top handle to move the stand conveniently

SGS-200

 �Made of light steel
 �Anti-scratch rubber 
covered contact points
 � Fits all guitar and basses
 � Safety strap on neck to 
prevent accidental fall
 �Adjustable height

SAGS-50

 �Made of light steel
 �Anti-scratch covered contact points
 � Fits all guitar and basses
 �A style folding structure

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D494D €11,10 £10.32

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D495D €11,10 £10.32

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D496D €11,10 £10.32

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D885D €10,14 £9.43

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D500D €19,23 £17.88

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D499D €12,57 £11.69

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D498D €6,37 £5.92

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D763D €27,29 £25.38

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D764D €31,34 £29.15

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D765D €35,29 £32.82

SGS-100

 �Made of light steel
 �Anti-scratch rubber covered contact points
 � Fits electric guitar and basses
 �A style folding structure

 �Guitarist stool with integrate guitar stand
 �Comfortable extra padded seat
 �Coated contact points to avoid scratches to the instruments
 �Compact and foldable
 �Universal guitar stand suitable for all instruments

 �Height: 69,50 cm
 � Seat padding: 7 cm
 � Seat dimensions (LxW): 35x26 cm
 � Base dimensions (LxW): 45x33 cm
 � Finish: black

GSGT-500 - Guitarist stool with integrated guitar stand

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D960D €52,27 £48.61

 � Sturdy metal construction
 �Completely foldable structure
 �Universal design, suited for all guitars and basses
 �Contact points covered with anti-scratch material
 � Tripod structure for maximum stability

SGS2100 - Foldable guitar and bass 
universal stand

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D700D €20,07 £18.67
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KS Series

KS-20U - Single keyboard stand with easy adjust mechanism
 � Built in steel, sturdy and stable
 � Fits all kind of keyboard and small to medium size workstations
 � Epoxy painted to ensure the best protection and durability
 � “Easy Adjust” height adjustment mechanism. Quick and easy with several 
positions.
 �Adjustable ovalized rubber feets for improved stability
 � Easy to assemble
 �Colour: Black 

 �Maximum load: 20 Kg
 � Frame size: 30x15 mm
 � Arm lenght: 330 mm
 � Arm diameter: 28 mm
 �Height (min-max): 640-980 mm
 �Weight: 2,5 Kg

KS-10 - Single keyboard stand with adjustable height

 � Built in steel, sturdy and stable
 � Fits all kind of keyboard and small to medium size workstations
 � Epoxy painted to ensure the best protection and durability
 � Snap-in quick and easy height adjustment mechanism in 5 different position
 �Colour: Black 

 �Maximum load: 20 Kg
 � Frame size: 25x25 mm
 � Arm lenght: 330 mm
 � Arm diameter: 30 mm
 �Height (min-max): 640-980 mm
 �Weight: 2,7 Kg

KSC-10 - Keyboard stand for children

 � Sturdy and safe material
 �Adjustable height in 4 positions
 � Suited for children up to 10 years old 

 �Height: 52,8 - 82 cm
 �Width: 17,5 - 65 cm
 � Arm Lenght: 30 cm
 � Arm diameter: 25 mm
 �Material: steel
 � Finish: matte black
 �Weight: 2,3 Kg

KS-20 - Single keyboard stand with easy adjust mechanism

 � Built in steel, sturdy and stable
 � Fits all kind of keyboard and small to medium size workstations
 � Epoxy painted to ensure the best protection and durability
 � “Easy Adjust” height adjustment mechanism. Quick and easy with 
several positions.
 �Adjustable ovalized rubber feets for improved stability
 �Assembled version
 �Colour: Black

 �Maximum load: 50 Kg
 � Frame size: 30x15 mm
 � Arm lenght: 400 mm
 � Arm diameter: 28 mm
 �Height (min-max): 640-970 mm - Weight: 3,25 Kg

KS-15U - Single keyboard stand with easy adjust mechanism

 � Built in steel, sturdy and stable
 � Fits all kind of keyboard and small to medium size workstations
 � Epoxy painted to ensure the best protection and durability
 � “Easy Adjust” height adjustment mechanism. Quick and easy with several positions.
 �Adjustable ovalized rubber feets for improved stability
 � Easy to assemble
 �Colour: Black 

 �Maximum load: 20 Kg
 � Frame size: 30x15 mm
 � Arm lenght: 400 mm
 � Arm diameter: 28 mm
 �Height (min-max): 560-980 mm - Weight: 2,15 Kg

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
M708M €17,70 £16.46

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D739D €17,40 £16.18

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D895D €19,00 £17.67

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D733D €23,02 £21.41

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
N099N €24,93 £23.18

SPHERE Series

SPH-500 - Universal additional keyboard arms

 � Innovative sphere mechanism
 � Frame: 30x20mm
 � Tubolar arms: 28mm
 � Epossidic painting for great durability
 �Colour: black

SPH-1000 - Expandable single frame keayboard stand

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D637D €31,02 £28.85

Expandable single frame keayboard stand. Sturdy construction, light and stable feauting an innovative adjusting 
sphere system. Epossidic painting ensures great durability. Max load: 30kg.

 � 30x20mm steel frame and 28mm tubolar arms
 � Epossidic painting for great durability
 � Innovative sphere system for quick and accurate setting
 �Adjustable feet for maximum stability
 � Expandable through SPH-500 arms
 �Colour: black

SPH-1200 - Expandable double frame keayboard stand

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D638D €43,12 £40.10

Expandable single frame keayboard stand. Sturdy construction, light and stable feauting an innovative 
adjusting sphere system. Epossidic painting ensures great durability. Max load: 50kg.

 �Double 30x20mm steel frame and 28mm tubolar arms
 � Epossidic painting for great durability
 � Innovative sphere system for quick and accurate setting
 �Adjustable feet for maximum stability
 � Expandable through SPH-500 arms
 �Colour: black

Additional keyboard arms, created to add a second keyboard 
to your set up. Conceived for SPHERE series stands, this item 
is actual a universal expansion suitable for any kind of stand. 
Steel 30x20mm frame, 28mm tubolar arms, innovative sphere 
mechanism for quick and accurate setting.

TSLK - Adjustable desk for keyboard/laptop

CODE MODEL DIMENSIONS WEIGHT MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

D707D TSLK-100 31.5x59.5 cm 1,4 kg €31,51 £29.30
D708D TSLK-200 39.5x73.5 cm 2,3 kg €36,63 £34.07

Turn your keyboard stand into a desk for your laptop, tablet, keyboard and much 
more. Built in solid metal, TSLK-100 is a universal smart tool combinig stability, 
portability and flexibility. Material: metal Light and stable Finish: matte black

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D639D €26,48 £24.63
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MSA-100

 �Material: metal
 � Foldable - Rotating
 �Adjustable height
 � Stand height (Min-Max): 20cm - 37cm
 �ABS cable holder
 � Finish: black

Additional music stand for rounded frame keyboard stands

MICA-100

 �Material: metal
 �Rotating - Adjustable height
 �Adjustable arm length
 � Stand height (Min-Max): 37cm - 64cm
 �Arm length: (Min-Max): 8cm - 32cm
 �ABS cable holder - Finish: black 

Adjustable additional mic stand for rounded frame stands

SBH-100 Series

SBH-100P-BK
 � Seat: black sky
 � Finish: glossy black

SBH-100P-MH
 � Seat: sky black
 � Finish: glossy mahogany

SBH-100P-WA
 � Seat: sky black
 � Finish: glossy walnut

SBH-100P-WH

Seat: white sky
Finish: glossy white

SBH-100P-RW
 � Seat: black sky
 � Finish: glossy rosewood

SBH-100P-SRW
 � Seat: black sky
 � Finish: satin rosewood

KB-200

 �Adjustable height with 3 positions
 �Comfortable padded seat in black sky
 � Frame in steel
 �Anti-slip rubber feets
 �Height (min-max): 430 - 480 mm
 � Seat dimension (L x W): 405 x 305 mm

KT-200

 �Adjustable stool for keyboard or drum
 � Seat diameter: 330 mm
 �Height (min-max): 600-890mm
 �Maximum load: 100 Kg

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D705D €11,04 £10.27

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D706D €15,70 £14.60

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D814D €23,18 £21.56

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D858D €27,39 £25.47

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S633S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S634S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S635S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S636S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S805S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S804S €91,46 £85.06

KS-60 - Digital piano stand with height and width adjustment

 � Built in steel, with sturdy and stable construction
 �Conceived to hold digital pianos and workstations
 � Epoxy painted to ensure the best protection and durability
 �Height adjustment mechanism on each leg
 �Width adjustment mechanism to fit your instrument size
 � Foldable design for convenient carrying
 � Black finish
 �Weight: 7.3 Kgs 

 � Load capicity: 80 Kg
 �Height (min-max): 650-1100 mm
 � Base width (min-max): 735-1300 mm
 � Base depth: 240 mm
 �Weight: 7,3 Kg

KS-25 - Double frame keyboard stand with easy adjust mechanism

 � Built in steel, sturdy and stable
 � Fits all kind of keyboard and medium size workstations or digital pianos
 � Epoxy painted to ensure the best protection and durability
 � “Easy Adjust” height adjustment mechanism. Quick and easy with several 
positions.
 �Adjustable ovalized rubber feets for improved stability
 � Easy to assemble
 �Colour: Black 

 �Maximum load: 70 Kg
 � Frame size: 30x15 mm double frame
 � Arm lenght: 400 mm
 � Arm diameter: 28 mm
 �Height (min-max): 640-970 mm
 �Weight: 5,75 Kg

KS-20-4pack - Single keyboard stand with easy adjust mechanism - 4 pack

 � Built in steel, sturdy and stable
 � Fits all kind of keyboard and small to medium size workstations
 � Epoxy painted to ensure the best protection and durability
 � “Easy Adjust” height adjustment mechanism. Quick and easy with several positions.
 �Adjustable ovalized rubber feets for improved stability
 �Assembled version
 � 4 pcs package
 �Colour: Black
 �Maximum load: 50 Kg
 � Frame size: 30x15 mm
 � Arm lenght: 400 mm
 � Arm diameter: 28 mm
 �Height (min-max): 640-970 mm - Weight: 3,25 Kg

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D750D €88,37 £82.18

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
N135N €28,49 £26.50

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
N237N €51,54 £47.93

KB-300

 �Adjustable height with 3 positions and quick setting mechanism
 �Comfortable extra-padded seat in black leather
 � Steel frame
 �Anti-slip rubber feets
 � Black painted color
 �Height (min-max): 500 - 600 mm
 � Seat dimension (L x W): 530 x 240 mm
 � Seat padding: 70 mm

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D868D €40,28 £37.46

KB-400

 �Adjustable height with 5 positions and quick setting mechanism
 �Comfortable extra-large padded seat in black leather
 � Steel frame
 �Anti-slip rubber feets
 � Black painted color
 �Height (min-max): 550 - 690 mm
 � Seat dimension (L x W): 600 x 300 mm
 � Seat padding: 70 mm

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D869D €43,35 £40.32
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SCLAS-10 - Clarinet stand with round base

 � Built in sturdy and anti-scratch ABS
 � Suited both for clarinet and flutes
 � Simple and elegant design
 �Height: 190 mm
 � Base diameter: 130 mm
 �Weight: 1,1 Kg

STRPS-10 - Trumpet stand with tripod 
base and height adjustment

 � Built in sturdy metal with anti-scratch ABS 
contact points
 � Tripod base for improved stability
 � Suited for trumpets of most bell sizes
 � Simple and elegant design with height adjustment
 � Foldable legs for convenient carrying
 �Height(min-max): 200-400 mm
 �Weight: 0,7 Kg

SASXS-10 - Saxophone stand with 
tripod base

 � Built in sturdy metal with anti-scratch 
material contact points
 � Tripod base for improved stability
 � Suited for all saxophone with curved design
 � Foldable legs for easy carrying
 �Height(min-max): 505-530 mm
 �Weight: 1,1 Kg

SDSC-10 - Multiple stand for two clarinets or flutes and one 
saxophone

 � Built in metal with anti-scratch material contact points
 � Fitting two clarinets or two flutes and one saxophone
 �Universal design, fits most clarinet, flutes and curved saxophones
 �Height (min-max): 505-530 mm
 �Weight: 0,9 Kg

SDSC-20 - Multiple stand for two clarinets or flutes and two 
saxophones

 � Built in metal with anti-scratch material contact points
 � Fitting two clarinets or two flutes and two saxophones
 �Universal design, fits most clarinet, flutes and curved saxophones
 �Height (min-max): 395-420 mm
 �Weight: 1,8 Kg

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S764S €9,97 £9.27

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S765S €14,32 £13.32

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S767S €14,51 £13.49

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S768S €13,67 £12.71

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S769S €22,38 £20.81

SBH-103V-BK

 � Seat: black 
velvet
 � Finish: glossy 
black

SBH-103V-MH

 � Seat: brown 
velvet
 � Finish: glossy 
mahogany

SBH-103V-WA

 � Seat: brown 
velvet
 � Finish: glossy 
walnut

SBH-103V-WH

 � Seat: white 
velvet
 � Finish: glossy 
white

SBH-103V-SBK
 � Seat: black velvet
 � Finish: satin black

SBH-103V-SMH
 � Seat: brown velvet
 � Finish: satin mahogany

SBH-103V-SWA
 � Seat: brown velvet
 � Finish: satin walnut

SBH-103V-RW

 � Seat: 
brown 
velvet
 � Finish: 
glossy 
rose-
wood

SBH-103V-SRW

 � Seat: 
brown 
velvet
 � Finish: 
satin 
rose-
wood

SBH-103V-SWH
 � Seat: white velvet
 � Finish: satin white

SBH-104V-BK

 � Seat: 
red 
velvet
 � Finish: 
glossy 
black

SBH-104V-RW

 � Seat: red 
velvet
 � Finish: 
glossy 
rosewood

SBH-100P-SBK

 � Seat: black sky
 � Finish: satin 
black

SBH-100P-SMH

 � Seat: black 
sky
 � Finish: satin 
mahogany

SBH-100P-SWA

 � Seat: black 
sky
 � Finish: satin 
walnut

SBH-100P-SWH

 � Seat: white sky
 � Finish: satin 
white

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S687S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S688S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S689S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U191U €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S637S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S638S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S639S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S640S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S690S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S691S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S692S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U150U €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S807S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S806S €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U166U €91,46 £85.06

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U167U €91,46 £85.06

SBH-50P-SBK

 � Seat: imitation leather 
black
 � Finish: satin black

SBH-50P-SRW

 � Seat: imitation leather 
black
 � Finish: satin rosewood

SBH-50P-SWH

 � Seat: imitation 
leather white
 � Finish: satin white

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E564E €59,45 £55.29

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E566E €59,45 £55.29

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E565E €59,45 £55.29
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SPMS-200+BAG

 � Bundle with orchestra music with removable perforated plate and bag
 �Wide metal perforated plate
 � Easy & quick plate insert/removal
 �All metal construction
 � Tripod base with nylon block
 � Including carrying bag

CODE MODEL MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
BUNDLE001 SPMS-200+BAG €29,15 £27.11
D762D SPMS-200-BK €22,93 £21.32

 �Height(min-max): 94 - 142 cm
 � Plate dimensions: 47,5 x 34,5 cm - Weight 3 Kg
 � Black painted finish

MUSIC STANDS

SDBST100 - Doublebass stand with 3 setting points

 � Sturdy metal construction
 � Three setting points to fit different sizes and models
 � Foldable design for easy carrying
 �Anti-scratch cover material on contact points
 � End pin rest 

 �Height: (min-max): 430-980 mm
 � Base Dimensions (L x P min-max): 400 x 350-580 mm
 �Weight: 3 Kg

SCEST100-BK - Cello stand with 3 setting points

 � Sturdy metal construction
 � Three setting points to fit different sizes and models
 � Foldable design for easy carrying
 �Anti-scratch cover material on contact points
 � End pin rest 

 �Height: (min-max): 500-840 mm
 � Base Dimensions (L x P min-max): 400 x 350-580 mm
 �Weight: 2,6 Kg

SWVS-200 - Violin and viola wall stand with wood base and bow holder

 � Stand for violin
 � Bow holder hook
 �Rubber cradle with deep design to prevent any scratches 

and any improper movement of the instrument
 � Plate in natural wood
 �Mounting screws included

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D697D €47,77 £44.43

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D698D €43,10 £40.08

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D740D €5,83 £5.42

SMS-500-BK

 � Student foldable music stand with 3 setting points
 � Lyre classic design
 � Built in steel material with zinc fittings
 � Two height adjustment points and one for table angle
 � Totally foldable
 � Including carrying bag

SMS-750-BK

 � Professional foldable music stand with nylon bag
 � Lyre classic design
 � Built in steel material with zinc fittings
 � Two height adjustment points and one for table angle
 � Totally foldable
 � Including carrying bag

SMS-420

 � Foldable music stand with nylon bag
 �Classic design
 � Built in steel material with nylon fittings
 � Two height adjustment points and one for table angle
 � Totally foldable
 � Including carrying bag

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D719D €16,45 £15.30

 �Height (min-max): 75 - 145 cm
 � Table dimension (LxH): 465 x 230 mm
 �Weight: 1,5 Kg
 � Black painted finish

 �Height (min-max): 74 - 140 cm
 � Table dimension (LxH): 46,5 x 23 cm
 �Weight: 1,3 Kg
 � Black painted finish

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D488D €12,34 £11.48

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R616R €9,53 £8.86

 �Height (min-max): 75 - 140 cm
 � Table dimension (LxH): 465 x 230 mm - Weight: 1,5 Kg
 � Black painted finish

 �  Bundle including orchestra music stand with removable perforated plate and carrying bag
 �Wide metal perforated plate
 � Easy & quick plate insert/removal
 � Paper holders
 �All metal construction
 �Aluminium height adjustment joints
 � Tripod base with nylon block
 � Including carrying bag with internal compartment

SPMS-100+BAG -

 �Height(min-max): 80 - 149 cm
 � Plate dimensions: 47,5 x 34,5 cm
 � Tube diameters: 19-22-25 cm
 �Weight 2,2 Kg
 � Black painted finish
 � Bag dimensions: 70x38 cm

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
BUNDLE017 €23,76 £22.10

 �  Bundle including orchestra music with removable perforated plate and carrying bag
 �Wide metal perforated plate
 � Easy & quick plate insert/removal
 � Paper holders
 �All metal construction
 �Aluminium made single height adjustment joint
 � Extra size tubes for better stability
 � Tripod base with nylon block
 � Including carrying bag with internal compartment

SPMS-250+BAG

 �Height(min-max): 80 - 159 cm
 � Plate dimensions: 47,5 x 34,5 cm
 � Tube diameters: 22-28 cm
 �Weight 2,6 Kg
 � Black painted finish
 � Bag dimensions: 70x 38 cm

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
BUNDLE018 €29,87 £27.78
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SWMS-100

 �Orchestra music stand with removable wood plate 
and nylon bag
 �Wood table brings a classic and elegant touch
 � Steel structure
 � Tripod base with foldable legs
 � Base and joints in diecast steel
 � Including carrying bag

STMS-200

 �Orchestra music stand with “bayonet style” removable metal plate and nylon bag
 �Wide metal table 47,5 x 34,5 cm
 � Easy & quick “Bayonet Style” table insert/removal
 �All metal construction
 � Tripod base with zinc block
 � Including carrying bag

SPMS-300

 �Orchestra music stand with “bayonet style” remova-
ble perforated plate and nylon bag
 �Wide metal perforated table 47,5 x 34,5 cm
 � Easy & quick “Bayonet Style” table insert/removal
 �All metal construction
 � Tripod base with zinc block
 � Including carrying bag

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D491D €42,26 £39.30

 �Height: 94 cm x 145 cm
 � Table size:  55 x 37 cm - Weight 3,8 kg
 � Black painted finish

 �Height(min-max): 94 - 142 cm
 �Weight 4 Kg
 � Black painted finish

 �Height(min-max): 94 - 142 cm
 �Weight 4 Kg
 � Black painted finish

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D493D €33,11 £30.79

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D492D €33,11 £30.79

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D970D €16,47 £15.32

 �Material: Bamboo wood
 � Table 340 x 240 mm
 �Adjustable Inclination
 � Equipped with metal retainers
 � Table Size: 340 x 240 mm
 �Music Stand Weight: 0,85 kg
 � Package Size: 41,8 x 29 x 5,1 mm
 � Package Weight: 0,95 kg

TMS-200-WOOD - Wooden Table Music Stand

Bamboo table music stand. Table size 340x240mm. 
Adjustable inclination. Equipped with metal retainer.

TMS-100-BK

 � Table music stand with bag
 � Foldable table music stand
 � Built in metal
 � Bag with handle for easy transportation
 � Light, compact, stable
 �Colour: black

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
Q787Q €9,50 £8.84

 √ Double tube for great flexibility of use
 √ 2x2 LED ensure optminal enlightenment
 √ Battery (3XAAA) or USB cable (included)
 √ Clip mounting system
 √ Material: PVC
 √ Colour: black
 √ USB cable length: 90cm

MSL-4 - Double clip lamp for music stand (2x2 LED)

 √ Single tube with great flexibility
 √ 9 LED ensure optminal enlightenment
 √ Power supply: :Battery (2XAA), USB cable (included) or DC 5V 500mA 
power supplier (included)
 √ Large clip mounting system for maximun stability
 √ Materiale: PVC
 √ Easy folding and ultra-compact for easy transportation
 √ Colour: black
 √ Cable length: 190cm

MSL-9 - 9 LED clip lamp for music stand

 � For wide table music stands, like Soundsation SPMS-200
 � Internal compartment
 �Dimension: 600x400 mm

SBPMS-100 - Wide top music stand bag

SBMPS-100 carrying bag is designed for wide table music stands. 
The internal compartment allow to carry the music stand without 
scratching it

 � Total lenght: 38 cm
 �Handle lenght: 6 cm
 �Weight: 15 grams
 � black handle with white stick

P72 - Conductor baton

Built in plastic material, lightweight and resistant, it is equipped with a large teardrop handle for a perfect grip and hold.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L648L €10,20 £9.49

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D818D €7,12 £6.62

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L649L €28,35 £26.37

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B154B €9,45 £8.79

 � For wide table music stands, such as Soundsation SPMS-100 and SPMS-250
 � Internal compartment for table and stand
 �Dimension: 700x360 mm

BPMS-50 - Wide top music stand bag

BMPS-50 carrying bag is designed for wide table music stands. The 
internal compartment allow to carry the music stand without scratching 
it

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R724R €7,89 £7.34

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R722R €17,08 £15.88

 �Wide metal perforated plate
 � Easy & quick plate insert/removal
 � Paper holders
 �All metal construction
 �Aluminium made single height adjustment joint
 � Extra size tubes for better stability

SPMS-250

SPMS-250 is a perforated metal plate music stand suited for bands and 
orchestra. With a mechanism for easy insert/removal of the plate.

 �Height(min-max): 80 - 159 cm
 � Plate dimensions: 47,5 x 34,5 cm
 � Tube diameters: 22-28 cm
 �Weight 2,6 Kg
 � Black painted finish

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
R723R €23,50 £21.86

 �Wide metal perforated plate
 � Easy & quick plate insert/removal
 � Paper holders
 �All metal construction
 �Aluminium height adjustment joints
 � Tripod base with nylon block

SPMS-100 

SPMS-100 is a perforated metal plate music stand suited for bands and 
orchestra. With a mechanism for easy insert/removal of the plate.

 �Height(min-max): 80 - 149 cm
 � Plate dimensions: 47,5 x 34,5 cm
 � Tube diameters: 19-22-25 cm
 �Weight 2,2 Kg
 � Black painted finish
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TABSTAND-200 - Universal tablet holder with stand attachment clamp

 �ABS costruction
 �Universal stand, compatible with iPAD, Mini iPad and most tablets of different sizes
 � Tablet holder with adjustable height
 �Holder with curved angles to hold the tablet safely
 � Turnable joint for landscape or portrait use
 �Adjustable clamp to attach with microphone or music stands
 � iPAD and Mini iPAD are registered trademark of APPLE inc. 

 � Tablet holder size: 191 x 248-283 mm - Arm lenght: 150 mm

Tablet and smartphones are extremely powerful and versatile tools which found many application among the music players. Whether you need to read scores or 
play backing tracks, with TABSTAND-100 you can have your tablet at your fingertips. Designed for IPAD and Mini iPAD is compatible with most tablets of different 
sizes. The clamp allows to attach it to a microphone or music stand and thanks to the turnable junction it can be direct vertically or horizontally.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D753D €12,70 £11.81

 �Width: min 25.5cm - max 30.5cm
 �Height: 24cm min - 33cm max
 �Max Table Thickness: 4.8mm
 �Material: Steel
 �Color: Black

SLAP-130 - Table Laptop Stand with adjustable height - 
length, and table fixing accessories

Ideal for all those musicians, DJs and show operators who need to keep 
laptops at their fingertips and in a sloped position. Width and height 
are adjustable. It is also possible to fasten it to the table to increase 
its stability.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D968D €31,34 £29.15

 �Width: min 25.5cm - max 30.5cm
 �Height: 24cm min - 33cm max
 �Material: Steel
 � Black

SLAP-120 - Table Laptop Stand with adjustable height - 
length, and additional intermediate shelf

Ideal for all those musicians, DJs and professionals who need to easily 
control their laptop, as well as their sound card or other equipment 
below the laptop. The width and height are adjustable.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D967D €25,47 £23.69
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 � Built in metal
 �Adjustable height: 165 - 255mm
 � Finish: black

SLAP-100 - Adjustable laptop stand

Stable, sturdy, adjustable and built in metal, SLAP-100 is the ideal solution for 
DJs and musicians who need their laptops at the desired height.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D722D €13,57 £12.62

 �Multi-use stand for laptop, projectors or other equipment
 �Adjustable base angle from 0° to around 80°
 � Base Size: 39.5cm x 30cm
 �Adjustable Height: from 85cm to 145cm
 � Sturdy tripod base with opening diameter between 68 cm and 90 cm, for maximum stability
 � Tripod Leg Lenght: 50cm
 �Color: Black
 �Weight: 4.3kg

SLAP-220 - Laptop or projector stand with tripod base

SLAP-220 is a very versatile stand, useful on live gigs or practice room to place your 
equipment at your fingertips. The base inclination can be adjusted, as well as the 
height. Perfect for laptop, projectors, mixers or effects.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
D969D €35,84 £33.33

https://www.myfrenex.com/asp/fw2gesord.asp?active=catalogo&scelta=filtra&txtsearch=D753D
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Carry and protect your gear with PGB-5 series bags, featuring 5mm 
padding, adjustable straps, handle and frontal pocket + superior pocket 
for notebook and accessories storage.

 �Adjustable straps
 � Padded handle
 �Wide front pocket + upper pocket
 �Colour: black and grey
 �Colour embroidered logo

CODE MODEL INSTRUMENT PADDING INTERNAL DIMENSIONS MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L427L PGB-5CG Classical guitar 5mm 108x42x13.5cm €12,43 £11.56
L428L PGB-5CG34 Classical guitar 3/4 5mm 100x41x13cm €12,43 £11.56
L819L PGB-5EG34 Electric guitar 3/4 5mm 93x31x7.5cm €12,18 £11.33
L430L PGB-5EG Electric guitar 5mm 106x39x9cm €12,43 £11.56
L431L PGB-5EB Bass guitar 5mm 123x36x9cm €12,43 £11.56
L429L PGB-5AG Acoustic guitar 5mm 111x43x13cm €12,43 £11.56

PGB series - 5 mm padding

PGB-5AG

PGB-10UK

PGB-10BB

CODE MODEL INSTRUMENT MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B419B SBG-10-CG Classical guitar 4/4 €8,99 £8.36
B420B SBG-10CG34 Classical guitar 3/4 €8,99 £8.36
B421B SBG-10-AG Acoustic guitar €8,99 £8.36
B422B SBG-10-EG Electric guitar €8,99 £8.36
B423B SBG-10-EB Electric Bass guitar €8,99 £8.36
B548B SBG-10CG 1/2 Classical guitar 1/2 €8,99 £8.36

SBG-10 Gigbag

 �Adjustable straps
 �Handle
 � Front pocket
 �Colour: black and grey

Carry and protect your gear with SBG-10 series bags, featuring adjustable 
straps, handle and frontal pocket for notebook and acecssories storage.

PGB-10FLY

PGB-10CG

SBG-30 series - 30 mm padding

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B429B SBG-30-CG Classical Guitar 4/4 €42,63 £39.65
B430B SBG-30-EB Electric Bass Guitar €42,63 £39.65
B431B SBG-30-AG Acoustic guitar €42,63 £39.65
B432B SBG-30-EG Electric Guitar €42,63 £39.65

 �Adjustable straps
 �Double handle
 �Double front pocket + side pocket

 �Colour: black and grey
 � Padding: 30mm

PGB-10EG
Carry and protect your gear with PGB-10 series bags, featuring 
10mm padding, adjustable straps, handle and frontal pocket for 
notebook and accessories storage.

 �Adjustable straps
 � Ergonomic handle
 �Wide front pocket
 �Colour: black and grey
 �Colour embroidered logo

CODE MODEL INSTRUMENT PADDING INTERNAL DIMENSIONS MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

L418L PGB-10CG Classical guitar 10mm 108x42x13,5cm €23,36 £21.72
L419L PGB-10CG34 Classical guitar 3/4 10mm 100x41x13cm €23,36 £21.72
L420L PGB-10AG Acoustic guitar 10mm 111x43x13cm €23,36 £21.72
L422L PGB-10EB Electric bass guitar 10mm 123x36x9cm €23,36 £21.72
L426L PGB-10MA Archtop mandolin 10mm 71x26x(19+9)cm €15,58 £14.49
L421L PGB-10EG Electric guitar 10mm 106x39x9cm €23,36 £21.72
L423L PGB-10FLY Flying V style 10mm 120x48x10cm €25,67 £23.87
L424L PGB-10BB Banjo/Buzouky 10mm 8x38x14cm €21,21 £19.73
L425L PGB-10UK Ukulele/Fat Mandolin 10mm 73x30x12cm €15,58 £14.49

PGB series - 10 mm padding
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 �Outer material: 1680D nylon
 � Interior: PE board + 20mm padding
 �Adjustable straps for maximum comfort
 � Padded handle
 �Wide pocket for accessories and study materials
 �Rubber feet

SCPE  series Softcase

Soundsation softcases, featuring a reinfocing PE board + 20mm padding, perfectly gather sturdiness, comfort and style, protecting your 
instruments in any conditions and providing all the portability you need with adjustable straps and padded handle. Available in a wide range of 
sizes for guitars and basses.

CODE MODEL INSTRUMENT DIMENSIONS MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E379E SCPE-A Acoustic guitar 109 × 35 × 14cm €61,07 £56.80
E380E SCPE-C Classical guitar 103 × 34 × 12cm €61,07 £56.80
E381E SCPE-E Electric guitar 104 × 34 × 6cm €61,07 £56.80
E382E SCPE-BS Electric Bass guitar 121 × 35 × 6cm €61,07 £56.80

 �Material: wood + outer PVC
 � Inner padding
 � Inner pocket
 �Handle
 �Metal lock (with key)
 �Colour: black
 � Suitable for several types of electric guitar 
being Strat, Tele, LP, SG
 � Interior length: 101.5cm
 � Interior width: 34cm
 �Depth: 8.5cm
 � Interior head width: 17.5cm
 � Interior body length: 46.5cm

DHC-EG - Hard case for electric guitar teardrop shaped

Built in wood, featuring inner padding and pocket, DHC series hard cases are 
the best solution to protect and carry your gear with comfort and safety. The 
case is designed to fit several types of guitars, being Strat, Tele, LP, SG and more.

 �Material: wood + outer PVC
 � Inner padding
 � Inner pocket
 �Handle
 �Metal lock (with key)
 �Colour: black
 � Suitable for several types of electric bass: 
Jazz, Precision, MusicMan and more
 � Interior length: 119.5cm
 � Interior width: 34.5cm
 �Depth: 8.5cm
 � Interior head width: 18cm
 � Interior body length: 56.5cm

DHC-EB - Hard case for electric bass (drop shaped)

Built in wood, featuring inner padding and pocket, DHC series hard 
cases are the best solution to protect and carry your gear with comfort 
and safety. The case is designed to fit several types of basses, including 
Jazz, Precision, Musicman and more.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

L694L €79,41 £73.85

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

L695L €79,41 £73.85
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Built in wood, featuring inner padding and pocket, SC series hard cases are the best solution to 
protect and carry your gear with comfort and safety.

 �Material: wood + outer PVC
 � Inner padding
 � Inner pocket
 �Handle
 �Metal lock (with key)
 �Colour: black

CODE MODEL INSTRUMENT MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A490A SCJG Jumbo guitar €81,12 £75.44
A491A SCCG Classical guitar €79,41 £73.85
A492A SCWG Acoustic guitar €79,41 £73.85
A493A SCEB Electric Bass guitar €79,41 £73.85
A494A SCEG Electric guitar €79,41 £73.85
A495A SCEGR Electric guitar €79,41 £73.85
A496A SCEBR Electric Bass guitar €79,41 £73.85
A498A SCEA35 Hollow Body 335 stye €79,41 £73.85
A499A SCAB Acoustic Bass guitar €82,82 £77.02
A500A SCLP Les Paul style €79,41 £73.85
A518A SCEA75 Hollow Body 175 style €81,12 £75.44
A958A SCWG-BV Acoustic guitar €81,12 £75.44

Hard case for Guitar and bass

Built in wood, featuring inner padding and pocket, SC series hard cases are the best solution to protect and carry your gear with comfort and 
safety.

CODE MODEL INSTRUMENT MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A967A SCSU Suitable for soprano ukulele €58,95 £54.82
A968A SCCU Suitable for concerto ukulele €62,46 £58.09
A969A SCTU Suitable for tenor ukulele €64,09 £59.60
A970A SCBU Suitable for baritone ukulele €65,76 £61.16

Vintage style Hard Case for Ukulele

 � Inner padding
 � Inner pocket
 �Handle
 �Metal lock (with key)
 �Colour: brown vintage

 �Material: wood + outer PVC

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

J155J €21,54 £20.03
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 � 10mm padding for great protection
 �Double Strap and handle
 � Front pocket for accessories
 � Finish: color party
 � Size: soprano
 � Inner dimensions: 56.50 x 19.50cm (length x width)

USC-S - Padded softcase for soprano ukulele

USC series is conceived for carrying and protecting your ukulele, wihtout forgetting one very important thing: a 
stunning look! Available for soprano, concert, tenor and baritone ukuleles.

 � 10mm padding for great protection
 �Double strap and handle
 � Front pocket for accessories
 � Finish: color party
 � Size: concert
 � Inner dimensions: 66 x 24cm (length x width)

USC-C - Padded softcase for concert ukulele

 � 10mm padding for great protection
 �Double strap and handle
 � Front pocket for accessories
 � Finish: color party
 � Size: tenor
 � Inner dimensions: 70 x 24cm (length x width)

USC-T - Padded softcase for tenor ukulele

 � 10mm padding for great protection
 �Double strap and handle
 � Front pocket for accessories
 � Finish: color party
 � Size: baritone
 � Inner dimensions: 80.50 x 29cm (length x width)

BUSC-B - Padded softcase for baritone ukulele

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
J156J €21,54 £20.03

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
J157J €21,54 £20.03

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
J158J €21,54 £20.03
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 � 3-ply cross grained wood archtop protection
 � Soft yet protective interior with accessories compartment
 �Heavy duty vintage bronze hardware
 � 4 vintage bronze finish latches with locking key
 � Snowflake fabric covering
 � 3 digits security locking system
 � Straps and padded handle
 � Instrument: acoustic guitar
 � Total interior length: 107cm
 � Body interior length: 61cm
 �W1 interior width (see pic): 15.5cm
 �W2 interior width (see pic): 32cm
 �W3 interior width (see pic): 30cm
 �W4 interior width (see pic): 41cm
 � Interior height: 14.5cm

SD200-A - Archtop hardcase for acoustic guitar in 
Snowflake covering

 � 3-ply cross grained wood archtop protection
 � Soft yet protective interior with accessories compartment
 �Heavy duty vintage bronze hardware
 � 4 vintage bronze finish latches with locking key
 � Snowflake fabric covering
 � 3 digits security locking system
 � Straps and padded handle
 � Instrument: classic guitar
 � Total interior length: 102cm
 � Body interior length: 55.5cm
 �W1 interior width (see pic): 14cm
 �W2 interior width (see pic): 30cm
 �W3 interior width (see pic): 27.5cm
 �W4 interior width (see pic): 37.5cm
 � Interior height: 13.5cm

SD200-C - Archtop hardcase for classic guitar in Snowflake 
covering

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

L711L €111,79 £103.96

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

L712L €111,79 £103.96

 � 3-ply cross grained wood archtop protection
 � Soft yet protective interior with accessories compartment
 �Heavy duty gold plated hardware
 � 3 gold finish latches with locking key
 � Tweed fabric covering
 � Instrument: acoustic guitar
 � Total interior length: 107cm
 � Body interior length: 61cm
 �W1 interior width (see pic): 15.5cm
 �W2 interior width (see pic): 32cm
 �W3 interior width (see pic): 30cm
 �W4 interior width (see pic): 41cm
 � Interior height: 14.5cm

TD100-A - Archtop hardcase for acoustic guitar in tweed 
covering

TWEED DELUXE hardcases perfectly gather sturdiness, protection and visual appeal. Featuring soft yet protective interior, accessory compartment, heavy 
duty gold plated hardware, 3 golden latches with security keys and Tweed fabric covering.

 � 3-ply cross grained wood archtop protection
 � Soft yet protective interior with accessories compartment
 �Heavy duty gold plated hardware
 � 3 gold finish latches with locking key
 � Tweed fabric covering
 � Instrument: classic guitar
 � Total interior length: 102cm
 � Body interior length: 55.5cm
 �W1 interior width (see pic): 14cm
 �W2 interior width (see pic): 30cm
 �W3 interior width (see pic): 27.5cm
 �W4 interior width (see pic): 37.5cm
 � Interior height: 13.5cm

TD100-C - Archtop hardcase for classic guitar in tweed 
covering
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W2
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CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

L709L €88,45 £82.26

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

L710L €91,09 £84.71
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SBG-TST-10

 �Drumsticks bag featuring adjustable strap
 �Adjustable strap
 � Zip closure
 �Colour: black with white logo

SBG-BOG-10

 � 25mm padded bag for bongos
 �Adjustable strap
 �Handle
 � Front pocket
 �Colour: black and grey with embroidered logo

SBG-DJE-10

 � 25mm padded bag for djembè
 �Adjustable strap
 �Handle
 � Front pocket
 �Colour: black and grey with 
embroidered logo

SBG-ST-10

 � Padded drumsticks bag featuring 
adjustable strap and pocket
 �Adjustable strap
 � Zip closure
 � Pocket
 �Colour: black and grey with colour 
embroidered logo

SCYB-10

 � 10mm padding bag for cymbals 
featuring pocket
 �Adjustable strap
 � Padded handle
 � Front pocket
 � Internal compartment
 �Colour: black
 �Measurements: diameter 62cm/
height 8,5cm

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B441B €21,11 £19.63

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B411B €21,14 £19.66

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B440B €18,40 £17.11

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B438B €5,37 £4.99

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B437B €10,77 £10.02

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B446B SBG-22BD-10 22” 22”x20” €48,60 £45.20
B563B SBG-20BD-10 20” 20”x18” €45,10 £41.94
B564B SBG-18BD-10 18” 18”x16” €40,48 £37.65

Bag for Bass Drum

Carry and protect your percussion with SBG series bag, featuring 25mm padding, adjustable strap, handle and frontal pocket for notebook and 
acecssories storage. 

 �Adjustable strap
 �Handle
 � Front pocket
 �Colour: black and grey with embroidered logo

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B445B SBG-16FTM-10 16” 16”X16” €36,38 £33.83
B562B SBG-14FTM-10 14” 14”X14” €33,51 £31.16

Bag for Floor Tom 

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B442B SBG-10TOM-10 10” 10”x10” €19,21 £17.87
B443B SBG-12TOM-10 12” 12”X12” €22,36 £20.79
B444B SBG-13TOM-10 13” 13”X13” €24,74 £23.01

Bag for Tom

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B447B SBG-14SNA-20 14” 14”X6” €25,98 £24.16

Bag for Snare Drum

 �Outer material: 600D nylon
 � Inner material: black nylon
 � Padding: 8mm hard foam + 5mm soft foam
 � Frontal pocket

 �Rubber feet for safe anti-scretch grip
 �Handle
 �Adjustable strap

SBG-CAJ-13 - Cajon padded bag

Protect your cajon with SBG-CAJ-13, a padded bag ideal for carrying your instrument in the 
safest and easisest way. Featuring 8mm hard foam + 5mm soft foam padding, frontal pocket, 
rubber feet, handle and strap.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
E699E €23,36 £21.72
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 � Shaped style built of wood material
 � External fittings in black polyester
 � Internal lining in blue velvet
 �Accessories pocket and double bow holder
 �Double zip closing

RS-105 - Shaped soft cases for violin

Built with resistent but lightweight materials, RS-105 case is protective 
but easy to carry. It features an accessory pocket and double bow holder.
The internal lining in blue velvet prevent scratches and make sure you can 
carry your instrument safely.

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
A296A RS-105 44 4/4 €20,32 £18.90
A356A RS-105 34 3/4 €20,32 £18.90

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B247B SBV4 4/4 €32,43 £30.16
B248B SBV3 3/4 €32,43 £30.16

 �Made in polyester
 � Black color
 � Inner lining in polyester
 �Accessory and books external pocket
 � Bow pocket
 � Zip closing

SBV- Carrying bag for cellos

Made with best material to ensure 
protection and durability, the SBV4 carrying 
bag is 20 mm padded to protect your cello. 
An handle and shoulder traps ensure a 
comfortable carrying in every situation.

CODE MODEL SIZE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
S981S C-SFL10 Case for flute C €14,20 £13.21
S985S C-STB10 Case for trombone Bb €88,74 £82.53

WIND INSTRUMENTS CASES

Bags and Cases for Wind instruments

CODE MODEL INTERNAL DIMENSIONS MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
B107B SB10 48x18x6 cm €16,30 £15.16
B157B SB11 64x22x8 cm €20,64 £19.20
B169B SB12 74x30x9 cm €20,43 £19.00
B170B SB13 87x33x10 cm €23,08 £21.46
B172B SB14 93x33x11 cm €24,61 £22.89
B106B SB15 112x42x15 cm €35,70 £33.20
B130B SB16 115x42x20 cm €37,76 £35.12
B184B SB17 105x37x13 cm €32,48 £30.21
B185B SB19 122x42x16 cm €38,82 £36.10
B551B SB20 105.5x3 x12 cm €32,23 £29.97
B552B SB21 129.5x44.5x16.5 cm €40,54 £37.70
I609I SB22 133x40x16.5 cm €40,54 £37.70
E804E SB49 80x32x10cm €23,08 £21.46
E805E SB61 104x32x12cm €32,48 £30.21
E806E SB76 124x32x12cm €38,82 £36.10
E807E SB88 133x30x17cm €40,54 £37.70

Padded keyboard bag with double strap

Protect your keyboard with SB series bags, built in anti-snatch Nylon 600D featuring 10mm padding and frontal pocket, strap and handle. Double 
strap allows easy transportation, while grey binding and embroidered colour logo complete the stunning visual appeal.

 �Anti-snatch Poly 420D
 � Strap
 � Pocket
 �Colour: black
 � Inner sizes: 66x22.5x0.8cm

BBM - Keyboard bag for MEDELI MC37A with strap and pocket

BBM is specifically designed for MEDELI MC37A keyboard.Strap and wide 
pocket allow easy transportation and efficient storage.

 �Anti-snatch Poly 420D
 � Strap
 � Pocket
 �Colour: black
 � Inner sizes: 48x20x0.6cm

BBC - Keyboard bag fits CASIO SA with strap and pocket

BBC is specifically designed for CASIO SA keyboard. Strap and wide pocket 
allow easy transportation and efficient storage.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L820L €10,59 £9.85

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
L821L €10,08 £9.37
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CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U426U €25,32 £23.55

 �Coated externally in high quality ABS and aluminum reinforcements
 � practical and ergonomic handle
 �Chrome closures
 � Shaped intern

SC-CL - ABS Clarinet case Bb

Hard case Lightweight and protective Soundsation in ABS with anotized aluminum reinforcements

� Color: Black
�Handles
� Latches: Chrome Plated

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U427U €28,71 £26.70

 �Coated externally in high quality ABS and aluminum reinforcements
 � practical and ergonomic handle
 �Chrome closures
 � Shaped intern

SC-TR - ABS Trumpet case Bb

Hard case Lightweight and protective Soundsation in ABS with anotized aluminum reinforcements

� Color: Black
�Handles
� Latches: Chrome Plated

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
U428U €39,52 £36.75
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 �Coated externally in high quality ABS and aluminum reinforcements
 � practical and ergonomic handle
 �Chrome closures
 � Shaped intern

SC-FL - ABS Flute case

Hard case Lightweight and protective Soundsation in ABS with anotized aluminum reinforcements

� Color: Black
�Handles
� Latches: Chrome Plated

WIND INSTRUMENTS CASES
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CCT-20 - Rotating chromatic clip tuner

 �Chromatic
 �Anti-scratch clip
 �Rotating
 � Back-lightened led screen
 � 6 working modes: chromatic, guitar, bass, violin, ukelele C/D
 �Ultra compact and light
 �A4 Freq: 440Hz
 � Precision: +/- 1 cent
 � Tuning range: 0A-8C
 � Power supply: 1xCR2032
 �Weight: 19gr

A very smart tool: CCT-20 is a rotating chromatic tuner you can attach to your instrument’s headstock via clip in an easy and quick way. It’s back-lightened led 
screen allows perfect visibility on stage, and you can tune your instrument even if it is unplugged. 6 working modes: chromatic, guitar, bass, violin, ukelele C/D. 
Ultra compact, ultra reliable, visually captivating. Always in tune with CCT-20!

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

I890I €5,74 £5.34

DT-20- Compact chromatic tuner

DT-20 is a chromatic ultra compact tuner featuring auto/manual modes, jack input and built-in speaker allowing easy tuning both for electric 
and acoustic gear. Suitable for guitar, bass, violin.

 �Chromatic tuner
 � Jack input
 � Built-in microphone
 �Auto/manual modes
 � Suitable for guitar, bass, violin

 �A4 range: 435-445 Hz
 � Power supply: 2xAAA
 �Colour: silver
 �Measurements: 61x92x15mm (WxHxD)
 �Weight: 70gr

DTM-30 - Chromatic tuner with metronome function

An all-in-one tool for practicing and study sessions: chromatic tuner and 
metronome in your hand, in a compact, slight device. Auto/manual modes for 
tuner, wide rhythnms and tempos selection, Tone Generator function. A very 
complete tool: jack input, built-in speaker and microphone, phone out.

 �Chromatic tuner and metronome with Tone Generator function
 � Tuner: jack input, built-in microphone, auto/manual modes, 430-450 Hz, suitable 
for guitar, bass, violin, ukulele, wind instrument
 �Metronome: wide rhythms and tempos selection, volume control, built-in speaker
 � Power supply: 2xAAA
 �Colour: black
 �Measurements: 106x65x92mm (LxWxH)
 �Weight: 60gr

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
I888I €17,30 £16.09

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
I889I €12,24 £11.38

 � True bypass
 � Fast and accurate tuning in every situation
 � Sturdy metal chassis
 � Input and Output: 1/4” mono audio jack
 � Power supply: 9V DC (center negative)

MPT-20 - Chromatic mini pedal tuner

Ultra compact chromatic tuner in a mini stompbox format, spotting multicolour leds for perfect 
visibility in every situation. True bypass, metal chassis.

 �Dimensions: 9x35X33mm
 �Weight: 190 gr

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP

L685L €28,21 £26.24

 �Compact and light
 � Built-in speaker
 � Phones output (phones not included)
 �Double led (red/green)
 �Rhytnm and velocity selection
 � Belt clip

DM-10 - Compact metronome featuring built-in speaker and phones output

DM-10 is a compact metronome featuring built-in speaker and phones output. Wide rhytnm and velocity selection, double led (red/green)and 
belt clip for easy hanging. Compact, light, reliable: a fundamental tool for your practicing sessions.

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
N277N €13,23 £12.30

DIGITAL METRONOMES
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S-P10

 �Metal pitch pipe (A - 440 Hz)
 �Metal onstruction
 � Silver finish
 � Pitch: A - 440 Hz

S-PP1P

 � Plastic pitch pipe (6 pitches)
 � PVC construction

S-PP13P

 �Metal pitch pipe set (13 pcs)
 �Metal onstruction
 � Silver finish
 � 13 blistered pieces

PITCH PIPES

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
G489G €1,81 £1.68

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
G490G €1,93 £1.79

CODE MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
G492G €6,33 £5.89

MM-10

Metronome is the basic tool for musicians: everyone knows the importance of timing. Precise and 
elegant, MM-10P il the ideal study-mate both for beginners and advanced players.

 � Precise and reliable
 �With bell

CODE MODEL COLOR MSRP EUR MSRP GBP
N279N MM-10P-B ABS black finish €38,28 £35.60
N280N MM-10P-R ABS red finish €38,28 £35.60
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Title to Goods: Property in the goods and services shall not pass to Customer until Customer has discharged all outstanding indebtedness 
to FRENEXPORT whatsoever. Customer will store the goods supplied by FRENEXPORT in a way which makes them clearly identifiable as 
FRENEXPORT’s property or maintains records of goods owned by FRENEXPORT and shall identify them to FRENEXPORT on demand. Failing 
such identification, all goods supplied by FRENEXPORT in Customer’s possession shall be deemed to belong to FRENEXPORT. Any products 
of identical type supplied by the FRENEXPORT to Customer over a period of time and on a number of different invoices, any stock remaining 
unsold at any time will be taken as relating to that supplied on the most recent invoice(s). If unpaid for goods are sold to a third party by 
Customer, then title to the goods remains with FRENEXPORT until such time as Customer pays FRENEXPORT for such goods.
If Customer fails to make payments when due, enters into bankruptcy, liquidation, has a receiver or manager appointed over any of its assets 
or becomes insolvent, or if FRENEXPORT has a reasonable cause to believe that any of these events may occur, FRENEXPORT shall have 
the right, without prejudice to any other remedy of FRENEXPORT to repossess the goods without prior notice and the customer will permit 
FRENEXPORT, or its agents to enter any premises for the purpose of such possession.

Warranty and Return: Warranty against defects shall have a maximum validity of one year from the date of delivery of the products.
Any apparent defects of the products shall be reported by Customer in writing, on pain of forfeiture, within eight (8) days of receipt of the 
products. Any hidden defects of the products shall be reported by Customer in writing, on pain of forfeiture, within eight (8) days of their 
discovery.

FRENEXPORT’s warranty against defects shall no longer be effective whenever:
- Customer or any third party make any repair or change to the products without the prior written consent of the latter;
- Customer or any third party alter or misuse the products;
- Customer does not allow FRENEXPORT or its authorized agents to carry out any and all reasonable control on the products declared to be 
defective;
- Customer fails to promptly return the defective products to FRENEXPORT, where so required by the latter.

Subject to FRENEXPORT prior written authorization, defective or non-complying products may be returned by Customer who shall send them 
to FRENEXPORT designated country Service Centre. In any such event, returned products shall be accompanied by the return authorization 
form duly issued by FRENEXPORT or his designated agent as well as by a specific description of the products and of the defects encountered 
in the same, with the specification of the indicative number of products as well as the date of the relative sale invoice.
If, upon due verification of the products returned, FRENEXPORT establishes the existence of the alleged defects and applicability of the 
warranty, FRENEXPORT, at its sole discretion shall either repair the products at its own charge and expense; or replace the defective products. 
It is expressly understood that repair or substitution of defective products shall be the sole remedies available in relation to the warranty 
obligations provided above.

General sales terms

Scope of application: unless differently provided by written agreement between the Parties, these general terms and conditions of sale shall 
govern any and all offers, proposals, purchase orders and contracts entered into by FRENEXPORT S.p.A. (hereinafter “FRENEXPORT”) with the 
Customer. General terms and conditions of purchase issued by the Customer shall not be valid and enforceable between the Parties.

Offers - Orders - Order confirmations: offers made by FRENEXPORT shall, unless otherwise specified in writing in the same, be valid for 30 days 
from the date of transmission to Customer. All purchase orders from Customers (hereinafter “Orders”) shall be formalized in writing and sent 
by fax or email to FRENEXPORT head office. For Orders for less than £500.00, FRENEXPORT shall charge Customer with the additional sum 
of £10.00 as administrative charges. The contract shall be deemed entered into between the Parties as of the date of receipt by Customer 
of the written Order Confirmation by
FRENEXPORT.
Order Cancellations -In exceptional circumstances and solely at the discretion of FRENEXPORT, cancellations may be accepted.
Verbal cancellations will only be valid if they are confirmed in writing by the customer and sent to FRENEXPORT by recorded delivery post, 
facsimile transmission or e-mail.
Special Orders in specific sizes and or finishes will be supplied by FRENEXPORT wherever possible, subject to an acceptance by the customs that 
the order cannot be cancelled, or the goods returned and all sizes and specifications are provided to FRENEXPORT by the customer in writing. In 
certain instances, and before acceptance of such special orders, FRENEXPORT will require a deposit of 50% of the total purchase price.

Documents - Price List: all information and data indicated in FRENEXPORT’s catalogues, leaflets, price lists and other informative documentation 
(hereinafter “Documentation”) shall be deemed purely indicative and may be subject to change at any time and prior to further notice.
Customer is expressly forbidden to reproduce the Documentation by any means whatsoever and disclose its contents to any third party.

Delivery: Terms of delivery, where agreed, are purely indicative. Any delays in delivery shall not entitle Customer to termination of contract 
and to compensation for any direct or indirect damage, except in case of malice or gross negligence by FRENEXPORT, holding the obligation 
towards the client to pack the goods adequately and to protect them in such manner that they are able to reach the destination in good 
condition using standard transportation. The client is responsible for adequate transport insurance. Products will be delivered Ex works (EXW) 
our warehouse in Porto Recanati (Italy), and will be considered as delivered when materially collected by the Customer or a carrier. Delivery, 
if requested, will be made on behalf of the Customer and at Customer’s risk and cost.
FRENEXPORT shall have no liability whatsoever for any damage to or losses of Products occurring during transport, therefore the related 
risk shall remain exclusively with Customer. Customer shall, on pain of forfeiture, verify the integrity of packaging and check the quantity of 
Products upon their receipt, making the appropriate written reserves with the carrier and promptly notifying FRENEXPORT.

Prices - terms of payment: The Prices of the products and services shall be those stated in the corresponding Order Confirmation. Prices are 
indicated net of: (i) VAT and any other applicable tax; (ii) packaging expenses; (iii) shipping and transport costs.
Payments may be made by credit titles only if this mode of payment has been specifically agreed, and acceptance of said credit titles by 
FRENEXPORT shall always be deemed subject to final payment. Any covenant to the contrary is expressly excluded.
Customer may in no event and on no account delay, suspend or omit any payments due. Any claim or title Customer may have shall be 
enforced by a separate action, it being expressly understood that Customer shall not be entitled to set off any sums due by the same against 
any of its credits or claims.

In case of failure by Customer to pay any amount due by the same within the agreed deadlines, FRENEXPORT shall be entitled to:
- Suspend performance of the corresponding contract and/or any other contracts in place with Customer, including any warranty obligations;
- Immediate payment of all sums payable by Customer, on any ground, even under other contracts, all such sums becoming immediately due;
- A refund of the expenses sustained to recover the sums not promptly paid by Customer;
- Compensation for any further damage.

In any case, any and all sums payable by Customer shall become immediately due whenever one of the following circumstances occurs:
- Customer becomes insolvent;
- The guarantees provided are diminished;
- The promised guarantees are not provided.

Where Customer has several debts to FRENEXPORT, the latter may decide from time to time to which debt any payment by Customer is to be 
allocated.
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